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Abstract
Unsupervised Learning Techniques have been widely used in Data Mining over the
last few years. These techniques try to identify patterns in a dataset blindly. Clus-
tering is one of the most promising fields in Unsupervised Learning. It consists on
grouping the data by similarity. This field has generated several research works
which have tried to deal with different problems related to the pattern extraction
and data grouping processes. One of the most innovative clustering methodologies
is shape-based or continuity-based clustering which tries to group data according to
the form they define in the space.
This dissertation is focused on how to apply Genetic Algorithms to the continuity-
based clustering problems. Genetic Algorithms have been traditionally used in opti-
mization problems. They are featured by an encoding -which represents the solution
space; a population set of chromosomes -which are the potential solutions; and some
genetic operations -which are used to evolve the solutions in order to find the best
chromosome or solution. The main idea is to take advantage of their potential, gen-
erating new algorithms which can improve the performance of classical clustering
algorithms, and apply them to static and streaming data.
In order to design these algorithms, this dissertation has been based on the Spectral
Clustering algorithm. This algorithm studies the spectrum of a Similarity Graph
in order to define the clusters. The clusters defined by Spectral Clustering usually
respect the data continuity. Using this idea as a starting point, different graph-based
genetic algorithms have been designed to deal with the continuity-based clustering
problem. The different algorithms developed have been divided in three generations:
• The first generation is based on genetic graph-based clustering algorithms. In
this generation we combined graph-based clustering and genetic algorithms to
generate a graph topology among the data, in order to find the best way to cut
the graph. This cutting process is used to discriminate the final clusters. The
main idea is to use hybrid algorithms which combine different metrics extracted
from graph theory. In order to evaluate the performance on real-world problems,
these algorithms have been also applied to text summarization.
• The second generation is based on multi-objective genetic graph-based cluster-
ing algorithms. This generation introduces the Pareto Front generated by the
different fitness functions used in the genetic search. The Pareto Front is used
to study the solution space and provides more robust and accurate solutions.
During this generation we also used co-evolutionary algorithms to include the
number of clusters in the search space.
• Finally, the last generation is focused on large and streaming data analysis.
During this generation the previous algorithms have been adapted to deal with
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large data, combining different methodologies such as online clustering and
MapReduce. The main idea is to study their performance compared with other
algorithms.
The dissertation also includes a description of other graph-based bio-inspired al-
gorithms, in this case Ant Colony Optimization Clustering algorithms, which have
been designed during the dissertation, in order to extend the range of study to other
bio-inspired areas.
Finally, with the purpose of evaluating the algorithms of the different generations,
we have compared them with relevant and well-known clustering algorithms using
synthetic and real-world datasets extracted from the literature and the UCI Machine
Learning Repository.
Resumen
Las te´cnicas de aprendizaje no supervisado han sido ampliamente utilizadas en
miner´ıa de datos en los u´ltimos an˜os. Estas te´cnicas tratan de extraer patrones
de un conjunto de datos de forma ciega. Dentro de las mismas, el Clustering es uno
de los campos ma´s prometedores. E´ste consiste en la agrupacio´n de los datos por
similitud. Este campo ha generado varios trabajos de investigacio´n que han tratado
de hacer frente a diferentes problemas relacionados con la extraccio´n de patrones
y los procesos de agrupacio´n de datos. Una de las metodolog´ıas de clustering ma´s
innovadoras se basa en agrupar los datos por continuidad, respetando la forma que
e´stos definen en espacio en el que se encuentran.
Esta tesis se centra en la manera de aplicar algoritmos gene´ticos a los problemas
de clustering basado en continuidad. Los algoritmos gene´ticos han sido utilizados
tradicionalmente en problemas de optimizacio´n. Se caracterizan por una codificacio´n
-que representa el espacio de soluciones-, una poblacio´n o conjunto de cromosomas
-que son las soluciones potenciales dentro de este espacio-, y algunas operaciones
gene´ticas -que se utilizan para evolucionar las soluciones con el fin de encontrar el
mejor cromosoma o solucio´n-. La idea principal es aprovechar el pontencial de los
algoritmos gene´ticos generando nuevos algoritmos que pueden mejorar el rendimiento
de los algoritmos cla´sicos aplicados tanto a datos esta´ticos como a flujos continuos
de datos.
De cara a disen˜ar estos algoritmos, esta tesis doctoral utiliza el algoritmo de Spectral
Clustering como punto de partida. Este algoritmo estudia el espectro de un grafo
de similitud con el fin de definir las agrupaciones o clusters. Los grupos definidos
por Spectral Clustering suelen respetar la continuidad de los datos. Utilizando esta
idea, se han disen˜ado diferentes algoritmos gene´ticos basados en grafos para hacer
frente al problema de agrupacio´n basada en continuidad. Los diferentes algoritmos
desarrollados se han dividido en tres generaciones:
• La primera generacio´n se basa en algoritmos de clustering gene´ticos basados
en grafos. En esta generacio´n se han combinado te´cnicas de Graph Clustering
y algoritmos gene´ticos para generar una topolog´ıa de grafo entre los datos,
con el fin de encontrar la mejor manera de cortar el grafo. Este proceso de
corte se utiliza para discriminar los grupos finales. La idea principal es utilizar
algoritmos h´ıbridos que combinan diferentes me´tricas extra´ıdas de teor´ıa de
grafos. Con el fin de evaluar el comportamiento de los algoritmos en problemas
del mundo real, estos algoritmos se han aplicado al problema de co´mo generar
resu´menes automa´ticos.
• La segunda generacio´n se basa en algoritmos multi-objetivo de clustering gene´tico
basado en grafos. Esta generacio´n introduce el Frente de Pareto, generado por
las diferentes funciones de fitness utilizadas en la bu´squeda gene´tica. El frente
de Pareto se utiliza para estudiar el espacio de soluciones y proporcionar solu-
ciones ma´s robustas y precisas. Durante esta generacio´n tambie´n utilizamos
algoritmos co-evolutivos de cara a incluir el nu´mero de clusters en el espacio de
bu´squeda.
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• Finalmente, la u´ltima generacio´n se centra en el ana´lisis de grandes cantidades
y flujos de datos. Durante esta generacio´n los algoritmos anteriormente men-
cionados se han adaptado para hacer frente a grandes volu´menes de datos,
combinando diferentes metodolog´ıas como el clustering online y MapReduce.
La idea principal es estudiar su rendimiento en comparacio´n con otros algorit-
mos.
La tesis tambie´n incluye aportaciones de otros algoritmos bio-inspirados basados en
grafos, en este caso, algoritmos de clustering usando optimizacio´n por colonias de
hormigas. Estos algoritmos han sido disen˜ados durante el desarrollo de la tesis para
ampliar el rango de estudio a otros entornos bio-inspirados.
Por u´ltimo, con el fin de evaluar los algoritmos de las diferentes generaciones, se
han comparado con algoritmos de clustering conocidos. El rendimiento de estos
algoritmos se ha medido utilizando conjuntos de datos sinte´ticos y reales extra´ıdos
de la literatura y del repositorio UCI de Machine Learning.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Como dijo Jack el Destripador: ‘Vamos por partes...’ ”
- David y Jose´ Manuel Mun˜oz (Estopa)
This chapter motivates and overviews this dissertation. Firstly, we briefly introduce Clus-
tering as the problem focused. Then, Section 1.2 motivates the questions that are addressed
later. After that, in Section 1.3, Graph Clustering and Genetic Algorithms are briefly intro-
duced in order to provide a basic framework to state the research questions, that are reported
in Section 1.4. Next, the dissertation structure is described in Section 1.5 and, finally, the main
contributions and the associated publications are described.
1.1 The Clustering Problem
Machine Learning is one of the most important fields in Artificial Intelligence. The different
learning processes have been widely studied in several environments where the most remarkable
are data analysis and statistical inference. Currently, statistical methods have been extended,
and there are new methods based on bio-inspired approaches. These methods are usually based
on Evolutionary Computation or Swarm Intelligence methods. The former is based on the
evolution of chromosomes in a population, whereas the latter is based on the emergent behaviour
of small agents which collaborate in order to complete a task.
Machine Learning has several subfields, each of them assigned to a learning methodology
which its own constrains. The most relevant are [5]: Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learn-
ing, Reinforcement Learning and Game Theory Learning. The first methodology is focused on
those problems whose goal is to extract a general model or patterns having information about
the quality of the model. The second is focused on finding a way to extract patterns from the
data blindly. The third tries to give some information during the process through a reward or
punish. Finally, the last is a generalization of Reinforcement Learning where several agents are
used. This work has been focused on unsupervised techniques.
The unsupervised learning methods are mainly based on clustering techniques [40]. These
techniques were designed to find hidden information, or patterns, in a dataset grouping the data
with similar properties in clusters. Clustering is a large field and comprises several method-
ologies. If we consider a dataset X = {x1, . . . , xn} where xi is a data instance and n is the
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number of instances, the algorithm goal is to generate k sets called clusters. We can denote
C = {c1, . . . , ck} as the set of all clusters and ci as a cluster. The different methods to group
data in clusters can be divided in three main categories [90]:
• Partitional [126]: Consists of a disjoint division of the data where each element belongs
only to a single cluster. In this case, we have the following restrictions: ci ∩ cj = ∅, ci 6= ∅
and X = c1 ∪ · · · ∪ ck.
• Overlapping [27] (or non-exclusive): Allows each element to belong to multiple clusters
or none cluster. In this case, there are less restrictions, and the intersection of two clusters
is not necessarily empty. However, each cluster should have at least one element.
• Hierarchical [109]: Nests the clusters formed through a partitional clustering method
creating bigger partitions, grouping the clusters by hierarchical levels. In this case, if
cluster ci is below cluster cj and they are hierarchically connected, then ci ( cj .
The thesis has been focused on the first category: partitional clustering. In order to deal
with the partitional problem, it is important to consider the model which is used to extract the
patterns from the data. Usually, classical statistical models use an estimator (e.g., a Gaussian
distribution) whose parameters are adapted in order to fit with the data distribution. However,
modern techniques try to avoid the usage of estimators in order to generalize the problem. The
main methodologies are usually categorized as [40]:
• Parametric or Model-based clustering [40]: consists of an estimator based on a
mixture of probabilities whose parameters are estimated. This estimation fixes the model
to the dataset.
• Non-Parametric clustering [193]: there is not an initial probability model or estimator.
• Semiparametric method [40]: a combination of parametric and non-parametric meth-
ods.
This work has been focused on Non-Parametric Partitional Clustering. One of the most
classical non-parametric approaches is the Spectral Clustering algorithm introduced by Ng et
al. [155] in 2001. This algorithm –which is the stating point of this dissertation; is based on the
process to cut a similarity graph in order to separate the data (represented as that graph). The
methodology is usually divided in three main steps:
1. A similarity function is applied over an original dataset to construct a Similarity Graph
among the information.
2. The Spectrum of the Similarity Graph is calculated in order to generate a projective space
through its eigenvectors.
3. K-means (or other partitional clustering technique) is applied to the matrix formed by the
k-first eigenvectors to discriminate the information and assign the final clusters.
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Using this methodology the algorithm is able to separate the data keeping information about
the continuity in the data instances. This is usually called a shape-based, or continuity-based,
separation. The algorithm is not just considering where are the centres of the clusters, it
tries to discover the form generated by the data in the search space and tries to discriminate
different forms. As it will be explained in the following section the algorithm have some problems
according to the robustness which are the main starting point of this dissertation.
1.2 Motivation of the dissertation
The main problem related to Spectral Clustering is its sensitivity to the definition of the simi-
larity function. The algorithm is generally not too robust, it usually converges to local solutions
when noisy information appears, as Chang and Yeung exposed in [37]. In order to fix this prob-
lem, some studies were based on the improvements of the parameters selection for the similarity
function [37]. Other solutions are focused on the selection of the partitional clustering algorithm
for the third step of SC [196]. This work has designed new algorithms based on Genetic Al-
gorithms (GA) to improve the robustness of the clusters selection taking the Similarity Graph
as a starting point. The new algorithms look for new solutions that could aid to manage this
problem.
Genetic algorithms [45, 187] provide a framework to find solutions which are more accurate
for a particular heuristic. The chromosomes of the population are usually solutions and the
algorithm tries to find the best individual according to a fitness function. However, these
individuals are not always the best solution. The search space generated by the heuristic should
be smooth enough to find a good path to the best solution -i.e. a minimum or a maximum of the
heuristic; but there are several cases where the search space contains local minimum which are
a trend of the algorithm convergence path, producing premature convergence. Figure 1.1 shows
an example of a search space with local solutions and global solutions. In this case, the search
space is smooth, however, there are some problems where it is discrete or contains holes. Due
to this problem, it is not only important to find a good evaluation heuristic, it is also important
to define a smooth search space or to provide a good Genetic Algorithm which can deal with
local solutions.
When Spectral Clustering deals with the non-parametric problem, it generates a Similarity
Graph among the data providing a new topology. This graph is cut by the algorithm choosing
the best data separation. However, the eigenvector decomposition is usually computationally
expensive. Due to the graph topology provides the shape or continuity information, we have
considered to keep the graph and apply the genetic approaches to it. Then, the graph becomes
the search space because we do not have information about the original space, and we are not
able to use it. This search space is discrete and is not usually smooth so we need to take care
about the Genetic Algorithm and the heuristic. This has motivated the research in different
ways, such as Multi-Objective algorithms [133] and Co-Evolutionary algorithms [138].
Other important problem in clustering is to define the number of clusters, which is a difficult
task. Several clustering algorithms consider that the human must introduce the number of
clusters and they will optimize these clusters according to a metric or cost function. There are
some algorithms which deal with this problem. In this dissertation, we also deal with this issue
generating a Co-Evolutionary approach where different populations try to deal with the number
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Figure 1.1: Example of a function with a local minimum and maximum.
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of clusters.
Data structure is also an important issue. The first step in data analysis is to understand
the data, in order to discover patterns within it. Here, we face two kind of data: static data,
which can be usually taken oﬄine and is fixed during the analysis, and streaming data which
are usually large data quantities and could be constantly appearing. The former is the most
frequent, but there are several data representation such as images or texts that needs a special
attention. The later is a consequence of current communications, and there are two main ways
to deal with it: large data algorithms or online algorithms. Here, we adapt our approaches to
both kinds of data.
Apart from the theoretical approaches presented above, this dissertation also pretends to
introduce a practical problem which has been studied using genetic graph-based algorithms. It
is related to documents summarization which is a static data analysis problem.
Finally, it is also important to understand how these graph-based clustering approaches can
be useful in different bio-inspired domains applied to the clustering problems. For this reason,
the dissertation concludes with some approaches based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), a
bio-inspired graph-based technique extracted from Swarm Intelligence area which imitates the
foraging behaviour of the ants in order to find the best path between the nest and the food
source.
1.3 Problem statement
The graph analysis is the main problem which this dissertation faces. The first idea for graph
analysis is based on network analysis [54]. Given a network which is represented as a graph,
classical techniques analyse the different properties of the network through various measures.
The principal measures are the Clustering Coefficient [54] (CC), and the Average Distance
(AD) of the elements. There are several variations of them, such as the Weighted Clustering
Coefficient (WCC) [20] which considers weights in the edges of the graph. In order to support
a good election for the heuristics, some measures will be analysed in detail in the next sections.
One of the main problems of AD or other Complex Network measures is that they do not
consider the continuity of the dataset which is important in graph-based clustering approaches.
The continuity is the “form” defined by the data, for example, an object form into an image.
Therefore, other different heuristics based on well-known algorithms (such as K-Nearest Neigh-
bours [48] or Minimal Graph Cut [177]) have also been tested and combined to improve the
results through Genetic Algorithms (GA).
Genetic algorithms have been traditionally used in optimization problems. The complexity of
the algorithm depends on the codification and the operations that are used to reproduce, cross,
mutate and select the different individuals (chromosomes) of the population [45, 187]. These
kinds of algorithms apply a fitness function which guides the search to find the best individual
of the population.
Two essential elements in any GA design are the fitness function and the encoding of the
individuals. The first one is used to guide the evolutionary search [45, 187], the second one
determines the search space and landscape [175].
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In this particular case of clustering, the encoding has a convergence problem. The literature
has addressed this issue and there are many approximations to the encoding of clustering in
GA, (see [90] for a complete analysis of this problem). Given the importance of this topic to the
success of the GA, we start this work studying two possible encodings, comparing their main
features and subsequent performance.
Clustering is essentially a search problem of a function that maps data into clusters, just
the type of problem that EAs handle well. The first algorithm introduced in this dissertation is
called Genetic Graph-based Clustering algorithm (GGC). GGC has a fitness function based on
a metric to measure the cluster quality. It is inspired by Complex System Analysis and Graph
Theory [54, 151, 200] and specially focused on K-Nearest Neighbours [48] and Minimal Graph
Cut [177], as was mentioned above.
In order to assess the performance of GGC, we have carried out a collection of experiments
that compare GGC performance and robustness to those of some classical algorithms, like K-
means, EM and, of course, SC. Besides, it has been applied to automatic text summarization.
The summarization methodology used was introduced by Plaza et al. in [162]. This technique
is based on several steps, but the main step -which discriminate the concepts; is based on a
clustering algorithm. The original algorithm uses a centroid based approach, however, the main
idea of this work is to apply a continuity-based approaches which can compete with the classical
summarization and commercial process. This methodology has been applied to summarization
of biomedical documents.
GGC uses the same graph representation that SC and also improves the robustness of the
clustering results related to the metric used to measure the data similarity. However, this
algorithm has the same memory usage problems than SC: It generates a matrix comparing
all data instances pair to pair, whether the problem is focused on large datasets, this matrix
becomes extremely big and it is difficult to store (and therefore to compute) all its information.
After the introduction of GGC, we propose a new algorithm named Multi-Objective Ge-
netic Graph-based Clustering Algorithm (MOGGC). It is based on GGC and combines Multi-
Objective Genetic Algorithms (MOGA) [42] with graph-continuity metrics to achieve two goals:
Lower memory consumption and increased solution quality in comparison to GGC. In order to
assess MOGGC performance, we compare it against the three classical clustering algorithms (K-
means, EM and SC) and the original GGC. The experimentation carried out involves synthetic
and well-known UCI datasets.
In order to get over the fixed number of clusters issue, a new algorithm called Co-Evolutionary
Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Clustering (CEMOG) algorithm is introduced. The con-
tribution of CEMOG is the development of a new partitional clustering algorithm that solves
the k-determination problem of MOGGC. To this end, CEMOG uses co-evolution to simulate
macro and micro evolution in the Genetic Algorithm. In this way, the value of k is introduced
in the evolutionary search and eventually the Pareto front provide a set of k corresponding to
the trade-off of the solutions.
In order to deal with stream data, we have adapted the algorithm to face large data. Stream
data is usually the information provided by real-time systems, such as mobile companies, sensors,
etc. Usually, the data defined as stream data is large and the algorithms need some scalability
effort to deal with them. There is another important approach for stream data which is related
to the data flow. Normally, these data come in a specific order, which means that the algorithm
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has to process the data continuously.
The first approach can be identified as a large data problem, the algorithm only has to deal
with a large dataset which can be faced with approaches such as Map Reduce [51]. In this work
we adapt the original algorithm MOGGC to process large data problems, reducing the search
space through a 2-step clustering algorithm. The first step reduces the search space through a
clustering algorithm such as K-means. The second step takes the basic information from the
first step, in order to generate more complex clusters.
The second approach is an online problem, in this case it is necessary to understand how
online problems works. First, each data can usually be processed once (usually online approaches
relax this restriction, but it is the theoretical restriction), and the algorithm might not keep
information about the data instances. This produces several limitations, the main problem
is that we need a concrete point as an input data, which implies a featured search space. The
algorithm can define the solutions in the search space, keeping only information about centroids.
To deal with this problem, we have adapted the first approach. We need a featured search space,
hence, we are only able to use a centroid algorithm. Apart of this, we need to put an online
centroid based algorithm. With this information we can adapt the original algorithm to an
online approach in order to deal with the data streams.
Finally, it is important to analyse and study other relevant bio-inspired approaches which
could be used to improve our clustering approaches. In this case, we have focused our attention
on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). Ants usually tries to find an optimal path, so it is necessary
to adapt the clustering problem to a path optimization problem.
The first approach for ACO Clustering is based on the design of a medoid-based approach.
This approach tries to generalize a previous centroid-based ACO Clustering algorithm including
the characteristic such as that the features of the search space is not necessary known. This
approach, even if is not totally connected with the continuity-based problem, provides a new
graph-based approach to solve clustering problems.
The second approach is an “spectralization” of the ACOC algorithm, this approach applies
the same principles which are applied to Spectral Clustering, however we changed the clustering
algorithm which separates the data trying to obtain better results than the original Spectral
Clustering.
From this problem and research statement, this PhD dissertation will try to provide some
insights to several research questions that will be describe in the next section.
1.4 Research Questions
The main research question that is faced in this PhD Thesis can be described as follows:
Spectral Clustering has been extensively used in Clustering Applications. This kind of al-
gorithms generates a graph topology over the data, but it has several problems according to
its robustness when it discriminates the groups. Taking the same graph topology, the main
question is whether it is possible to optimally generate another clustering algorithm, ori-
ented to cut the graph, through genetic algorithms. Also it is important to study different
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application fields and data structures to check its performance. Based on this idea, it is also
important to analyse other bio-inspired approaches based on graph representations.
Previous general research question can be decomposed into more specific research questions:
• Q1: Is it possible to improve the results of classical algorithms -specially Spectral Clus-
tering, using genetic graph-based approaches?
• Q2: How these approaches deal with the robustness problem of classical Spectral Cluster-
ing algorithm?
• Q3: How can genetic algorithms and graph-based structures be combined to create these
algorithms?
• Q4: How modern genetic-based methodologies can help to improve the quality of the
algorithms?
• Q5: How can these algorithms deal with static data?
• Q6: How can these algorithms deal with streaming data?
• Q7: Is there any other bio-inspired methodology promising for graph-based approaches?
Based on the specific research questions, we can state the main goal:
To create genetic graph-based clustering algorithms and heuristics to improve the robustness
and solutions of classical partitional clustering algorithms, and to study its application to
different problem domains.
1.5 Structure of the thesis
The dissertation has been structured in seven chapters. Following, a brief description of the
chapter contents are given:
• Chapter 1: Introduction. It provides a general background, context and motivations.
The main objectives and research questions are stated, as well as the dissertation structure,
main contributions and publications.
• Chapter 2: State of the Art. It introduces the State of the Art around Clustering and
Genetic Algorithms. This chapter contextualizes the different contributions of the PhD
thesis.
• Chapter 3: The Genetic Graph-based Clustering Approaches. This chapter
introduces the main problems around the Spectral Clustering algorithm and present the
first methods developed to deal with these problems from different perspectives. Here,
the analysis is focused on the encoding, operations and different fitness functions which
can deal with the clustering problem. Also, the algorithm presented is applied to the
Automatic Summarization field, in order to evaluate its performance in real applications.
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• Chapter 4: Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Approaches. It provides some
evolution in the context of genetic algorithms applied to clustering. This chapter tries to
show how the GGC algorithm can be improved and the accuracy of these improvements.
The main improvements are based on memory optimization and the automatically selection
of the number of clusters.
• Chapter 5: Genetic Graph-based Clustering for Streaming Data Analysis. This
chapter is focused on the data stream problem and how we can design an implementation
based on the previous algorithms to face it. Here, we introduce two new algorithms to
deal with large data (Massive Data and online problems).
• Chapter 6: Other Bio-inpired Approaches. During the PhD thesis other bio-inspired
graph-based approaches have been designed and tested. These ideas are based on Swarn
Intelligence, more specifically Ant Colony Optimization. In this chapter, new algorithms
developed during this thesis are presented around the ACO Clustering problem.
• Chapter 7: Conclusions. The Research Questions described in Chapter 1 are addressed
in order to provide some answers, based on the results obtained from this research.
1.6 Publications and Contributions
This chapter explains the contributions which have been generated by this thesis. We describe
the contributions by chapter which have been developed during the thesis dissertation:
• Chapter 2: This chapter is focused on all the preliminary research which has been helpful
for this dissertation. It also includes some fields where the clustering approaches are
usefully applied and some examples about the different applications which have been done
during this work in the different fields. During this thesis, we have been applied the
clustering problem to Robossocer [97], Feature selection [134], Soccer [135], Eurovision
Contest [24], Community finding problems [22], Baseball forecasting [145], Twitter [156]
and Image Segmentation [136].
Journals:
– G. Bello-Orgaz, H. D. Mene´ndez, and D. Camacho. Adaptive k-means algorithm for
overlapped graph clustering. International Journal of Neural Systems, 22(05):1250018,
2012. Impact Factor (2012): 5.054. Q1
• Chapter 3: The main contributions of this chapter are related to the GGC algorithm. The
first contribution presents the algorithm [140] providing an overview of how it performs.
The second contribution is a deep study of GGC trying to remark its robustness and its
advantages compared to Spectral Clustering [139]. The second contribution of this chapter
are based on the different applications for the genetic algorithms to the summarization
problem. The summarization problem has shown good results using the original GGC
algorithm [143], however, an adaptation of this algorithm shows that considering some
text-based metrics the results can be improved [144].
Journals:
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– H. D. Mene´ndez, D. F. Barrero, and D. Camacho. A genetic graph-based approach
for partitional clustering. Int. J. Neural Syst., 24(3), 2014. Impact Factor (2013):
6.056. Q1.
Indexed Conferences:
– H. D. Mene´ndez, L. Plaza, and D. Camacho. Combining graph connectivity and ge-
netic clustering to improve biomedical summarization. In Evolutionary Computation
(CEC), 2014 IEEE Congress on, pages 2740–2747. IEEE, 2014. Core A.
– H. D. Mene´ndez and D. Camacho. A genetic graph-based clustering algorithm. In
H. Yin, J. Costa, and G. Barreto, editors, Intelligent Data Engineering and Automated
Learning - IDEAL 2012, volume 7435 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages
216–225. Springer Berlin / Heidelberg, 2012. Core C.
• Chapter 4: The principal contributions of this chapter are the two algorithms which are
presented. The first algorithm is MOGGC [133] which is a multi-objective approach that
optimize the memory usage compared with the original GGC. It also modifies the metrics
used in the search space. The second algorithm is CEMOG [138], which is an evolution
of MOGGC. This algorithm tries to face the number of clusters problem. It presents an
approach where the algorithm is also able to adapt the k parameter in order to fix the
number of cluster.
Indexed Conferences:
– H. Mene´ndez, D. F. Barrero, and D. Camacho. A multi-objective genetic graph-
based clustering algorithm with memory optimization. In 2013 IEEE Conference on
Evolutionary Computation, volume 1, pages 3174–3181, June 20-23 2013. Core A.
– H. D. Mene´ndez, D. F. Barrero, and D. Camacho. A co-evolutionary multi-objective
approach for a k-adaptive graph-based clustering algorithm. In Evolutionary Com-
putation (CEC), 2014 IEEE Congress on, pages 2724–2731. IEEE, 2014. Core A.
• Chapter 5: The contributions which are presented in this chapter are according to both
problems: how to deal with large data and how to deal with large data in an online way.
• Chapter 6: This last chapter shows the contribution in the ACO Clustering problem.
The first contribution is a Medoid-based clustering algorithm called MACOC [137]. The
second is a Spectral Approach to the problem called SACOC [142].
Indexed Conferences:
– H. Mene´ndez, F. E. B. Otero, and D. Camacho. Macoc: a medoid-based aco clustering
algorithm. In Swarm Intelligence - 9th International Conference, ANTS 2014, Brus-
sels, Belgium, September 10-12, 2014. Proceedings, pages 122–133. Springer, 2014.
Core B.
Other Conferences:
– H. D. Mene´ndez, F. E. Otero, and D. Camacho. Sacoc: A spectral-based aco clustering
algorithm. In Intelligent Distributed Computing VIII, pages 185–194. Springer, 2015
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State of the Art
“I don’t know anything, but I do know that everything is interesting
if you go into it deeply enough.”
- Richard Feynman
This section starts with a general introduction to Data Mining and Machine Learning areas.
After this brief introduction, it presents the different kinds of data which are usually found in
Data Mining and how this data is preprocessed and normalized. Next, it is focused on the
clustering methods, introducing classical clustering techniques, graph-based techniques, genetic-
based techniques and stream data analysis techniques. After the methodology description,
several applications are shown, specially focused on those applications which have been carried
out at the same time to this thesis project.
2.1 Data Mining
Data Mining is “the process of discovering meaningful new correlations, patterns and trends by
sifting through large amounts of data stored in repositories, using pattern recognition technolo-
gies as well as statistical and mathematical techniques” [111]. The Data Mining techniques can
be divided in 5 main steps:
1. Data Extraction: The data extraction problem consists on obtaining the datasets which
will be analysed. There are several public databases, for example, those which are con-
tained in the UCI Machine Learning Repository [70], that have been widely used to test
Data Mining algorithms.
2. Data Preprocessing and Normalization: The data preprocessing methods prepare the
data to be analysed. There are three main steps [111]: avoid misclassification, dimension-
ality reduce (through projections or feature selection techniques) and range normalization.
3. Model Generation: This is the most important part of the data analysis process. The
model is created to find patterns within data. It is usual to use Machine Learning or other
statistical techniques to generate the model [111].
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4. Model Validation: Depending on the type of model, the validation process is different.
This process gives the confidence of the model. It is usual to use validation with classifiers
[111], however, for the clustering problem, validation is almost a blind process [203] (which
is a consequence of the clustering nature).
5. Model Application: The goal of the model is to be applied in order to predict the
behaviour of new inputs. There are several applications of Data Mining as will be explained
later.
This work is focused on the Model Generation methods. These methods are based on Statis-
tical Inference and Machine Learning techniques. Machine Learning approaches are based on a
“machine” which receives a sequence of inputs, called data, and looks for patterns which can be
used to predict or explain the behaviour of new inputs. Some applications of these models can
be found in [203]: business, biology, music, human behaviour, games, amongst others. These
techniques can be divided in four main categories [5]:
• Supervised Learning: A sequence of desired outputs is also given with the inputs. The
goal of the machine is to learn how to produce the correct output given a new input. The
output could be a class label (classification) or a real number (regression). Some examples
of classical supervised methods are [111]: Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines and
Neural Networks.
• Reinforcement Learning: The machine produces a set of actions which affects the effect
of an environment. These effects generate a reward (or punishment) which must be max-
imized in the future through the machine decisions.
• Game Theory Learning: It is a generalization of reinforcement learning. In this case, the
environment can contain other machines with the same characteristics.
• Unsupervised Learning: The machine simply receives the input. Its goal is to generate
the labels from the input set. This work is focused on generating clustering algorithms
for unsupervised learning through genetics algorithms. The main clustering techniques
created in this work will be described in the following chapters.
As it was explained in the Introduction, the most common unsupervised data mining method
is clustering. Another good example of unsupervised learning method is dimensionality reduction[5]
which is the process of reducing the number of random variables under consideration in a dataset
analysis. These techniques are also known as feature selection methods and are presented in the
following section.
2.2 Data Extraction and Representation
Any Data Mining process stars with the data acquisition phase. Data have several representa-
tions and can be obtained from different sources. The Data Mining techniques strongly depend
on the data information and structure. On the one hand, the kind of information provided by
the data determines the technique which will be applied (e.g., clustering, classification, regres-
sion, among others). On the other hand, the structure defines the way to analyse the data (e.g.,
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time series analysis, text mining, image segmentation, etc). Using this information, the analyser
is able to determine the best technique to extract patterns from the data.
2.2.1 Types of data representation
Data structures can be divided into several categories. The most relevant which have been used
in Data Mining are the following [111]:
• Static Data [70]: This kind of data is the most frequent. It is usually divided in numerical
and categorical data and can be represented as a matrix. When data is categorical, it is
usually converted to a numeric representation.
• Time Series [199]: Time Series data are similar to static data but it pays attention to the
temporal component. These data are usually used to predict future behaviour of a set of
events in one -or several, variables (e.g., stock market).
• Texts [26]: Text documents usually provide information which is analysed in a semantic
context. Different techniques, such as Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) or document
summarization, are good examples about how these data need to be interpreted in a
different way.
• Images [209]: Images have two main kind of analysis: detect different parts of an image
(e.g. segmentation), or group images by similarity (e.g., discriminate images which have
examples of cars, trains, etc. against other images). An image representation is usually a
set of pixels.
• Stream data [9]: Stream data is a concept which describes those data sources which
continually provide data. The algorithms used to analyse these kinds of data are usually
focused on large data analysis or online analysis.
2.2.2 Databases
In addition to the data structure identification process, it is important to consider different
databases where these data types can be found:
• UCI Machine Learning Repository [70]: the Center of Machine Learning and Intelligent
Systems provides around 300 datasets used for Data Mining analysis. This repository is
extremely useful in order to test new algorithms.
• R [166]: The R-project also provides different databases and packages which can generate
synthetic data to test algorithms.
• Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [130]: This dataset is a benchmark for image segmentation
analysis. It provides different images and a few human-based segmentations to evaluate
new techniques.
• BioMed [6]: This database contains several references to medical and biomedical literature.
These documents are usually papers or books about medical research.
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2.3 Data Preprocessing and Normalization
Data Mining techniques need an intensive phase of data preprocessing. Initially the information
must be analysed and stored in some kind of database system, cleaned and separated. This
preprocessing phase is used to avoid outliers, misclassification and missing data. Methods such
as histogram and statistical correlation are used to clean the dataset and reduce the number of
variables [111]. Projections are also usual in dimension reduction, however, projection methods
[55] such as PCA (Principal Component Analysis) or LDA (Lineal Discriminant Analysis) do
not offer a complete perspective of the problem. These methods create new variables which are
estimated from principal components or lineal projection trying to separate the data and reduce
its dimension. Usually, these techniques lose the original information of the features which is
unrecoverable once it is projected. It produces a reduction of the human interpretation of the
Data Mining techniques applied and, sometimes, it is preferable to avoid them.
There are several techniques which reduce the feature sets to avoid projections. These meth-
ods apply a guided search among the different attributes looking for the most useful variables
for the analysis. They are usually known as feature selection methods [105]. Some examples
can be found in the work of Curiel et al. [49] where they apply genetic algorithms to simplify
prognosis of endocarditis using a codification where each individual of the population is based
on a set of features. Blum and Langley [30] show some examples of relevant features selections
in different datasets and applied them to different machine learning techniques. They define
different degrees of relevant features such as strong or weak relevant features. They also study
some methodologies such as heuristic search, filters and wrapper approaches which are auto-
matic feature selection methods usually validated by classification techniques. Some of these
techniques usually introduce over-fitting to the model and are computationally expensive. Roth
and Lange [174] apply these techniques to the clustering problem. Our previous work showed
a new feature and simple selection methodology whose goal is to make an intensive reduction
of the attributes dimension oriented to clustering analysis. It applies clustering methods to
validate the chosen feature set [134].
Finally, the last step is related to normalization. It allows to compare data features with
different kind of value range. Z-Score [36] and Min-Max [84] normalization methods are com-
monly used for preprocessing the data. Both normalization algorithms take the attribute records
and they find a standard range for them. Min-Max has a fixed range, [0,1] (it is sensitive to
outliers), while Z-Score depends on the mean and the standard deviation (it approximates the
distribution to a normal distribution, it is usually used to avoid outliers). These algorithms
obtain the normalized values from data using the following equations:
• Min-max: It computes maximum and minimum values of the attributes, and applies:
x′ =
x−min(X)
max(X)−min(X)
• Z-Score: It computes mean and standard deviation of the values, and applies:
x′ =
x−mean(X)
SD(X)
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Due to data analysis depends of the data representation, it is important to consider the main
modifications which can be found according to the source. The following section explains how
these techniques are usually applied to text data, due to this dissertation considers this special
case.
2.3.1 Text Preprocessing
Text-based documents have a special methodology for preprocessing. Once the set of documents
is ready, they are grouped in a corpus of documents [26] which provides a conceptual representa-
tion of the database. There are several transformations which are usually applied to the corpus,
in order to perform the analysis. The most commons are:
• Remove special characters, numbers, strip whitespaces, punctuations, etc.
• Remove stopwords (this step needs to specify the language).
• Transform strings to acronyms.
• Stemming the words, i.e., keep only the word root.
Once the data has been cleaned, a structure for the document is generated. The most
frequent structure is the document-term matrix [26], where the corpus is represented as a matrix
whose rows represent documents and whose columns represent possible terms to appear in the
documents. The matrix values are the frequency of term appearance in the documents. This
matrix is usually preprocessed removing sparse terms (i.e., infrequent terms). Also, the matrix
representation is optimized using a Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
model. The former (TF) represents the number of occurrences of a word divided by the number
of words of the entire document. The latter (IDF) is used to measure whether the term is
common in the corpus. The equations associated with these two values are:
tf(t, d) =
f(t, d)
max{f(w, d) : w ∈ d} , (2.1)
idf(t, C) = log
( |C|
|{d ∈ C : t ∈ d}|
)
, (2.2)
where t and w represent terms from a document (d), which belongs to the corpus (C). The
function f(t, d) is the frequency of a term in a document, and |C| is the number of documents
in the corpus. The final values for the matrix are calculated as follows:
tf − idf(t, d, C) = tf(t, d) · idf(t, C). (2.3)
This value is usually normalized in order to range it between [0, 1].
Other important representation for texts is the graph-concept representation [62]. This
representation uses a hypernym tree for the corpus terms to generate semantic-relation levels.
The hypernyms are usually extracted from a dictionary, such as Wordnet [63], or they can be
generalized from categories of an encyclopaedia, such as DBpedia [15].
Once the data are ready for the analysis, the model generation phase starts. This work is fo-
cused on unsupervised learning techniques for model generation, specially clustering techniques,
that are presented in the following sections.
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2.4 Model Generation: Classical Clustering Techniques
Clustering has become an important field in Data Mining. It is used to find hidden information
or patterns in an unlabelled dataset and has several applications related to biomedicine [205],
marketing [82], image segmentation [159] and virtual worlds [25] amongst others.
Clustering techniques are frequently used in Data Mining and Machine Learning methods. A
popular clustering technique is K-means. Given a fixed number of clusters, K-means tries to find
a division of the dataset [126] based on a set of common features given by distances or metrics
that are used to determine how the cluster should be defined. Other approximations, such
as Expectation-Maximization (EM) [56], are applied when the number of clusters is unknown.
EM is an iterative optimization method that estimates some unknown parameters computing
probabilities of cluster membership based on one or more probability distributions; its goal is
to maximize the overall probability or likelihood of the data being in the final clusters [152].
Since these techniques fix the number of clusters a priori, there are validation techniques such
as cross-validation [104] which are used to improve the number of clusters selection (through
metrics such as the Minimum Sum-of-Squares [147]).
Other research lines have tried to improve these algorithms. For example, some online meth-
ods have been developed to avoid the K-means convergence problem to local solutions which
depend on the initial values [19]. These methods create the clusters adding a new data instance
at each step and modifying the cluster structure with this new information. Some other improve-
ments of K-means algorithm are related to deal the different kinds of data representation, for
example, mixed numerical data [12] and categorical data [176]. There are also some studies com-
paring methods with different datasets, for example, Wang et al. [197] compare self-organizing
maps, hierarchical clustering and competitive learning where establishing molecular data models
of large size sets. Other approaches related to genetic algorithms, and directly related to this
work, will be described in Section 2.6.
Machine learning techniques have also been improved through the k-means algorithm, for
example, reinforcement learning algorithms [18, 75]; or using topological features of the data set
[74, 75] which can also be helpful for data visualization.
The following sections introduces the two most classical clustering algorithms: Expectation-
Maximization and K-means. The following section presents the Spectral Clustering algorithm
which inspired this work.
2.4.1 K-means
K-means [125] is maybe the most popular and well known partitional clustering algorithm. It is
a straightforward clustering guided method (usually by a heuristic or directly by a human) to
group data in a predefined number of clusters. As it was described above, given a fixed number
of clusters (k), K-means tries to find a division of the dataset [126] based on a set of common
features given by distances (or metrics) that are used to determine what elements belong to each
cluster. K-means has also been improved though different techniques, like genetic algorithms
[22]. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for K-means algorithm [111].
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K-means initially sets the centroids (line 1) and the elements are added to the cluster whose
centroid is closer to them (lines 5 to 7). After, the new centroids position of the clusters are
calculated (line 9) and again the closest elements are added (lines 5 to 7). It continues until the
centroid position converge to a fixed point (line 2).
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for K-means algorithm
Input: A dataset of n elements X = {x1, . . . , xn} and a fix number of clusters k.
Output: A set of clusters C = {C1, . . . , Ck} which partitionate X
1: Assign k records to be the initial cluster centroids. We define the set of centroids as Y =
{y1, . . . , yk} and Y ′ = ∅
2: while Y 6= Y ′ do
3: Set all Cj = ∅.
4: Y ′ ← Y .
5: for all xi ∈ X do
6: Calculate the minimal distance centroid to xi. Let yj be the minimal distance
centroid to xi.
7: Introduce xi in Cj .
8: end for
9: Calculate the centroids of C and set yi ← centroid(Ci).
10: end while
11: return C
2.4.2 Expectation Maximization
Expectation Maximization (EM) [56] is used when the number of clusters is unknown. Initially,
it takes the likelihood and tries to maximize it. The process consists on apply the two following
steps iteratively until it converges:
• Expectation step: Fix a model (θ) and estimate missing labels (y).
• Maximization step: Fix missing labels (y)(or a distribution over missing labels) and
find the model (θ) which maximizes the likelihood function (L(θ)) of the data.
The likelihood function is defined by:
L(θ) = p(X,y|θ) =
∏
i
p(xi, yi|θ)
Where θ is a model defining how each instance xi is assigned to a label yj . This algorithm
begins with the definition of an initial model θ(0) and constructs a sequence θ(0),θ(1),. . . ,θ(t),. . . of
models with increasing value of likelihood. To simplify the calculation process, the logarithm of
the likelihood function is used:
l(θ) = logL(θ) =
∑
i
log p(xi, yi|θ)
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EM also uses an auxiliary function, which depends on the model and the distribution of missing
labels, defined by:
Q(θ|θ(m)) =
∑
i
Qi(θ|θ(m)) =
∑
i
Eyi|xi,θ(m) [log p(xi, yi|θ)]
Q(θ|θ(m)) =
∑
i
k∑
j=1
P (yi = j|xi, θ(m)) log p(xi, yi|θ) (2.4)
This function is used to increment the likelihood of the estimator θ which is taken as a maximum
of this function. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code for EM algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Expectation Maximization Pseudo-code [81]
Input: A dataset of n elements X = {x1, . . . ,xn}. A convergence error value δ.
Output: A set of clusters C = {C1, . . . , Ck} which partitionate X
1: Fix a number of cluster k {this value is estimated applying cross-validation and repeating
this algorithm with different values of k}
2: Choose the initial model θ(0).
3: Compute the initial log-likelihood l(0)(θ(0)).
4: repeat
5: E-step: Calculate {γ(m)ij } where γij = P (yi = j|xi, θ(m)). {For the m iteration}
6: M-step: Calculate θm+1 = argmaxθ
(
Q(θ|θ(m))), where Q(θ|θ(m)) =∑
i
∑k
j=1 γ
(m)
ij log p(xi, yi|θ). {Extracted from equation 2.4}
7: Convergence check: Calculate l(m+1)(θ(m+1)).
8: until |l(m+1) − l(m)| < δ
9: Put xi in Cj if γij = max({γiq}kq=1)
10: return C
The m-th iteration of the E-step (line 5) produces a guess of the n × k membership-
probabilities of the elements to the clusters {γij} = P (yi = j|xi, θ(m)), where γij is the current
guess of the probability that sample xi came from the j-th cluster. The M-step (line 6) gives
a closed-form solution to the new estimates of the estimator θ. It converges if the increment of
the likelihood is lower than a value (δ) given.
2.4.3 Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering methods are based on a straightforward interpretation of weighted undirected
graphs as can be seen in [16, 150, 155, 193]. The Spectral Clustering approach is based on a
Similarity Graph which can be formulated in three different ways (all of them equivalent [193])
of graphs:
1. The -neighbourhood graph: all the components whose pairwise distance is smaller
than  are connected.
2. The k-nearest neighbour graphs: the vertex vi is connected with vertex vj if vj is
among the k-nearest neighbours of vi.
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3. The fully connected graph: all points with positive similarity are connected with each
other.
The main problem is how to compute the eigenvector and the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix
of this Similarity Graph. For example, when large datasets are analysed, the Similarity Graph
of the Spectral Clustering algorithm takes too much memory, it makes difficult the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors computation. Some works are focused on this problem: von Luxburg et al.
[193] present the problem, Ng et al.[155] apply an approximation to a specific case, and Nadler
et al.[150] apply operators to get better results. The classical algorithms can be found in [193].
The theoretical analysis of the observed good behaviour of SC is justified using the pertur-
bation theory [193, 150], random walks and graph cut [193]. The perturbation theory explains,
through the eigengap, the behaviour of Spectral Clustering.
Spectral Clustering methods were introduced by Ng et al. in [155]. These methods apply
the knowledge extracted from graph spectral theory to clustering techniques. These algorithms
are divided in three main steps:
1. First, the algorithm constructs a graph using the data instances as nodes and applies a
similarity measure to define the edges weights (see Algorithm 3, line 1). In this work a
fully connected graph has been considered (the different types of graphs were previously
explained). The measure used in this work is the Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel
(which is the most usual approach taken in the literature) defined by:
s(xi, xj) = e
−σ||xi−xj ||2 (2.5)
where σ is used to control the width of the neighbourhood.
2. Second, it studies the graph spectrum calculating the Laplacian Matrix associated to the
graph (see Algorithm 3, lines 2 and 3). There are different definitions of the Laplacian
Matrix. These definitions obtain different results when they are applied to the Spectral
Clustering algorithm. They can be used to categorize the Spectral Clustering techniques
as follows [193]:
• Unnormalized Spectral Clustering: It defines the Laplacian matrix as:
L = D −W
• Normalized Spectral Clustering: It defines the Laplacian matrix as:
Lsym = D
−1/2LD−1/2 = I −D−1/2WD−1/2
• Normalized Spectral Clustering (related to Random Walks): It defines the
Laplacian matrix as:
Lrw = D
−1L = I −D−1W
In these formulas I is the identity matrix, D represents the diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-
element is the sum of the similarity matrix ith row and W represents the Similarity Graph
(see Algorithm 3, line 2). Once the Laplacian is calculated (in Algorithm 3 the Normalized
Spectral Clustering algorithm is used, however, in this case, to simplify, the eigenvalues
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which are calculated are 1 − λi instead of λi, the eigenvectors do not change), its eigen-
vectors are extracted (see lines 4 and 5 of Algorithm 3). Some of the main problems of
Spectral Clustering are related to the consistency of the two classical methods used in the
analysis: normalized and un-normalized Spectral Clustering. A deep analysis about the
theoretical effectiveness of normalized clustering over un-normalized can be found in [194].
3. And, finally, the eigenvectors of the Laplacian Matrix are considered as points and a
clustering algorithm, such as K-means, is applied over them to define the clusters (see
Algorithm 3, lines 7 and 8).
The Spectral Clustering algorithm which is used in this work is the Normalized Spectral Clus-
tering Algorithm introduced by Ng [155] (see Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3 Normalized Spectral Clustering according to Ng et al. (2001)[155]
Input: A dataset of n elements X = {x1, . . . , xn} and a fix number of clusters k.
Output: A set of clusters C = {C1, . . . , Ck} which partitionate X
1: Form the affinity matrix W ∈ Rn×n defined by Wij = e−||xi−xj ||2/2σ2 if i 6= j, and Wii = 0.
2: Define D to be the diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-element is the sum of the i-th row of W .
3: Construct the matrix L = D−1/2WD−1/2.
4: Find v1, . . . , vk, the k largest eigenvectors of L (chosen to be orthogonal to each other in the
case of repeated eigenvalues) and form the matrix V = [v1v2 . . . vk] ∈ Rn×k by stacking the
eigenvectors in columns.
5: Form the matrix Y from V by renormalizing each row of V to have unit length (i.e. Yij =
Vij/(
∑
j V
2
ij)
1/2).
6: Apply K-means (or any other algorithm) treating each row of Y as a point in Rk.
7: Assign the points xi to cluster Cj if and only if the row i of the matrix Y was assigned to
cluster j.
8: return C
Part of the present work is inspired by Spectral Clustering because we use a clustering
technique which analyse a Similarity Graph. Nevertheless, in our case we are using different
methods based on Genetic Algorithms to find the clusters, instead of the Laplacian matrix
extracted from the Similarity Graph.
2.5 Model Generation: Graph-based and Complex Networks models
Graph theory is also an essential area of research in data analysis, especially in the last years
with its application to manifold reconstruction [79] using data distance and graph representation
to create a structure which can be considered as an Euclidean space (i.e., the manifold).
Graph models are useful for diverse types of data representation. They have become es-
pecially popular over the last years, being widely applied in the Social Networks area. Graph
models can be naturally used in these domains, where each node or vertex can be used to
represent an agent, and each edge is used to represent their interactions. Besides, algorithms,
methods and graph theory have been used to analyse different aspects of the network, such as:
structure, behaviour, stability or community evolution inside the graph [54, 68, 151, 200].
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A complete roadmap to graph clustering can be found in [177] where different clustering
methods are described and compared using different kinds of graphs: weighted, directed, undi-
rected. These methods are: cutting, spectral analysis and degree connectivity (an exhaustive
analysis of connectivity methods can also be found in [87]), amongst others. This roadmap also
provides an overview of computational complexity from a theoretical and experimental point of
view of the studied methods.
From previously described graph clustering techniques, a recent and really powerful ones are
those based on Spectral Clustering which were previously introduced. In this section, several
definitions of Graph Theory and an introduction of the Complex Network approach and the
metric extracted from this field are presented.
2.5.1 Basic Definitions from Graph Theory
Defining and selecting an appropriate heuristic function is one of the most critical issues in any
search algorithm. Our approach uses concepts and metrics extracted from graph theory. For
this reason, and before describing it, some basic concepts are briefly introduced.
Definition 2.5.1 (Graph). A graph G = (V,E) is a set of vertices or nodes V denoted by
{v1, . . . , vn} and a set of edges E where each edge is denoted by eij if there is a connection
between the vertices vi and vj .
Graphs can be directed or undirected. If all edges satisfy the equality ∀i, j, eij = eji, the
graph is defined as undirected.
The graph can also be represented through its adjacency matrix (the most usual approach)
which can be defined as:
Definition 2.5.2 (Adjacency Matrix). An adjacency matrix of G, AG, is a square n×n matrix
where each coefficient satisfies:
(aij) =
{
1, if eij ∈ E
0, otherwise
When it is necessary to work with weighted edges, a new kind of graph needs to be defined:
Definition 2.5.3 (Weighted Graph). G is a weighted graph if there is a function w : E → R
which assigns a real value to each edge.
Any algorithm that works with the vertices of a graph needs to analyse each node neighbours.
The neighbourhood of a node is defined as follows:
Definition 2.5.4 (Neighbourhood). If the edge eij ∈ E and eji ∈ E we say that vj is a neighbour
of vi. The neighbourhood of vi Γvi is defined as Γvi = {vj | eij ∈ E and eji ∈ E}. Then, the
number of neighbours of a vertex vi is ki = |Γvi |.
Also nodes can generate paths between them through their edges, a path is defined as follows:
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Definition 2.5.5 (Path). A Path of a graph between the nodes vi and vj is a set of edges which
connects these two nodes. It will be denoted by Pij .
And its length can be defined as:
Definition 2.5.6 (Path Length). The Path Length is defined as the number of edges contained
in the path. It will be denoted by |Pij |.
It is also important to know the shortest path between two nodes, usually defined by:
Definition 2.5.7 (Shortest Path). The Shortest Path is a minimum Path between two nodes.
It should satisfy:
min|Pij |{Pij | Pij ∈ G} (2.6)
One is most important metrics of the graph is defined by its diameter:
Definition 2.5.8 (Graph Diameter). The Graph Diameter is defined as the maximum shortest
path of the graph.
Once the most general and simple concepts from graph theory are defined, we can proceed
with the definition of some basic measures related to any node in a graph: the average path
length, the clustering coefficient and the weighted clustering coefficient.
Definition 2.5.9 (Average Path Length). Let G be a Graph and V its set of vertices. Let
d(vi, vj) be the shortest distance between vi and vj . The Average Path Length is defined by:
lG =
1
n · (n− 1) ·
∑
i,j
d(vi, vj) (2.7)
Definition 2.5.10 (Local CC [54]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph where E is the set of edges and
V the set of vertices and A its adjacency matrix with elements aij . Let Γvi be the neighbourhood
of the vertex vi. If ki is considered as the number of neighbours of a vertex, we can define the
clustering coefficient (CC) of a vertex as follows:
Ci =
1
ki(ki − 1)
∑
j,h
ajhaijaihajiahi (2.8)
The Local CC measure provides values ranging from 1 to 0. Where 0 means that the node
and its neighbours do not have clustering features, so they do not share connections between
them. Therefore, value 1 means that they are completely connected. This definition of CC can
be extended to weighted graphs as follows:
Definition 2.5.11 (Local Weighted CC [20]). Following the same assumption of Local Clus-
tering Coefficient definition, let W be the weight matrix with coefficients wij and A be the
adjacency matrix with coefficients aij , if we define:
Si =
|V |∑
j=1
aijajiwij (2.9)
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Then, the Local Weighted Clustering Coefficient can be defined as:
Cwi =
1
Si(ki − 1)
∑
j,h
(wij + wih)
2
ajhaijaihajiahi (2.10)
For this new definition, we are considering the connections between the neighbours of a
particular node, but now we add information about the weights related to the original node.
This new measure calculates the weights distribution of the node that we are analysing, and
shows how good the connections of that cluster are. The following theorem proves that the
weighted CC has the same value than the CC when all the weights are set to the same value:
Theorem 2.5.1. Let G be a graph, A its adjacency matrix and W its weight matrix. If we set
wij = ω ∀i, j, them Ci = Cwi .
Proof. Following the definition of Cwi we have:
Cwi =
1
Si(ki − 1)
∑
j,h
2ω
2
ajhaijaihajiahi
Where Si =
∑|V |
j=1 aijajiω. Replacing Si, we have:
Cwi =
1∑|V |
j=1 aijajiω(ki − 1)
∑
j,h
ωajhaijaihajiahi
Cwi =
1∑|V |
j=1 aijaji(ki − 1)
∑
j,h
ajhaijaihajiahi
We also know that following the neighbour definition and the adjacency matrix definition: ki =∑|V |
j=1 aijaji = |Γvi | = |{vj | eij ∈ E and eji ∈ E}| And finally:
Cwi =
1
ki(ki − 1)
∑
j,h
ajhaijaihajiahi
Which proves theorem 1.
As a corollary to this theorem, if CCwi = 1⇒ CCi = 1.
Finally, if we want to study a general graph, we should study its Global CC:
Definition 2.5.12 (Global CC [54, 20]). The clustering coefficient of a graph can be defined
as:
C =
1
|V |
|V |∑
i=0
Ci (2.11)
Where |V | is the number of vertices.
The Global Weighted Clustering Coefficient is:
Cw =
1
|V |
|V |∑
i=0
Cwi (2.12)
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The main difference between Local CC, Local Weighted CC and Global CC is that, the first
one can be used to measure the local connectivity of a node in the graph, the second one is used
to calculate the density of these connections using the edge weights, and the last one provides
global information about the connectivity in a graph. In real complex problems only the two
initial measures can be used, whereas the third one is usually estimated [191].
2.5.2 Complex Networks Analysis
In network analysis, is common to use a graph representation, especially for the Social Network
approaches where users are connected by affinities or behaviours. This approximation has been
studied in some of the small world networks based on two main variables: the average distance
between elements, and the clustering coefficient of the graph [54, 151, 200].
The present work is closer to the network approach because our algorithm looks for sub-
graphs in a graph whose elements share similar features. In an initial study of the problem [22],
an evolutionary approach was adopted based on the K-means algorithm applied to community
finding approach (which is also a clustering problem applied to a graph representation).
Other similar approximations related to the finding-community problem can be found in
Reichardt and Bornholdt[169] where different statistical mechanics for community detection are
used. Pons and Latapy[165] use random walks to compute the communities. However, we
decided to use genetic algorithms because we are interested in optimization methods for tuning
up the definition of our clusters, allowing to adapt the size and membership of these clusters
using metrics and features selected from graph characteristics.
Finally, another work based on metrics used to measure the quality of the communities was
developed by Newman and Girvan [154], and Clauset et al.[41] designed different metrics that
can be used to find the structure of a community in very large networks. Genetic algorithms have
also been applied to find communities (or clusters) through agglomerative genetic algorithms
[119] and multi-objective evolutionary algorithms [103] amongst others.
2.6 Model Generation: Genetic Algorithms for Clustering
Over the last years evolutionary clustering has attracted much research interest, yielding a
large literature corpus. Evolutionary Computation is a vast field that includes many families
of algorithms, all of them inspired in natural selection. Perhaps the most popular EA for
clustering is Genetic Algorithms (GAs), where a population of candidate solutions is codified
in strings named chromosomes. Then GAs apply a set of genetic operators (typically mutation
and crossover) and a stochastic selection operator based on a fitness function to breed the next
algorithm iteration. Hruschka et al. [90] presents a complete survey on this topic.
Genetic algorithms have been traditionally used in optimization problems, as was mentioned
before. These algorithms have also been used for general data and information extraction [71].
The operators of the genetic algorithms can also be modified. Some examples of these modifi-
cations can be found in [164] where Poli and Langdon improved the algorithm using backward-
chaining, creating and evaluating individuals recursively reducing the computation time. Other
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applications of genetic clustering algorithms can be found in swarm systems [110], software
systems [58], file clustering [65] and task optimization [163], amongst others.
The genetic clustering approximation tries to improve the results of the clustering algorithm
using different fitness functions to tune up the cluster sets selection. In [44], Cole develope-
ddifferent approaches of the genetic clustering problem, especially focused on codification and
clustering operations. There is also a deep revision in [90] where Hruschka et al. provide a
complete up to date state of the art in evolutionary algorithms for clustering.
There are several methods using evolutionary approaches from different perspectives, for
example: Aguilar [11] modifies the fitness considering cluster asymmetry, coverage and specific
information of the studied case; Tseng and Yang [190] use a compact spherical cluster structure
and a heuristic strategy to find the optimal number of clusters; Maulik and Bandyopadhyay
[132] use the clustering algorithm for metric optimization trying to improve the cluster centre
positions; Shi et al. [180] based the search of the genetic clustering algorithm in their Extend
Classifier Systems which is a kind of Learning Classifier System, in which a fitness of the classifier
is determined by the measure of its prediction’s accuracy; Das and Abraham [50] use Differential
Evolution, a method that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate
solution with regards to a given measure of quality.
Some of those previous methods are based on K-means, for example: Krishna and Murty
[107] replace the crossover of the algorithm using K-means as a search operator, and Wojciech
and Kwedlo [202] also use differential evolution combined with K-means, where it is used to
tune up the individuals obtained from mutation and crossover operators. Finally, other general
results of genetic algorithm approaches to clustering can be found in [7]. There are also other
complete studies for multi-objective clustering developed by Handl et al. [85] and for Nearest
Neighbour Networks developed by Huttenhower et al. [94].
2.6.1 MOGA for Clustering
This work applies a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) [53] approach. This approach
is characterized by the capability to use opposite objectives in the same fitness function. The
evolution of the individuals defines a Pareto Front where the best fitness values according to the
metrics are found. These solutions are called dominant solutions and define a set of possible
solutions to the problem.
MOGAs have been applied to several clustering problems [90]. There are usually two main
approximations: some works generate a new MOGA to create a new clustering algorithm [149],
while others apply classical MOGAs to solve the problem of minimizing some cost functions
which are the objectives of the fitness function [113]. The most classical MOGAs are SPEA2
(Second version of the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm [212]), NSGA-II (Nondominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm [52]) and PESA [46] amongst others. These algorithms have been
applied in clustering problems with different results [113]. NSGA-II and SPEA2 have demon-
strated to achieve good results applied to clustering problems, however, SPEA2 usually defines
a better Pareto Front than NSGA-II [212]. This work is based on a MOGA implementation
which optimizes two objectives using SPEA2.
Another approach to evolutionary clustering with GAs comes from Multi-Objective Genetic
Algorithm (MOGA). In this approach, the selection of the individual does not depend on one
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criteria, but several ones. Most of the approaches to multi-objective evolutionary clustering use,
with different names, inter and intra cluster distances, i.e., they try to minimize the distance
between data and their cluster centroids, while minimizing the distance among the clusters
centroids. Some authors claim the superiority of this approach, for instance, Ripon and Kwong
[172] stated that traditional single objective algorithms suffer premature convergence that multi-
objective algorithms solve. It is clear that sometimes using a single criteria loses important pieces
of information that would be exploited in benefit of the search.
There are some proposals of MOGAs with adaptive number of clusters. Handl et al. proposed
the Multi-Objective Clustering with automatic K-determination (MOCK) [86], a graph-oriented
clustering algorithm on a MOGA. In this approach the chromosomes represent non-weighted
graphs with an integer representation. Each loci represents a data instance and the allele a link
to another instance. With this representation, a chromosome may contain several subgraphs, i.e.,
graphs without links to other graphs. These isolated subgraphs represent the clusters. Despite
the graph-based representation, this approximation cannot be considered spectral clustering
because of the lack of spectral analysis. Matake et al. proposed an improvement of MOCK [131]
to compute k more efficiently and make the algorithm well suited for large datasets.
Another example of adaptive k multi-objective clustering algorithm is the Variable-Length
Real Jumping Genes Genetic Algorithm (VRJGGA), proposed by Ripon et al. [172]. VRJGGA
is an adaptive version of another algorithm named JGGA. It uses a Variable-Length Genetic
Algorithm with a standard cluster centroid representation in a chromosome of floats. The
variance of chromosome lengths is introduced with two custom genetic operators: cut-and-paste
and copy-and-paste.
On the contrary than previous partitional clustering algorithms, Banerjee [17] used a MOGA
to solve the fuzzy clustering problem with adaptive k and noisy data. This approach uses a quite
complex representation scheme with each individual divided into two independent strings: one
distinguish between clean and noisy data while the other one keeps the result of the partition.
Multi-objective spectral clustering is a recent topic with a scarce literature. One example is
Wang [198], who proposed an evolutionary multi-objective spectral algorithm clustering algo-
rithm for datasets that contain different views of the same data, for instance, because data come
from heterogeneous sources. As a consequence, the dataset is represented by means of several
graphs. In this context the algorithm is able to automatically determine k by means of Pareto
optimization.
To the author’s knowledge, the only attempt to address spectral clustering with multi-
objective computational intelligence used Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA), this is a search
method inspired by musicians improvisation that has an increasing number of applications. Li et
al. proposed the Spectral Clustering-based Adaptive Hybrid Multi-Objective Harmony Search
Algorithm (SCAH-MOHSA) [114], which is a complex algorithm for community detection in
graphs; it uses spectral clustering with a Multi-Objective HSA and local search.
2.6.2 Other Bio-Inspired Approaches: ACO
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) has become a promising field for data mining problems. In this
context, ACO algorithms combine the ants foraging behaviour to generate patterns that describe
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the data according to a supervised or unsupervised learning criteria -depending on the type of
algorithm, classification or clustering, respectively. ACO algorithms have produced promising
results. Kao and Cheng [100] introduced a centroid-based ACO clustering algorithm; and Ashok
and Messinger focused their work on graph-based clustering [14]; several other approaches are
discussed in [95].
There are also approaches that combine ACO with classical classification algorithms in order
to improve their results. Some of these techniques, for example, optimize the parameter selection
for the classifier (e.g., for SVMs [210]), other are focused on the feature selection process for the
data preprocessing phase [57] and others are hybrid approaches [88].
In this work we have used ACO algorithms to test new bio-inspired approaches and to extent
the clustering environment to other graph-based bio-inspired approaches.
2.7 Model Generation: Data Stream and Online Clustering Techniques
One of the current main challenges in Data Mining is to analyse massive data online. Due to
classification requires a previous labelling process, these methods need high efforts for real-time
analysis. However, due to unsupervised techniques do not need this previous process, clustering
methods are a promising field for real-time analysis.
When Data Streams are analysed, it is important to consider the analysis goal, in order to
determine the best type of algorithm to be used. We could divide data stream analysis in two
main categories:
• Oﬄine analysis: we consider a portion of data (usually large data) and apply an oﬄine
clustering algorithm to analyse this data.
• Online analysis: the data are analysed in real-time. These kinds of algorithms are con-
stantly receiving new data instances and are not usually able to keep past information.
2.7.1 Oﬄine Clustering Analysis
Large data analysis, as was mentioned above, is a current challenge for clustering and other Data
Mining methods. The new databases contain lots of data instances which need to be analysed
in a competitive time.
The classical clustering processes used to analyse datasets have been adapted in order to
improve their scalability and parallelism during the whole processes. This philosophy gain
ascendancy with the MapReduce [51] algorithm and the Hadoop [185] framework which imple-
ments this system. Current tools are based on Spark [207] which improves several features of
MapReduce.
MapReduce is a model used to process and analyse large datasets using a parallel and
distributed algorithm over a computer cluster. It is divided in two main steps:
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• The “Map” step: The input is divided in smaller subproblems. These subproblems are
concurrently processed by each cluster node. These subproblems may also be divided
generating a tree structure. Once a node has complete the process, it sends the answer to
its master node.
• The “Reduce” step: The master node combines all the answers from the subproblems to
generate the final solution.
There are several adaptations of clustering algorithms to the MapReduce model, the most rele-
vant ones are related to K-means [211], EM [39] and Spectral Clustering [38] algorithms.
2.7.1.1 K-means with MapReduce
K-means has been optimized through the MapReduce philosophy [211]. The algorithm scales in
two main steps of K-means:
• Associate the data to the closest centroids.
• Calculate the cluster centroid.
The MapReduce version of the algorithm is divided in three main steps:
1. Initialization: The dataset is divided in blocks and the initial centroids are set.
2. Data Association (Map): the data of each block is associated to the closest centroid. In this
case, each node associates the data of one block and all nodes share the set of centroids.
3. Centroid update (Reduce): Each node receives all the data which have been assigned to a
centroid and update the centroid position.
After step 3), the centroids set is updated and steps 2) and 3) are repeated until the algorithm
converges or a maximum number of iterations is achieved (see Figure 2.1 for an example).
2.7.1.2 EM with MapReduce
Expectation-Maximization is clearly divided in two steps. This division allows to use the same
idea used with K-means using the two steps of EM [39]. In this case, the process is:
1. Initialization: The data are divided in blocks, too.
2. Expectation step (Map): Fixing the estimator (θ), the missing labels (y) are estimated
per block. In this case all blocks share a estimator.
3. Maximization step (Map and Reduce): Fixing the labels, the model will update the values
according to the likelihood (L(θ)) function. Part of this step might be calculated during
the map process (e.g., partial operations which depend on the estimator). The updating
process will be realized on the reduce process, producing new parameters for the E-step.
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Figure 2.1: MapReduce Scheme for K-means.
A good example for the application is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). In this case, we
have the parameters µ (mean) and Σ (standard deviation) for the Gaussian sets and we need to
calculate the values of γij (partial values of probability) for the M-step. Let p
(j)(y) =
∑
partial γij ,
then the mapper will associate the data and calculate the partial sums for µ and Σ in the
following way:
µ
(j)
partial =
∑
partial
(γij · xi) (2.13)
Σ
(j)
partial =
∑
partial
(γij · (xi − µj) · (xi − µj)t), (2.14)
While the reducer will update the values as follows:
µi =
∑
blocks µ
(j)
partial∑
blocks p
(j)(y)
(2.15)
Σi =
∑
blocks Σ
(j)
partial∑
blocks p
(j)(y)
(2.16)
2.7.1.3 Spectral Clustering with MapReduce
The Spectral Clustering algorithm has been successfully extended to the MapReduce paradigm
[38]. The main motivation of this extension is the memory usage reduction (related to the
similarity graph and the Laplacian matrix) and the eigenvectors computation. The MapReduce
process is usually replicated during different steps of the algorithm.
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Figure 2.2: MapReduce process for Spectral Clustering.
The first step is the generation of the Similarity Graph and the Laplacian calculation. This
step is parallelized including the generation of a sparse matrix which is helpful during the
eigenvectores processing phase. The algorithm can be divided as follows (see Fig. 2.2):
• Similarity Graph (Map): the Similarity Graph is calculated comparing the data instances,
this process is parallelized by sections.
• Construct the sparse matrix (Reduce): the t-closest instances are chosen for each node
creating a sparse matrix.
• Laplacian Matrix Generation (Reduce): the Laplacian matrix is calculated using multipli-
cations in order to keep the matrix in the distributed file system.
Once this first phase has been completed, it is needed to calculate the eigenvectors of the matrix.
With this purpose, the algorithm used to identify the eigenvectors is an iterative algorithm
called Lanczos Algorithm [72] (see Algorithm 4). This algorithm takes the Laplacian matrix
and iteratively generates a triangular matrix called T (associated with a vector matrix called Q)
which satisfies that each pair < eigenvalue, eigenvector > of L (i.e., (λk, Qn×m~vk)) corresponds
to the pairs < eigenvalue, eigenvector > (λk, ~vk) of T . This pair can be extracted using a
QR iteration. In this case the algorithm called Multiple Relatively Robust Representation [28]
(MR3) is applied (see Algorithm 5). This algorithm extracts the eigenvectors of T .
The Lanczos algorithm uses an iterative method (lines 3 to 7) to generate a tridiagonal matrix
(line 9) whose eigenvector are related to the original matrix eigenvectors. The parallelization
is performed in the matrix-vector product (line 3). The rest of the operations are computed
locally.
The MR3 algorithm divides the tridiagonal matrix generated by the Lanczos algorithm (line
1). Then it generates a factorization to calculate the first eigenvector (lines 3-5). With this
information it generates a queue of factorization with the index of the eigenvalues (line 5).
After, it recursively calculates the value of the eigenvectors using the factorizations generated.
If the eigenvector can be calculated (lines 10 and 11) it is calculated, else, it add a new element
to the queue (lines 13-16). This generates a tree of values which is represented in Figure 2.3.
Finally, once the k-first eigenvectors have been extracted, K-means (with MapReduce) is
apply to the projection.
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code for Lanczos algorithm
Input: L Laplacian matrix.
Output: T tridiagonal matrix; Q matrix
1: ~q0 = 0; β0 = 0; ~q1 = random vector;
2: for k = 1 to M do
3: ~wk = L~qk − βk~qk−1
4: αk = 〈~wk, ~qk〉
5: ~wk = ~wk − αk~qk
6: βk+1 = ||~wk||2
7: ~qk+1 = ~wk/βk+1
8: end for
9: return Qn×m = (~q1, . . . , ~qm), T =

α1 β2 0 . . . 0
β2 α2 β3 . . . 0
0 β3 . . . . . . 0
...
. . .
... βm−1 0
... . . . βm−1 αm−1 βm
0 . . . 0 βm αm

.
(L0, D0, {1, . . . , 6})
{1} (L1, D1, {2, 3}) {4} (L2, D2, {5, 6})
{2} {3} {5} {6}
Figure 2.3: Tree representation of MRRR recursive algorithm.
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Algorithm 5 Pseudo-code for MRRR algorithm
Input: T symmetric tridiagonal (irreducible). Γ0 index of desired eigenpairs. tol: error toler-
ance (default 10−3.
Output: (λj , ~vj), j ∈ Γ0 computed eigenvectors.
1: Split T into irreducible subblocks T1, . . . , Tl:
2: for all Ti, i = 1, . . . , l do
3: Choose µi and calculate L0 and D0 such that
L0D0L
t
0 = Ti + µiI,
is a factorization that determines the eigenpairs λj and ~vj , j ∈ Γ0 to high accuracy
4: Compute the eigenvalues of L0D0L
t
0
5: Create a queue Q initialized as Q = {(L0, D0,Γ0)}
6: end for
7: Recursively, while queue Q is not empty:
8: Remove an element (L,D,Γ): Partition the computed eigenvalues in nodes Γ1, . . . ,Γh ac-
cording to the tolerance tol.
9: for all Γc, c = 1, . . . , h do
10: if |Γc| = 1 with eigenvalue λc then
11: Compute the eigenvector ~vc
12: else
13: Pick τc near the node and compute
LDLt − τcI = LcDcLtc
14: “Refine” the eigenvalues λc − τc in order to improve its acuracy with respect to
LcDcL
t
c.
15: Set λc = λc − τc refined.
16: Add (Lc, Dc,Γc) to Q.
17: end if
18: end for
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2.7.2 Online Clustering Analysis
The other important challenge of large data analysis is the online analysis. Clustering methods
have become promising techniques in this field, due to these algorithms can deal with unlabelled
data. Usually the online analysis is focused on data streams.
Data streams generate data continually. The idea behind the online clustering algorithm is
to analyse this data using real-time techniques. These techniques usually need to deal with large
data quantities which produces several limitations on the algorithm representation. The most
relevant limitations of these systems are:
• The data order matters and can not be modified.
• The data can not be stored or re-analysed during the process.
• The results of the analysis depends of the time the algorithm have been stopped.
These limitations also opens new research ideas, such as, trend identification in the clustering
behaviour. Due to the clustering results are constantly modified, the trend of the new results
produce an interesting post analysis phase which allows the analyst to predict where the clus-
tering algorithm is going.
The main problem of these algorithms is that they need a specific space to update the
information. This limits the possibilities of the new algorithm, producing for example, that
medoid-based clustering algorithms could not be adapted to this kind of analysis [80].
One of the main tools used for online clustering analysis is the Massive On-line Analysis
(MOA) tool. This framework provides the following online clustering algorithms:
• ClusTree [106]: This online algorithm iteratively update the information of the clusters.
It is able to consider the speed of the data stream generating the concept of the age of the
object. It also maintains stream summaries.
• CluStream [10]: This algorithm combine oﬄine clustering and online clustering in order
to provide partial clustering solutions which measure the evolution of the clusters.
• Den-Stream [35]: This algorithm tries to identify shapes during the clustering process using
a micro-clustering level. This algorithm keeps information of the micro-clusters composing
the shape form of the shape-clusters.
All of these algorithms have been designed in order to identify more properties of the data
stream than the final clusters in a specific moment. In this work, we have specially focused on
the classical online clustering implementation which is describe in the next section.
2.7.3 Classical Online Clustering
The classical online clustering implementation is a based on a K-means algorithm [19]. It tries
to reduce the cost function of K-means using a Gradient Descent approach.
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The algorithm takes the following performance function as a starting point:
J =
N∑
i=1
k
min
j=1
||xi − cj ||2 (2.17)
Where xi is a data instance, cj is a centroid and the operation || · || is the norm. The equation
represents that the algorithm tries to minimize this cost function. In order to perform this
minimization, it calculates how the centroid should be minimized according to the Gradient
Descent methodology.
With this target it calculates the closest centroid for each data instance as follows:
q∗ =
k
arg min
q=1
(||xi − cq||) (2.18)
Then, the algorithm updates each centroid using the gradient of the cost function, which is
calculated as:
∇J = ∂J
∂cq∗
= (xi − cq∗) (2.19)
Using this information, the centroids are updated as follows:
c
(new)
q∗ = cq∗ − ζ(xi − cq∗) (2.20)
Where ζ is the learning rate and is usually set to 0.05 or 1/Ni, where Ni is the number of
instances until that instance appears.
There are some variations of this algorithm. The most relevant are presented by Barbakh
and Fyfe [19] which introduce three algorithms based on these ideas but using different cost
functions. These algorithms are more robust according to the solution than the classical one.
This work explores this methodology in order to create a continuity-based clustering algo-
rithm using online clustering.
2.8 Applications
Once the models are generated and validated, they are usually applied to a specific field. These
fields are really varied. During this thesis, we have developed several works that can be seen as
applications of Data Mining techniques (specially clustering algorithms). The following fields
are the most relevant:
• Robosoccer: In [97], classification and clustering techniques are used to identify team
behaviours and discriminate them according to this criterion. This work also studies the
most successful behaviour during different robosoccer leagues.
• Soccer: [135] analyses the FIFA World Cup 2010. This work begins with a previous
features selection analysis [134] which helps to determine the most relevant features for
the clustering process. The clusters are used to identify different behaviours and are
applied in order to determine how the Spanish strategy was successfully used during the
2010 World Cup.
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• Eurovision: In [24] a genetic k-adaptive clustering algorithm for community detection is
designed in order to identify different communities which vote in a similar way. This
methodology tries to discover how the different countries of Eurovision Contest Song
formed alliances. This work was started in [25] where the clustering algorithm was not
k-adaptive.
• Baseball: In [145] the idea is to predict baseball results. The model generated uses
time-series clustering in order to include pass information of teams and matches.
• Twitter: In [141] the main goal is to discriminate meta-topics of different tweets, in order
to group them. In this case, we use DBpedia and LSA to determine the tweet category
and categorized those concepts which do not belong to DBpedia.
• Image Segmentation: [136] presents the application of a new genetic clustering algo-
rithm to image segmentation. The results show that the algorithm performs the results of
classical clustering algorithms.
• Marketing: [183] applies classification to analyse sentiment in Twitter. This analysis is
used to identify the best classifier in this field. The analysis is extended in [184]. This last
work also include a Social Network Analysis based on communities to measure propagation.
Also a parallel work is applied combining clustering [156] which is extended in [23].
• Videogames: [146] presents a new game called Dream which is a RPG-action game.
Dream has been designed to extract data of different gameplays in order to analyse this
data. The analysis is focused on the player evolution. It discriminate different player
profiles according to their learning abilities. The model used to discriminate these profiles
is based on time series clustering.
Also one of the most important applications of Genetic Graph-based Clustering is related to
Biomedical summarization. The next section presents all the areas which have been relevant in
order to study this problem.
2.9 Applications in Biomedical Text Summarization
Our work takes ideas and techniques from different fields of Artificial Intelligence, including Text
Summarization, Graph Clustering and Evolutionary Algorithms. In the next subsections, we
review the related work in such fields that is close to our work. We also present some related
works that have applied Evolutionary Algorithms to NLP tasks.
2.9.1 Biomedical Text Summarization
Text summarization may be defined as the process of distilling the most important information
from a source (or sources) to produce an abridged version for a particular user (or users) and
task (or tasks) [128]. There are two main approaches to the task of automatic summarization:
extraction and abstraction. Extractive methods construct the summaries by selecting the most
relevant sentences in the original documents, while abstractive ones build an internal represen-
tation and use natural language generation (NLG) techniques to write the summaries, so that
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abstracts may contain novel sentences, unseen in the original sources. Abstractive approaches
require complex semantic representation, inference and natural language generation, which have
not still reached a mature stage nowadays [204]. For this reason, most works in automatic
summarization focus on extractive methods.
Traditional summarization systems include computing some simple heuristic rules to estimate
the relevance of sentences (such as the position of the sentence in the document or the presence
of some cue words [60, 32]), counting the frequency of the words in the document to identify
central terms [123], or training different machine learning models to deal with summarization
as a classification task [108]. Recently, graph-based methods have attracted the interest of the
summarization research community. Graphs allow for a more complete representation of text
than traditional vectorial models that reflects the interaction between the different textual and
semantic units (i.e., words or sentences). Graph-based methods usually represent the documents
as graphs, where the nodes correspond to text units (such as words, phrases, sentences or
even paragraphs), and the edges represent cohesion relationships between these units, or even
similarity measures between them (e.g. the Euclidean distance). Once the graph that represents
a document is created, the salient nodes are located in the graph and used to extract the
corresponding units for the summary. Two commonly used metrics to identify salient information
in this graph-based representation are degree centrality and eigenvector centrality [31], both
based on connectedness.
LexRank [62] is a well-know example of a centroid-based method to multi-document summa-
rization. It creates an undirected graph, where the nodes are the sentences (represented by their
TF-IDF vectors) and the edges represent the cosine similarity between them. A very similar
method is proposed by Mihalcea and Tarau [148] to perform mono-document summarization. As
in LexRank, the nodes represent sentences and the edges represent the similarity between them,
measured as a function of their content overlap. Litvak and Last [120] proposed an approach
that uses a graph-based syntactic representation for keyword extraction, which can be used as
a first step in summarization.
Summarization in the biomedical domain usually adapts generic approaches to work with
domain-specific knowledge. In this line, [168] adapts the lexical chaining approach [21] to work
with concepts from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [4].
BioSquash [181] is a question-oriented extractive system for biomedical multi-document sum-
marization. It constructs a semantic graph that contains concepts of three types: ontological
concepts (general ones from WordNet and specific ones from the UMLS), named entities and
noun phrases.
In [206], Yoo et al. represent a corpus of documents as a graph, where the nodes are the
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [1] descriptors found in the corpus, and the edges represent
hypernymy and co-occurrence relations between them. They cluster the MeSH concepts in the
corpus to identify sets of documents dealing with the same topic and then generate a summary
from each document cluster.
Fiszman et al. [66] propose an algorithm that makes use of semantic predications provided
by SemRep [171] to interpret biomedical text and on the use of lexical and semantic information
from the UMLS to produce abstracts from biomedical scientific articles. This same method is
adapted in a later work to summarize drug information in MEDLINE citations [67].
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Ling et al. [118] focus on the genomic domain, and present a system that ranks sentences
according to three features: the relevance of six gene aspects, such as the DNA sequence, the
relevance of the documents where the sentences are taken from, and the position of the sentences
in the document.
More recent is the work of Shang et al. [178], where the aim is to combine information
retrieval techniques with information extraction methods to generate text summaries of sets of
documents describing a certain topic. To do this, they use SemRep to extract relations among
UMLS Metathesaurus concepts and a relation-level retrieval method to select the relations more
relevant to query concepts. Finally, they extract the most relevant sentences for each topic based
on the previous ranking of relations and the location of the sentences in different sections of the
document.
2.9.2 Evolutionary Algorithms in Natural Language Processing
Evolutionary algorithms have been successfully applied to different NLP problems, from gram-
mar induction to machine translation, through parameter optimization and search [33].
Smith and Witten [186], for instance, describe a genetic algorithm for grammar induction.
The genotype is a context-free grammar whose fitness is evaluated on the basis of how well
it covers a training set of sample strings. Selection is performed in inverse proportion to the
grammar’s size, while mutation is implemented by randomly choosing one grammar (individual).
Litvak et al. [121] propose a language-independent approach for extractive summarization
based on the linear optimization of several sentence ranking measures using a genetic algorithm.
An individual here is a vector of the weights of the different sentence ranking measures; and
selection retains the best fifth of the individual solutions (i.e., those getting the maximal ROUGE
value).
Rodr´ıguez et al. [173] evaluate different implementations of evolutionary algorithms to find
the alignment between two sentences for being used in statistical machine translation. Hall and
Klein [83] propose a generative phylogenetic model for automatically identifying cognate words
from unaligned word lists, given only the known family tree of languages.
In [13], genetic algorithms are also applied to two fundamental NLP applications: tagging,
i.e., assignment of lexical categories to words; and parsing, i.e., determination of the syntactic
structure of sentences.
2.9.3 Learning Ranking
In order to decide the number of clusters for the summarization process, this work has also been
focused on learning to rank, which is common in Document Retrieval.
Document Retrieval process requires to rank the documents by relevance. The ranking is
decisive because it determines the most relevant documents for the users. Several ranking models
have been recently developed with this goal. Using the amount of available data, this model
follows a traditional machine learning methodology, in order to generate an effective ranking
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solution. This machine learning techniques are called “learning-to-rank” methods [122] and
they are usually based on classification.
Although there are several methods to deal with the ranking problem, this work is focused
on pairwise approach [122]. This approach does not work with the prediction of the relevance
degree of each document, instead, it considers the relative order between two documents. In
this sense, pairwise is closer to the concept of “ranking”.
There exists several pairwise ranking algorithms, the most classical algorithms are:
• Ordering with Preference Function [43]: this approach uses a loss function which is
trained to estimate the best of two elements in ranking.
• SortNet (Neural Network-Based Sorting Algorithm) [170]: This algorithm also
learns a preference function, however, this function is represented by a Neural Network.
• RankNet (Learning to Rank with Gradient Descent) [34]: In this approach, a scor-
ing function is included and the model is generated using information about the difference
between the scores of each pair of documents.
• FRank (Ranking with a Fidelity Loss) [189]: This methodology includes a fidelity loss
function to avoid the problems related to the boundary of the loss function of RankNet.
• SVM-Rank[98]: It applies the SVM technology to perform pairwise classification. This
methodology is used in this work to help the clustering algorithm to choose the best
number of clusters.
Chapter 3
The Genetic Graph-based
Clustering Approaches
“All he had to do was watch the game and understand how things worked,
and then he could use the system, and even excel.”
- Orson Scott Card
This chapter introduces the Genetic Graph-based Clustering (GGC) algorithm, that is
mainly based on Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Graph Theory.
GGC is an algorithm motivated to avoid the strong dependence between SC and its metric
parameters, and in particular the Similarity Function that generates the Similarity Graph. Even
though GGC takes an evolutionary approximation to clustering and uses some concepts from
Graph Theory, it is strongly inspired by SC. This chapter describes in detail GGC and presents
the two encodings and fitness functions that were studied in order to design the algorithm.
The algorithm first initializes the number of clusters, like in SC and K-means. Our technique
looks for the best sub-graphs of the Similarity Graph which might define a clear partition. The
Similarity Graph is generated by a Similarity Function like in the SC algorithm. The population
is a set of potential solutions (named partitions) which evolve until a good solution is found, or
a maximum number of generations are reached. The fitness function is a metric used to assess
the potential solutions. The algorithm will try to maximize the fitness value. In the following,
we describe the evolutionary components of GGC.
In order to consider the best way to generate the GA, it is important to study different aspects
which are relevant during the algorithm design. First, we propose two possible encodings; second,
we study the genetic operators; third, we focus our attention on the fitness function design.
Once the algorithm has been designed, we generate a validation phase in order to choose the
best design. Finally, we focus the study on several experiments in order to compare the new
algorithm with some classical algorithms, comparing its results with synthetic and real-world
datasets.
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3.1 The GGC Encodings
The GA has been constructed using two classical integer encodings, well known in cluster-based
genetic algorithms [71]. The first encoding is a simple vector encoding (label-based) while the
second one is based on set theory (medoid-based). These two encodings have been selected
to compare their computational effort and performance to choose the best encoding for our
algorithm (the experimental comparison is shown in Section 3.4.1).
3.1.1 Label-based Encoding
We examined two encodings to choose the one with better performance. The first one follows the
philosophy of what the literature named label-based [71] encoding. Each gene in the chromosome
represent an xi of the dataset, and its value indicates the cluster that it belongs to. This is a
na¨ıve encoding, genes contain an integer that identifies one cluster. The number of nodes in the
graph determines the chromosome length. The Figure 3.1 shows an example of this encoding
scheme with a chromosome containing the partition drawn in Figure 3.2. The following example
illustrates this encoding:
Example 3.1.1. Let n be the number of data instances (in this case, we set n = 9). Let k be the
number of clusters (we set k = 3). The chromosomes of Figure 3.1 shows three possible correct
representations. The first chromosome of Figure 3.1, represents the clusters selection shown in
Figure 3.2.
nodes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Chromosome 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
Chromosome 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 3 3
Chromosome 3 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 3 3
Figure 3.1: Label-based encoding in GGC algorithm.
3.1.2 Medoid-based Encoding
The second encoding is based on sets. In this case the chromosome is divided in several variable-
length chunks, each one associated to a cluster. The chunks contain the data instances (medoids
[71]) which compose each cluster. Probably, it can be better understood looking at Figure
3.3, whose first chromosome shows the partition of Figure 3.2 using this encoding. Each set
represents a cluster and the elements of the sets are the data instances which compose each
cluster.
Example 3.1.2. The chromosomes from the Example 3.1.1 can be represented with this new
encoding is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: Representation of the clusters for the data instances of chromosome 1 of Figures 3.1
and 3.3.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Chromosome 1 {1, 2, 3} {4, 5, 6} {7, 8, 9}
Chromosome 2 {1, 3} {2, 4, 6} {5, 7, 8, 9}
Chromosome 3 {3, 5, 7} {1, 4, 6} {2, 8, 9}
Figure 3.3: Medoid-based encoding of the GGC algorithm.
3.1.3 Invalid elements
The genetic operations (mutation and crossover) of the GA might create invalid chromosomes.
Using previous encodings, it only happens when a chromosome contains one or more empty
clusters. In partitional clustering, these solutions are invalid because the number of clusters is
initially given, and therefore each cluster must contain at least one element. To avoid invalid
chromosomes, the fitness value assigned to these chromosomes is 0. This value prevents that the
elements passes to the next generation. Some examples of invalid elements for each encoding
are shown in the following example.
Example 3.1.3. Figure 3.4 shows two chromosomes which are invalid elements for the label-based
encoding, while Figure 3.5 shows the same elements using the medoid-based encoding and an
invalid element which can only be generated using this encoding (the chromosome 3). If k = 3
and n = 9 the first individual has missed cluster 3 and the second cluster 1 (in both figures).
In partitional clustering, all the clusters need to have at least one element. Chromosome 3 of
Figure 3.5 repeats the assignation of one element (1) omitting other element (2).
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nodes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Chromosome 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Chromosome 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2
Figure 3.4: Invalid chromosomes of the label-based encoding.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Chromosome 1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {6, 7, 8, 9} ∅
Chromosome 2 ∅ {1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9} {4, 5, 6}
Chromosome 3 {1, 1, 3, 9} {4, 5, 6} {7, 8}
Figure 3.5: Invalid chromosomes of the medoid-based encoding.
3.2 GGC Genetic Operators
This section describes the genetic operators which are used between the chromosomes for each
encoding. The classical operators (selection, crossover and mutation) have been used.
3.2.1 Selection
Regardless of the encoding used, the selection operator selects a subset of chromosomes to
reproduce and breed the offspring. These chromosomes are selected using a tournament [195].
In few words, a tournament selects randomly n chromosomes, assesses them using the fitness
function, and then takes the fittest one. In this case, the fittest chromosomes of the generation
pass to the next generation. It is called a (µ + λ) selection, where µ represents the number of
bred chromosomes, and λ the new chromosomes generated.
3.2.2 Crossover
Any of the two encoding schemes induces a phenotype space smaller than the genotype space, and
therefore different genotypes correspond to the same phenotype (see Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8).
This is a problem from the perspective of the recombination operator, because it destroys the
correlation between phenotype and genotype spaces [175]. For this reason, it is recommendable
to relabel the individuals before the application of the crossover. The criteria followed for this
relabelling process is to maximize the similarity between the chromosomes which are crossed. It
is focused on the convergence improvement of the algorithm by reducing the search space and
the number of invalid elements. To this end we define the following similarity measure.
Definition 3.2.1 (Cluster Similarity measure). Let {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of elements, and Ci,
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nodes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Chromosome 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
Chromosome 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1
Figure 3.6: Both chromosomes represent the same solution, but the name of the clusters appears
different using the label-based encoding.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Chromosome 1 {1, 2, 3} {4, 5, 6} {7, 8, 9}
Chromosome 2 {7, 8, 9} {4, 5, 6} {1, 2, 3}
Figure 3.7: Both chromosomes represent the same solution, but the name of the clusters appears
different using the medoid-based encoding.
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Figure 3.8: Cluster representation of chromosomes from Figures 3.6 and 3.7.
Cj the clusters which are compared. Their similarity measure is defined by:
sim(Ci, Cj) =
1
2
(∑n
q=1 δCi(xq)δCj (xq)
|Ci| +
∑n
q=1 δCi(xq)δCj (xq)
|Cj |
)
(3.1)
where |Ci| is the number of elements of cluster Ci and δCi(xq) is the Kronecker δ defined by:
δCi(xq) =
{
0 if xq /∈ Ci
1 if xq ∈ Ci
The relabelling process can be divided in three fundamental steps:
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1. The similarities between the clusters are calculated, using Equation (3.1).
2. The similarities are sorted using a decremental order.
3. The second chromosome is relabelled maximizing the similarity with the first chromosome.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show an example of two chromosomes, before the relabelling process for
each encoding and the result of this process.
The crossover of the label-based encoding exchanges strings of numbers between two chro-
mosomes. It is straightforward since both strings have the same length (see Figure 3.13). In
the medoid-based encoding, it keeps the similar elements of both chromosomes and the different
elements are randomly distributed amongst the clusters, creating two new elements (see Figure
3.14). Example 3.2.1 shows the crossover process for each encoding.
Example 3.2.1. This example shows the application of the relabelling process. First, it takes two
chromosomes (see Figure 3.9 for the label-based encoding and Figure 3.10 for the medoid-based
encoding) and calculates the similarities between the clusters. The results are shown in Table
3.1. Once the similarities are calculated, the clusters of chromosome 2 are relabelled using the
most similar clusters:
• Cluster 3 is relabelled to 2 (similarity of 83,33%).
• Cluster 1 is relabelled to 3 (similarity of 66,67%).
• Cluster 2 is relabelled to 1 (similarity of 58,33%).
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the results of the relabelling process.
nodes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Chromosome 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 3
Chromosome 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1
Figure 3.9: Example of two chromosomes for the relabelling process using the label-based encoding.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Chromosome 1 {1, 3, 5, 8} {4, 6} {2, 7, 9}
Chromosome 2 {7, 8, 9} {1, 2, 3} {4, 5, 6}
Figure 3.10: Example of two chromosomes for the relabelling process using the medoid-based
encoding.
Example 3.2.2. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the crossover process. The first figure exemplifies the
label-based encoding. In this example, the exchange is between two sections of the chromosomes.
These sections are randomly selected. In this case, the interval is from 4 to 7 (both numbers
included). The second figure shows the crossover of the medoid-based encoding. In this case,
the common parts of both chromosomes are kept and the rest of the data instances are randomly
distributed by all the clusters.
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Chromosome 1 Chromosome 2 Sim. Calculus Sim. Percentage
Cluster 1 Cluster 1 12
(
1
4 +
1
3
)
= 724 29, 17%
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 12
(
2
4 +
2
3
)
= 712 58,33%
Cluster 1 Cluster 3 12
(
1
4 +
1
3
)
= 724 29, 17%
Cluster 2 Cluster 1 12
(
0
2 +
0
3
)
= 0 0%
Cluster 2 Cluster 2 12
(
0
2 +
0
3
)
= 0 0%
Cluster 2 Cluster 3 12
(
2
2 +
2
3
)
= 56 83,33%
Cluster 3 Cluster 1 12
(
2
3 +
2
3
)
= 23 66,67%
Cluster 3 Cluster 2 12
(
1
3 +
1
3
)
= 13 33, 33%
Cluster 3 Cluster 3 12
(
0
3 +
0
3
)
= 0 0%
Table 3.1: Similarities from chromosomes shown in Figure 3.9.
nodes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Chromosome 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 3
Chromosome 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
Figure 3.11: Example of the two chromosomes of Figure 3.9 after the relabelling process applied
to chromosome 2 using the label-based encoding.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Chromosome 1 {1, 3, 5, 8} {4, 6} {2, 7, 9}
Chromosome 2 {1, 2, 3} {4, 5, 6} {7, 8, 9}
Figure 3.12: Example of the two chromosomes from Figure 3.10 after the relabelling process applied
to chromosome 2 using the medoid-based encoding.
nodes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Chr. 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
l l l l
Chr. 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 3 3
New Chr. 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3
New Chr. 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
Figure 3.13: Crossover using the label-based encoding after relabelling.
3.2.3 Mutation
GGC uses an adaptive mutation for both encodings that works as follows:
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Clusters 1 Clusters 2 Clusters 3
Chr. 1 {1, 2, 3} {4, 5, 6} {7, 8, 9}
Chr. 2 {2, 3} {5, 6, 7} {1, 4, 8, 9}
Intersection {2, 3} {5, 6} {8, 9}
New Chr. 1 {2, 3,4} {5, 6,1} {8, 9,7}
New Chr. 2 {2, 3,1,7} {5, 6,4} {8, 9}
Figure 3.14: Crossover using the medoid-based encoding.
1. A chromosome is randomly chosen to be mutated according to a mutation probability pm,
that is fixed at the beginning, with pm ∈ [0, 1].
2. When a chromosome is chosen, the alleles which will be mutated are selected. The decision
considers the probability of the allele to belong to the cluster which have been assigned.
If the probability is high, the allele has a low probability of mutation and vice-versa. In
our algorithm, this probability depends on the metric defined by the fitness function. This
means that even if the mutation probability is high and an allele is chosen to mutate, if
the chromosome is close to the solution it could not mutate.
3. Finally, the alleles are mutated depending on the encoding:
• The label-based encoding changes the allele value. The new value is a random number
between 1 and the number of clusters.
• The medoid-based encoding moves the allele to other cluster. It randomly chooses
the new cluster which will contain the allele.
Example 3.2.3. Figure 3.15 shows the mutation process for the label-based encoding. The first
and seventh alleles have been randomly chosen to be changed. Figure 3.16 shows the same
process applied to the medoid-based encoding: the third and eighth alleles have been moved
from first and third clusters, to third and second respectively.
nodes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Chromosome 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
↓ ↓
Chromosome Mutated 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3
Figure 3.15: Mutation of two alleles in a chromosome using the label-based encoding.
3.3 The GGC Fitness Functions
This section describes the two fitness functions designed in the context of GGC; these functions
have been chosen to satisfy the continuity condition of the clusters. The first fitness is the
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Chromosome {1, 2,3} {4, 5, 6} {7,8, 9}
Chromosome Mutated {1, 2} {4, 5, 6,8} {7, 9,3}
Figure 3.16: Mutation of two alleles in a chromosome using the medoid-based encoding.
Weight Clustering Coefficient [20] which looks for “strong triangles” formed between neighbours
in the graph. The second is based on a combination of the K-Nearest Neighbour [111] and the
Mincut methods [177].
3.3.1 The Weighted Clustering Coefficient Fitness Function
The first fitness function uses Global Weight Clustering Coefficient [20] as the fit value for the
population. Supposing an undirected weight graph, it applies the following metric Cwi , which is
defined as:
Cwi =
∑
j,h
wij+wih
2 aijaihajh
Si(ki − 1) (3.2)
where wij are the weights of the matrix, aij is 1 if the edge from i to j exists and 0 otherwise,
Si =
∑
j wij and ki is the number of neighbours of the node i. The denominator Si(ki − 1)
defines a normalization factor to range the value between [0, 1]. This fitness looks for individuals
which have high similarity with their neighbours and whose neighbours also have high similarity
between them.
3.3.2 KNN-Minimal Cut fitness
The second fitness function under study is a combination of the classical K-Nearest Neighbour-
hood (KNN) [111] and the Minimal Cut [177] algorithms. KNN is useful to guarantee the
continuity condition which is frequent in the Spectral Clustering solutions. To control the sepa-
ration between the elements of the clusters, the Minimal Cut measure is used. It guarantees that
those elements which clearly belong to different clusters are not assigned to the same cluster.
The K value for KNN is initially given by the user, nevertheless, in this work we have fixed
it to 2 because it is the minimal value to guarantee the continuity, in a similar way than the
Clustering Coefficient, and additionally it avoids over-fitting.
Algortihm 6 shows the pseudo-code of the fitness: KNN covers all the nodes and checks
if the K-closest elements (related to the metric) are in the same cluster (lines 9 to 12). The
fitness value of this measure is the mean of the percentage of well-classified neighbours of all the
individuals in a cluster (lines 10 and 13). The Minimal Cut measure calculates the average value
edge weights which have been removed (lines 11 and 14). The final value of the fitness is the
product of the KNN metric and the subtraction between one and the Minimal Cut metric (line
16); both metrics have the same range: [0,1]. Therefore, the algorithm maximizes the value of
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Algorithm 6 Pseudo-code of the KNN-Minimal Cut Fitness Function
Input: A n-vector of elements with values between 0 and k where k is the number of clusters
and a variable neighbours which represents the number of neighbours for the KNN measure.
Output: A value between 0 and 1 which corresponds with the fitness achieved.
1: TotalKNN = 0;
2: TotalMC = 0;
3: Generate the set of k Clusters: C.
4: for all Ca ∈ C do
5: if Ca = ∅ then
6: return 0
7: end if
8: SumKNN = 0; SumMC = 0.
9: for all ind ∈ Ca do
10: SumKNN += PofKNN(neighbours, ind) {It calculates the percentage of neigh-
bours for the individual ind which are assigned to the same cluster.}
11: SumMC += AvEdWCut(ind) {It calculates the average value of the edge weights
which have been cut from ind.}
12: end for
13: TotalKNN += SumKNN / |Ca|; {|Ca| represents the number of elements of Ca.}
14: TotalMC += SumMC / |Ca|;
15: end for
16: return TotalKNN|C| ×
(
1− TotalMC|C|
)
TotalKNN
|C| ×
(
1− TotalMC|C|
)
where:
TotalMC =
∑
x∈C
∑
y/∈Cx wxy
|{y|y /∈ Cx}| (3.3)
TotalKNN =
∑
x∈C
|{y|y ∈ Γ(x) ∧ y ∈ Cx}|
|Γ(x)| (3.4)
In these formulas, wxy represents the weight of edge x→ y, C represents the set of clusters and
Γ(x) represents the neighbourhood of the element x. It reduces the weight values of the edges
which are cut and improves the proximity of the neighbours.
3.3.3 The Algorithm Steps
The GGC algorithm can be divided in three main steps:
1. Similarity Graph generation: a Similarity Function (usually based on a kernel) is
applied to the data instances (i.e., the domain concepts), connecting all the points with
each other. It generates the Similarity Graph.
2. Genetic search: Giving an initial number of clusters k, the GA generates an initial
population of possible solutions and evolves them using a fitness function to guide the
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algorithm to find the best solution. It stops when a good solution is found, or a maximum
number of generations is reached.
3. Clustering association: The solution with the highest fitness value is chosen as a solution
of the algorithm and the data instances are assigned to the k clusters according to the
solution chosen.
3.4 Algorithm Validation
This section shows an analysis of the GGC algorithm, including the two encodings introduced in
Section 3.1 and the metrics associated with the fitness functions previously described. Finally,
the robustness of the GGC algorithm is evaluated and compared against the robustness of the
SC algorithm.
3.4.1 Comparison of GGC Encodings
The two encodings used in this work are equivalent and can be applied to any problem with
similar results. However, they present the following differences:
• Omitting the relabelling process, the label-based crossover operation is faster than the
medoid-based crossover. In the label-based case, the crossover is O(n) because only one
loop is necessary to swap the values of two vectors. For the medoid-based case, the
crossover is O(n2) because two nested loops are necessary to find the common elements of
two sets.
• The mutation effort of the two algorithms is almost the same, although the label-based
encoding is slightly faster because in the label-based encoding the value changes instantly
when the mutation is applied, while in the medoid-based encoding the value is extracted
from one set and introduced in another set and a swap process is needed.
• Both encodings can use the relabelling process, however the medoid-based encoding
simplifies the similarity calculus using the intersection operation.
• GGC algorithm presents, as any other heuristic-based search method, a local maximum
convergence problem. This problem has not been deeply studied in the GGC algorithm,
however it depends on the GA operators. To compare both encodings convergence be-
haviour, the Spirals dataset [101] has been tested against them. Figure 3.17 plots the
convergence results for this dataset (for 50 runs of the algorithm per encoding and fitness
function) using the parameters shown in Table 3.2, the KNN value set to 2 (as is explained
in Section 3.3.2) and the tournament value also set to 2. The algorithm uses an adap-
tive mutation (see Section 3.2.3), the value (0.5) is the initial value for the mutation and
(10−4) the final value. In this case, the label-based encoding converges faster than the
medoid-based encoding.
The label-based encoding reduces the computation effort (see Table 3.3). Therefore, it has
been chosen to carry out the rest of the experiments.
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Dataset Pop. Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli. Fit.
Spirals 200 2000 0.3 0.5-10−4 50 1.0
Table 3.2: Parameter setting with population, generations, crossover probability, mutation prob-
ability and elitism size used with the Spirals datasets. The table also includes the fitness value
achieved.
Encoding Process
Crossover Mutation Relabelling Convergence
Label-based X X X
Medoid-based X
Table 3.3: Comparison for both encoding methods related to genetic operations in GGC. ‘X’ shows
the encoding which achieves the best results with respect to computational effort and speed.
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Figure 3.17: GGC convergence for Spirals dataset. The convergence for the label-based encoding
is reached in the 30 generation, using the medoid-based encoding is reached in the 40 generation.
3.4.2 Fitness Functions comparison
During the experimental stage to test the behaviour of our fitness functions, we detected that
the Weight Clustering Coefficient fitness obtained the maximum value even when the solution
was incorrect. The analysis of this problem shows that it only happens when the Similarity
Graph was fully connected (i.e., all the weights are bigger than 0). We analyzed this fact in more
detail in an attempt to explain it, concluding that there is an issue with this approximation: It
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can be mathematically proved that this problem is a “metric mistake” 1. The following theorem
shows the proof:
Theorem 3.4.1. Suppose that G is a graph (with 3 elements or more) and W is the matrix of
the weights of the graph. If wij > 0 ∀i, j then Cwi = 1 ∀i.
Proof. We choose a random element i which has n neighbours. Let x1, . . . , xn be the weight
values from the node i to its n neighbours. From the definition of the Cwi we have:
Cwi =
∑
j,h
wij+wih
2 aijaihajh
Si(ki − 1)
If we calculate Si we have:
Si = x1 + · · ·+ xn
In this case aij = 1 ∀i, j and ki = n, then:
Cwi =
∑
j,h
xj+xh
2
Si(n− 1)
If we sort the sum elements we have the following:
0 + x1+x22 + . . . +
x1+xn
2
x2+x1
2 + 0 + . . . +
x2+xn
2
... +
... + . . . +
...
xn+x1
2 + . . . +
xn+xn−1
2 + 0
If we consider the symmetries of the sum, and we sum the elements which are symmetric,
then we have:
(x1 + x2) + · · ·+ (x1 + xn) = (n− 1)x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn
(x2 + x3) + · · ·+ (x2 + xn) = (n− 2)x2 + x3 + · · ·+ xn
(x3 + x4) + · · ·+ (x3 + xn) = (n− 3)x3 + x4 + · · ·+ xn
... =
... +
...
(xn−1 + xn) = (1)xn−1 + (1)xn
In this case, if we sum, for example, the x2 that is left in the first sum to (n − 2)x2 we have
(n − 1)x1, if we do the same with the x3 left in the first and second sum to (n − 3)x3 we have
(n− 1)x3. If we continue until xn we have (n− 1)xi ∀i. Then:
Cwi =
(n− 1)(x1 + · · ·+ xn)
Si(n− 1)
We know that Si = x1 + · · ·+ xn then:
Cwi =
(n− 1)(x1 + · · ·+ xn)
(x1 + · · ·+ xn)(n− 1) = 1
1This metric has also been used in several works about Weighted Complex Networks [20] and it is an important
reference in the literature.
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Since the Similarity Graph construction that was chosen is the fully connected graph (see
Section 2.4.3), the only fitness that has been applied in the experiments is the KNN-Minimal Cut
fitness to avoid this problem.The fully connected approximation was chosen because the GGC
algorithm tries to maximize the robustness of the clustering selection related to the metrics,
as is explained in the following subsection. Therefore, if the -neighbourhood graph or the
k-nearest neighbour graph are chosen (see Section 2.4.3), the Similarity Graph increments the
number of zero similarities, which is not desirable when all the elements could have a non-zero
similarity between them. It could reduce the robustness of the algorithm and supposes a higher
dependency on parameters; in this case, the Similarity Graph generation parameters: the  value
of the -neighbourhood graph, and the k value of the k-nearest neighbour graph.
3.4.3 Metrics
All the techniques use the metrics which have been mentioned before: K-means and EM use
the Euclidean Distance Metric and Spectral Clustering and GGC use the Radian Basis Func-
tion (with the σ parameter optimized in the Spectral Clustering case). There are not appli-
cations with other metrics (or kernels) because the goal of the GGC algorithm is to be robust
enough to separate the dataset without orders of magnitude problems. It tries to give the
same results if two different metrics give the same relative distance between the objects, that
is, if there are, for example, three objects: o1, o2, o3, and the distances between them are
dM112 , d
M1
23 , d
M1
13 , d
M2
12 , d
M2
23 , d
M2
13 where M1 and M2 are the metrics and the two metric distances
satisfies the same order relationship:
dM112 < d
M1
23 < d
M1
13
dM212 < d
M2
23 < d
M2
13
Then the clustering results should be almost the same (except, for example, when some of these
distances are infinity or zero).
3.4.4 Comparing SC and GGC Robustness
An important problem related to SC is related to its dependency on the parameters of the
Similarity Function. The GGC algorithm has been designed to alleviate this problem. The KNN
metric which is applied in the fitness calculation provides a higher robustness to the algorithm
compared to the SC algorithm, it does not depend on the order of distance magnitude calculated
by the metric. Figure 3.18 shows a clear example. In this case, the Spectral Clustering algorithm
(implemented in the “kernlab” package of CRAN [101]) is compared against the GGC algorithm.
In the “kernlab” package, Karatzoglou et al. implements the Random Walks Normalized Spectral
Clustering algorithm. They use the Gaussian RBF Kernel to set the Similarity Graph. It is
defined by:
Kij = e
−σ||xi−xj ||2 (3.5)
Where K is the Similarity Graph, xi, xj are data instances, and σ is the parameter which
changes the order of magnitude. The experimental results show that the clustering technique
clearly depends on the σ parameter. Figure 3.19 shows the different clustering results obtained
using the SC and the GGC algorithms modifying the σ parameter between 1 and 4000.
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(a) Spectral Clustering results of Spirals for
σ = 2
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(b) GGC results of Spirals for σ = 2
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(c) Spectral Clustering results of Spirals for
σ = 500
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(d) GGC results of Spirals for σ = 500
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(e) Spectral Clustering results of Spirals for
σ = 2000
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(f) GGC results of Spirals for σ = 2000
Figure 3.18: Spectral Clustering and GGC results for the Spirals [101] dataset with σ = 2, σ = 500,
σ = 2000, respectively.
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Figure 3.19: SC and GGC results for the Spirals [101] dataset with σ values from 1 to 4000,
respectively. The red straight line in the top represents the robustness of GGC over SC.
These experimental results show that the parameters used in the definition of the kernel are
critical (see the evolution of σ in Figure 3.19) because these parameters define the degree of
the similarity. Ng et al. introduced a method to calculate the optimal σ in [155], however, as
Figure 3.22 shows, this technique is not always enough. GGC always obtains the same results
because it has been designed to be robust to the modification of the metric parameters, when
this modification keeps the order relationship between the elements of the dataset and only
changes the distance magnitude. The next section will show the experiments carried out using
the GGC algorithm. The accuracy of the algorithm has been tested using synthetic and real
datasets.
3.5 Experimental Results
This section compares the GGC algorithm with other classical clustering algorithms (K-means,
EM and SC) using synthetic and real datasets. The accuracy value is calculated using the
similarity metric defined in Equation 3.1.
3.5.1 Experiments on Synthetic data
Eight datasets have been extracted from the state of the art in clustering research area which
study the behaviour of different algorithms similar to SC [37, 73, 78, 96, 192, 208].
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Data Instances Clusters Structure
Ag 788 7 Parametric
Cp 399 6 Mixture
D31 3100 31 Noisy Parametric
Fl 241 3 Continuity
Jn 373 2 Continuity
Pb 300 3 Noisy Continuity
R15 600 15 Parametric
Sp 312 3 Continuity
Table 3.4: Synthetic datasets, and their basic features, used to evaluate the GGC algorithm per-
formance.
3.5.1.1 Data description
The initial datasets considered are 2-dimensional data which can be separated by human in-
tuition, but are problematic to classical clustering algorithms. We have analysed the following
datasets (see Figure 3.20 for a graphical representation):
• Aggregation [78] (Ag): This dataset is composed by 7 clusters, some of them can be
separated by parametric clustering methods (see Figure 3.20 (a)).
• Compound [208] (Cp): There are 6 clusters which are only separable by non-parametric
methods (or using special kernels if parametric clustering is applied), as it is shown in
Figure 3.20 (b).
• D31 [192]: This data has 31 clusters with a high level of noise (see Figure 3.20 (c)).
• Flame [73] (Fl): This dataset has three ideal clusters: the first one is the base of the figure,
the second one is the top and the last one are three outliers at the top-left of the image
(see Figure 3.20 (d)).
• Jain [96] (Jn): This dataset is composed of two surfaces with different density and a clear
separation (see Figure 3.20 (e)).
• PathBased [37] (Pb): This dataset has 2 clusters which can be separated by a parametric
method and another cluster which can only be separated by a non-parametric method.
This example is problematic for algorithms such as Spectral Clustering because this algo-
rithm is sensitive to noisy data (see Figure 3.20 (f)).
• R15 [192]: Similar to D31, this dataset is divided in 15 clusters which are clearly separated
(see Figure 3.20 (g)).
• Spiral [37] (Sp): In this case, there are 3 spirals close to each other (see Figure 3.20 (h)).
Finally, Table 3.4 summarizes the features of the datasets.
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Figure 3.20: The original images of the synthetic datasets.
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Figure 3.21: The ideal human-based separation of the synthetic datasets.
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Figure 3.22: Spectral Clustering results for the synthetic datasets. The algorithm has problems
with Compound, D31, Flame, PathBased and R15.
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Figure 3.23: K-means results for the synthetic datasets. The algorithm has problems with all the
datasets.
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Figure 3.24: EM results for the synthetic datasets. The algorithm has problems with all the
datasets except R15.
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Figure 3.25: GGC results for the synthetic datasets. The algorithm has problems with Flame and
PathBased.
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Data SC GGC EM K-Means
Pb 89% 88% 71% 74%
Ag 96% N100% 79% 86%
D31 85% N99% 90% 82%
Cp 77% N100% 57% 72%
R15 81% N100% 100% 81%
Jn 100% 100% 57% 78%
Sp 100% 100% 35% 35%
Fl 99% 99% 69% 70%
Table 3.5: Results for the different datasets applying K-means, Expectation Maximization, Spectral
Clustering and the GGC algorithm. The best results have been marked in bold and the second best
in italic. Statistical significant improvements are indicated by a N symbol.
Comparison Obs. Dif. Crit. Dif Differente
SC–GGC 5 13.6239 FALSE
SC–EM 11 13.6239 FALSE
SC–K-Means 10 13.6239 FALSE
GCC–EM 16 13.6239 TRUE
GCC–K-means 15 13.6239 TRUE
EM–K-means 1 13.6239 FALSE
Table 3.6: Multiple Comparison of Friedman Test for the algorithms applied to the synthetic
datasets.
3.5.1.2 Experimental Results
The selected clustering algorithms (K-means, EM using a Gaussian Mixture Model estimator,
SC and the GGC algorithm) have been applied to the previous described datasets. We carried
out an experiment executing the algorithms 50 times and taking their best results. Figure 3.20
shows the original datasets, whereas Figure 3.21 shows the ideal clusters. We selected best
fitness as performance measure due to two main reasons. First, the goal is to maximize the
fitness to achieve the best cluster discrimination, i.e., what Eiben and Jelasity named design
domain, and therefore the best fitness is the better choice [61]. Secondly, in our experiments, and
on the contrary than other authors observations [124], we observed that similar fitness values
are associated to quite different genotypes. It follows the same reasoning of [61] where Eiben
and Jelasity explain when these two approaches should be used in GA. Table 3.5 shows the best
accuracy results, and Table 3.7 shows the parameters and the best fitness values achieved by the
GGC algorithm for these datasets. GGC and SC use the RBF kernel [77]. EM and K-means
use the Euclidean distance [56].
Table 3.5 and Figure 3.22 show that Aggregation, Jain and Spirals are not problematic for SC
(we are using the Ng [155] version of the algorithm). However, Compound, Flame, PathBased,
D31 and R15 are more problematic. Compound is difficult to classify using SC because the
distribution of the data is highly heterogeneous. In the case of Flame, there is not a clear
boundary between the clusters. It makes difficult the application of the algorithm. D31 and
PathBased have noisy information (see Figure 3.22), it produces several deviations for the SC
algorithm. R15 has also noisy information in the central clusters.
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Figure 3.23 shows the results of Kmeans using the Euclidean distance metric. K-means, as a
parametric technique, does not obtain good general results. The reason is that the parameter is
a set of centroids optimized by the algorithm. In the case of Compound, for example, the clusters
of the top-left position of the image (see Figure 3.23) are well classified, however it is impossible,
with these conditions, that the algorithm classifies correctly the bottom-left two clusters because
one cluster surrounds the other (see Figure 3.23). The same problem appears with Jain, Spirals,
PathBased and Flame. In the case of Aggregation, the worst misclassification is related to the
three clusters of the bottom-left and the two clusters of the right. In this case, the different sizes
of the clusters influence the selection process. The D31 and R15 misclassification might be a
consequence of a local minimum convergence of the algorithm caused by the noisy information.
EM obtains better results than K-means but it also has problems with other datasets. It
achieves better results for R15 although the rest of the datasets are misclassified (see Figure
3.24).
Finally, the GGC algorithm achieves good results in almost all the cases (see Figure 3.25).
Table 3.7 shows the parameters selection of the GA for each case. The results show that the
GGC algorithm only has problems with the most noisy cases: Flame, Pathbased and D31. The
reason is related to a boundary problem. It is difficult for the algorithm (using the RBF metric
in the generation of the Similarity Graph), to determine the limits of the clusters when they are
not clear. Also, even if the algorithm has achieved the maximum accuracy values, there are some
cases where the fitness function does not obtain the maximum value of its range. It is usual that
hard problems such as Compound or D31 do not permit the fitness to find a max-range solution,
even if the final cluster selection achieved by the algorithm is closed to the human selection.
Applying the Friedman test [89] to the four algorithms, the p value achieved is 0.002037, which
means that, at least, two of the algorithms are significantly different from each other. Table
3.6 shows the multiple comparisons related to the Friedman test. The algorithms which are
significantly different are GGC compared with K-means and EM. Due to GGC has no statistical
difference with SC, we have compared the values using a Wilcoxon Test [201] per dataset (see
triangles in Table 3.5), we can see that there is significantly difference in, at least, 4 cases.
Data Pop. Gen. Cross. Mut. Sel. Max. Fitness
Ag 100 2000 0.4 0.01 50 0.9928
Cp 200 2000 0.5 0.01 50 0.9552
Fl 100 2000 0.4 0.01 50 0.9828
Jn 100 500 0.4 0.2 50 1.0
Pb 100 2000 0.4 0.01 50 1.0
R15 200 2000 0.5 0.3 50 0.9850
Sp 100 500 0.4 0.01 50 1.0
D31 200 5000 0.7 0.4 50 0.9445
Table 3.7: Best parameter selection found of the GGC algorithm for the different synthetic datasets
and the fitness achieved by the GGC algorithm. The K value of the KNN-Minimal Cut fitness is
always set to 2.
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3.5.2 Experiments on Real-World data
Finally, some experiments have been focused on real datasets which have been previously clas-
sified by humans.
3.5.2.1 Dataset Description
The experiments have been applied on three real datasets extracted from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository [70]:
• Iris (Ir): This dataset is a well-known dataset. It has 150 instances of 3 different classes
(50 per class). Each class refers to a type of iris plant: Iris Setosa, Iris Versicolour and
Iris Virginica. Each instance has 4 attributes which are Sepal length, Sepal width, Petal
length and Petal width. It does not have missing values.
• Wine (Wn): This dataset has 178 instances. Each instance has 13 attributes and can
belongs to 1 of the three different classes. Each class refers to a type of wine. The first
class has 59 instances, the second one has 71 and the third one has 48. It does not have
missing values.
• Handwriting (HW): This dataset is based on digits handwriting (see Figure 3.26). It has
60000 train instances and 10000 test instances. Each instance has a vector of 784 elements
which represents a 28x28 matrix where each element is a pixel in grayscale ranged from
0 to 256. There is also a column for the labels numbered from 0 to 9. It does not have
missing values. In this work only 6000 instances of this dataset has been analysed because
the Similarity Graph generated by the Spectral Clustering algorithm is bigger than the
memory available 2.
3.5.2.2 Preprocessing and Normalizing the Data
The preprocessing process is divided in two main steps:
• The first step has been the study of the available variables through histograms and cor-
relation diagrams which were used for dimension reduction. The information provided by
this phase shows the values which are useless because, for example, are constants or have a
high correlation (more than 0.8 if we consider that the correlation values is in range [0, 1])
with other variables. This means that they may variate the clustering results, if they are
not eliminated, with redundant information.
• The second preprocessing phase consists on the normalization of the variables. First, the
attributes with outliers are recentralized. After, the same range is applied for all. As
2The computer used has 4 Gbytes of RAM memory and 1 Gbytes of Virtual Memory, in the generation of the
Similarity Graph it is necessary to generate a matrix of 6000×6000 of double values. If a double variable requires
8 bytes, then the whole matrix requires 6000× 6000× 8 ≈ 288 Mbytes. However, if the 60000 data instance are
used, the memory required is 60000× 60000× 8 ≈ 28.8 Gbytes.
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Figure 3.26: Example of the digits dataset
was described in Section 2.3, we combine Z-score [36] to recentralized the distribution and
avoid outliers and MinMax [84] to fixed the range of all the values between 0 and 1.
Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show the boxplots and histograms of the Iris dataset for all its variables
and classes. In the Iris and Wine datasets, there are a few number of instances and attributes,
it implies that the reduction is not necessary. However, in the case of the handwriting dataset
there are a lot of attributes (pixels) which do not contribute to the analysis (those pixels which
have always the same value, for example). Also there are features which have a high correlation
between them. These attributes have been reduced in the first step leaving 195 of 784 attributes
for the analysis. All the attributes of the datasets have been normalized applying the techniques
of the second step.
3.5.2.3 Experiment Results
The experiments have followed the same procedure that they followed with the synthetic datasets
experiments (see Table 3.8 for the parameters selection). The value of σ has been approximated
to 100 using the same methodology that was used in the synthetic analysis. Table 3.9 shows the
accuracy percentages of the different clustering algorithms. The results for the Iris show that
EM is the best classifier (with an accuracy of the 96,67 %) and the GGC algorithm is the second
(92%). The results for the Wine datasets show that all the algorithms obtained high accuracy
values (bigger than the 95 %), and the GGC algorithm obtains a perfect classification with the
maximum fitness value (see Table 3.8). Finally, the results of the Handwriting show that Spectral
Clustering and GGC obtain the best classification results (73,55% and 99%, respectively).
These results are a consequence of the data distribution. Iris dataset has instances of different
classes which are close to each other (see Figure 3.29); the GGC algorithm has problems to
discriminate the boundary of the clusters specially when there are intersections between the
clusters. The fitness value of the Iris is the highest that the algorithm has achieved, it shows
that there are instances which belongs to different clusters but are close to each other. In the
case of the Wine dataset, the classes are clearly separated, as the different clustering techniques
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Figure 3.27: Boxplot of the Iris Dataset. Petal-length and Petal-width are the variables that better
discriminates the three classes. Versicolour and Virginica classes are more difficult to discriminate
than Setosa class. The number of outliers is low.
show. It improves the results of the GGC algorithm, because the boundaries are clearer. It
must be also similar in the Handwriting case, however, the fitness value shows that there are
some instances in the cluster boundaries and they are difficult to assign. The p-value obtained
applying the Friedman test is 0.2123 which means that there is not significantly difference among
the algorithms. However, when we apply the Wilcoxon test per dataset, comparing SC and GGC,
we find that there is statistical difference in all the cases.
Once the algorithm has been applied to different datasets, to evaluate its performance, we
have applied it to a real-world field, in this case, biomedical summarization.
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Figure 3.28: Histograms of the Iris Dataset. The three Gaussian functions that represent the
classes distribution are also clearer separated for Patel-length and Petal-width variables. Versicolour
and Virginica classes are too close together.
3.6 Applying Genetic Graph-based Clustering to Biomedical Summariza-
tion
The amount of biomedical literature available on the Internet, as in other disciplines, is growing
exponentially [93]. Currently, the number of articles indexed in PubMed is over 19 millions.
Biomedical experts experience information overloads and have difficulties in finding the infor-
mation they need. In this situation, automatic summarization may be one of the techniques
that could be used to alleviate this problem. Automatic summarization is the process of auto-
matically generating an abbreviated, accurate representation of the content of a document (or
set of documents). Given a set of documents that deal about the same topic (e.g., a disease,
treatment and biological entity), summarization systems may extract the main concepts and
provide a general perspective of the issue [213]. These summaries, which are not intended to
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Data Pop. Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli. Fit.
Ir 1000 2000 0.1 0.8-10−4 50 0.99
Wn 100 20000 0.4 0.01-10−4 50 1
Hw 20 20000 0.9 0.2-10−4 5 0.90
Table 3.8: Best parameter selection (Population, Generations, Crossover probability, Mutation
probability and Elitism size) used in GGC algorithm for the different real datasets and the best
fitness value obtained. The K value of the KNN-Minimal Cut fitness is always set to 2. The
tournament size has also been fixed to 2.
Iris Wine Handwriting
K-Means best classification 89.33% 95.50 % 50.83 %
EM best classification 96.67% 97.19 % 35.43 %
Spectral Clustering best classification 89.33% 95.50% 73.55 %
GGC best classification N92 % N100% N99%
Table 3.9: Best accuracy values obtained by each algorithm during the experimental results applied
to the UCI datasets. Statistical significant improvements are indicated by a N symbol.
substitute the original document, may help researchers to quickly anticipate the content of the
documents before deciding which of the documents to read further.
Summarization methods using conceptual representations have shown to outperform tradi-
tional text-level representations [162]. Representing the text as a set of concepts allows better
capturing the meaning of the document. Moreover, these representations may be enriched with
semantic relations between concepts (i.e., synonymy, hypernymy, co-occurrency and others) to
build a domain-specific graph representation that accurately capture the meaning of the text to
be summarized [162, 168, 178].
Automatic summarization of biomedical text makes use of domain-specific knowledge that
is obtained from external sources (e.g., the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)[4], the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) [3]) or the Medical
Subject Headings [1]) in order to model the text to be summarized [8, 182]. In this way, the
documents are usually represented as graphs of biomedical concepts (the nodes in the graph)
and relations among them (the links in the graph). A clustering method is then run over the
graph to discover the centroid (i.e., the set of concepts that are most important to the cluster of
documents) [161], and this is next use to extract the most relevant sentences from the original
documents.
3.7 Summarization method
We use the summarization system presented in [162], which is briefly explained below and
depicted in Figure 3.30. This system has been specially designed for summarization of biomedical
literature. This new work modifies the clustering step of the original model using the GTC
algorithm instead.
It consists of the following steps:
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Figure 3.29: Discrimination of the data obtained by the different algorithms (from left to right and
from top to bottom: The original Iris classification, the results from EM, the results from K-means,
the results from Spectral Clustering and the results from the Genetic Algorithm) projected over 2
principal components.
1. Document preprocessing: In this step, irrelevant sections of the document (i.e., those
that do not provide important information for the summary, such as Competing Interests or
Acknowledgements) are removed. Abbreviations and acronyms are detected and expanded,
and the title, abstract, and body sections are separated.
2. Concept recognition: The text in the document body is mapped to concepts from the
UMLS Metathesaurus and semantic types from the UMLS Semantic Network [153], using
MetaMap [2]. MetaMap is a software to discover UMLS Metathesaurus concepts which is
used in text. MetaMap is invoked using the -y disambiguation option, which implements
the Journal Descriptor Indexing methodology [92] and allows MetaMap to solve ambiguous
mappings. UMLS concepts belonging to very general semantic types (e.g., Spatial concept
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Figure 3.30: Architecture of the graph-based summarization system.
or Language) are ignored.
3. Document representation: For each sentence, each UMLS concept is extended with
their hypernyms. All the hierarchies for each sentence are then merged to create a sentence
graph, where the nodes represent domain concepts and the edges represent is-a relations
between them. Next, the different sentence graphs are merged to build a single document
graph. In this graph, new edges are added representing the following types of relations
between UMLS concepts:
• Relations between semantic types from the UMLS Semantic Network.
• Relations between concepts from the UMLS Metathesaurus.
Next, each edge is assigned a weight in [0,1], as shown in equation 3.6. The weight of an
edge e representing an is-a relation between two vertices, Ni and Nj (where Ni is a parent
of Nj), is calculated as the ratio of the depth of Ni to the depth of Nj from the root of
their hierarchy. The weight of an edge representing any other relation (i.e., associated with
and related to) between pairs of leaf vertices is always 1.
d(Ni, Nj) =
{
depth(Ni)
depth(Nj)
is a relation
1 otherwise
(3.6)
To illustrate this process, Figure 3.31 shows the document graph for the following text
from [91]:
Interactions among LRF-1, JunB, c-Jun, and c-Fos define a regulatory program in the
G1 phase of liver regeneration. In regenerating liver, a physiologically normal model of
cell growth, LRF-1, JunB, c-Jun, and c-Fos among Jun/Fos/LRF-1 family members
are induced posthepatectomy. In liver cells, high levels of c-Fos/c-Jun, c-Fos/JunB,
LRF-1/c-Jun, and LRF-1/JunB complexes are present for several hours after the
G0/G1 transition, and the relative level of LRF-1/JunB complexes increases during
G1. We provide evidence for dramatic differences in promoter-specific activation
by LRF-1- and c-Fos-containing complexes. LRF-1 in combination with either Jun
protein strongly activates a cyclic AMP response element-containing promoter which
c-Fos/Jun does not activate.
4. Clustering and topic recognition: Once the graph has been generated, different clus-
tering techniques can be applied to group the different concepts extracted from the text,
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Figure 3.31: Example document graph. Dashed lines represent hypernymy relations; red lines
represent Metathesaurus relations; and blue lines represent Semantic Network relations.
with the aim of identifying the different topics or themes that are dealt with in the text.
In this work, a Genetic Text Clustering (GTC) and GGC algorithms have been tested (see
Section 4).
Regardless of the clustering algorithm that is applied, the salience of each node in the
graph may be calculated, using the Equation 3.7, as the sum of the weights of the edges
that are connected to it. This salience is a measure of the node degree centrality.
Salience(Ni) =
∑
j|Nj
d(Ni, Nj) (3.7)
5. Sentence selection: The last step consists of computing the similarity between each
sentence graph (Si) and each cluster (Cj), and selecting the sentences for the summary
based on these similarities. To compute sentence-to-cluster similarity, we add the salience
of the common concepts between the sentence graph and the cluster. Finally, a single score
for each sentence is calculated, as the sum of its similarity to each cluster adjusted to the
cluster size (see Equation 3.8). The N sentences with highest scores are then selected for
the summary.
Scr(Sj) =
∑
Ci
sim(Ci, Sj)
|Ci| (3.8)
3.8 Evaluation method
One of the most difficult and costly tasks in text summarization is to evaluate the automatically
generated summaries. Deciding whether a summary has a good quality is very subjective, and
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there is no agreement about the evaluation criteria that should be adopted [167]. Summarization
evaluation techniques may be classified into two broad categories:
• Intrinsic: directly related to the quality of summarization.
• Extrinsic: concerned with the function or task in which the summaries are used, for
instance, relevance assessment or reading comprehension.
This work is oriented to intrinsic summarization because the method used is not designed
for any specific task. Intrinsic summarization techniques test the summarization focusing on
two desirable properties of the summary [127]:
• Coherence: refers to text readability and cohesion.
• Informativeness: measures how much information from the source is preserved in the
summary.
The evaluation of the summaries may be manual, however, this process requires human
judges that need to be expert in the domain of the documents. Human evaluation requires
to read both the summaries and the original documents to interpret the texts and extract the
salient information, which is very time-consuming. It has also been proven difficult and highly
subjective [99].
As a consequence, automatic metrics are usually employed to evaluate the quality of au-
tomatic summaries. However, these metrics only measure informativeness [188]. Research in
automatic evaluation of coherence is still very preliminary [160].
In this work, the Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) package
[117] is used to evaluate the informativeness of the automatic summaries. ROUGE compares
an automatic summary (called peer) with one or more human-made summaries (called models
or reference summaries) and uses the proportion of n-grams in common between the peer and
model summaries to estimate the content that is shared between them. The ROUGE metrics
produce a value in [0,1], where higher values are preferred, as they indicate a greater content
overlap between the peer and model summaries. The following ROUGE metrics are used in this
work: ROUGE-2 (R-2) and ROUGE-SU4 (R-SU4). R-N evaluates N-gram occurrence, where N
stands for the length of the n-gram. Finally, R-SU4 evaluates “skip bigrams”, that is, pairs of
words having intervening word gaps no larger than four words.
3.8.1 Evaluation corpus
To evaluate the automatic summaries, we use a collection of 150 biomedical scientific articles
randomly selected from the BioMed Central full-text corpus for text mining research [6]. This
corpus contains approximately 85,000 papers of peer-reviewed biomedical research, available in
XML structured format, which allowed us to easily identify the title, abstract, figures, tables,
captions, citation references, abbreviations, competing interests and bibliography sections. As
stated in [116], the document sample size is large enough to allow significant evaluation results.
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Parameter Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Breed 20 50
Crossover 0.9 0.8
Generation 1000 500
Mutation 0.2 0.15
Population 1000 900
Table 3.10: Values for both experiments of GGC algorithm.
As done in previous works [162, 168], the abstracts of the articles are used as gold standard
(i.e., as model summaries for the ROUGE evaluation). Such abstracts, written by the authors
of the articles, are supposed to summarize the main points of the documents.
3.9 Experiments with GGC
Two experiments have been carried out to compare different perspectives of the algorithms (see
Table 3.10). The first experiment is focused on an intensive search during the clustering process
(the population and the number of generations is high), while the second uses a relaxed search
(the population and the number of generations is lower). Since the GGC algorithm needs the
number of clusters (k), different experiments have been carried out with the number of clusters
ranging from 2 to 9. This will allow us to empirically set the best value for k.
In order to evaluate the adequacy of our approach, the summaries generated by the sum-
marizer have been compared to those produced by other summarization systems on the same
evaluation collection. The first is a commercial application, Microsoft AutoSummarize, which
uses a tradition term-frequency based approach. The rest are two baselines: Lead (which chooses
the first sentences of the document to generate the summary) and Random (which chooses ran-
dom sentences of the text to generate the summary).
3.9.1 Evaluation Results and Discussion
Tables 3.12 and 3.13 present two different experiments (whose genetic parameters are shown in
Table 3.10) carried out for different values of k. These tables show the average results for each
value of k, for the best k and for the other techniques. Each document has been processed 50
times per k value and the document with higher fitness value has been chosen for the evaluation
phase (the average fitnesses per k and experiment are shown in Table 3.11).
Experiment 1 (see Table 3.12) shows good results compared with random baseline using
the ROUGE-2 metric, however, the results are generally bad specially when the ROUGE-SU4
metric is applied. Choosing the best result for each value of k and document (see “Best K”
in Table 3.12), the results, using the ROUGE-2 metric, are the best compared with the rest of
algorithms. However, Lead baseline achieves better results according to ROUGE-SU4 metric.
Experiment 2 (see Table 3.13) shows better results than Experiment 1 for both metrics.
According to ROUGE-2 metric, k from 2 to 8 have better results than the rest of algorithms.
However, according to ROUGE-SU4 metric, Lead baseline is the best (compared with k from
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Average Fitness Ex1 Average Fitness Ex2
k=2 0.3706 0.3545
k=3 0.2939 0.2819
k=4 0.2429 0.2305
k=5 0.2059 0.1956
k=6 0.1786 0.1705
k=7 0.1584 0.1507
k=8 0.1431 0.1345
k=9 0.1308 0.1225
Table 3.11: Average best fitness values achieves by each value of k and the average values of the
best results per k.
ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
k=2 0.211 0.175
k=3 0.215 0.175
k=4 0.223 0.182
k=5 0.219 0.176
k=6 0.216 0.177
k=7 0.213 0.173
k=8 0.208 0.170
k=9 0.212 0.175
Best k 0.300 0.250
LEAD 0.257 0.265
AutoSummarize 0.245 0.232
Random baseline 0.173 0.230
Table 3.12: Experiment 1. Results from the application of GGC algorithm for different values of k
and the best value obtained. These results are compared with a commercial application (Microsoft
AutoSummarize) and two baselines (Lead and Random). The best scores are shown in bold and the
second best results in italics.
2 to 8), although, in this experiment, the rest of the algorithms are beaten. Choosing again
the best result for each value of k (see “Best K” in Table 3.13) the algorithm achieves the best
scores in both metrics.
As Table 3.11 shows the fitness values of the first experiment are generally higher than
the values of the second experiment. Comparing these results with Tables 3.12 and 3.13, an
over-fitting problem generated by the algorithm might be the cause of the high different of
values between the two algorithms. Over-fitting is a classical problem in Data Mining process
[111] which is usually avoided by using methods such as cross-validation [76] or adjusting the
parameters of the algorithm. These results show that it is not necessary a deep search because
it might produce an undesirable over-fitting problem.
3.9.2 The election of k
As Table 3.12 and 3.13 show, the different values of k have similar results. Moreover, we have
observed that the best k value strongly varies across different documents, so that there is not a
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ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
k=2 0.261 0.244
k=3 0.268 0.254
k=4 0.273 0.255
k=5 0.270 0.252
k=6 0.264 0.248
k=7 0.266 0.250
k=8 0.264 0.245
k=9 0.252 0.238
Best k 0.346 0.319
LEAD 0.257 0.265
AutoSummarize 0.245 0.232
Random baseline 0.173 0.230
Table 3.13: Experiment 2. Results from the application of GGC algorithm for different values of k
and the best value obtained. These results are compared with a commercial application (Microsoft
AutoSummarize) and two baselines (Lead and Random). The best scores are shown in bold and the
second best results in italics.
Ex1 Min Ex1 Max Ex1 SD Ex2 Min Ex2 Max Ex2 SD
k=2 0.0588 0.9412 0.1878 0.0735 0.9265 0.1910
k=3 0.0240 0.9027 0.1800 0.0303 0.8774 0.1736
k=4 0.0017 0.8958 0.1805 0.0017 0.8876 0.1776
k=5 0.0013 0.8406 0.1721 0.0013 0.9167 0.1731
k=6 0.0011 0.8976 0.1587 0.0011 0.9271 0.1611
k=7 0.0010 0.8434 0.1523 0.0010 0.9235 0.1519
k=8 0.0008 0.8125 0.1401 0.0008 0.8406 0.1381
k=9 0.0007 0.7959 0.1327 0.0007 0.7917 0.1326
Table 3.14: Cluster statistics from Experiments 1 and 2. All values show percentages of cluster
membership.
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best k value for all documents.
On average, k = 4 produces the best summarization results. Since k is the number of clus-
ters, the fitness function is not a good choice to decide the best value of k, because the fitness
decreases when the number of clusters is increased (see Table 3.11). Some statistics have been
extracted from the different solutions generated by the algorithm (see Table 3.14). These statis-
tics give information about maximum, minimum and standard derivation percentages of cluster
memberships (the average in these cases is always 1/k). These results show that Experiment 2
produces more balanced clusters than Experiment 1 (see SD in Table 3.14), however, the best
k value (k = 4), has in both cases a higher standard derivation which suggests that the clusters
size can be highly variable. This has sense because there are concepts about some topics that do
not belong to the main topic of the document. These statistics do not give any indication about
the selection of the number of clusters before the ROUGE evaluation, however, the decision of
this value is out of the scope of this work.
3.9.3 Discussion and Improvements
This work has combined a Genetic Graph-based Clustering (GGC) algorithm and a graph-
based summarization process. This combination has been evaluated through two experiments:
the first is a deep search of the genetic clustering algorithm and the second a relaxed search.
The following conclusions have been extracted from this work:
• The new process also obtains better results than classical and commercial algorithms.
• A deep search during the clustering process causes over-fitting in the summarization pro-
cess and affects negatively to the global results.
• A good selection of the original number of clusters causes a high improvement in the
results.
There are also some issues which might be studied in the future:
• It is necessary to find a method to choose the number of clusters according the document
features.
• The fitness function should add some other metrics related to other properties of the graph
such as the salience.
• Finally, other summarization processes might be compared with the current methodology.
3.10 Experiments with SVM-Rank
Our previous work was focused on the comparison of different perspectives of the GGC algorithm
in Biomedical Summarization [143]. Two experiments were carried out in order to compare
whether a deep or a relaxed search was necessary to find good solutions (see Table 3.10 for
the parameter settings). Due to GGC needs an initial number of clusters, different values of k
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were compared during the experiments. This work has used the information provided by these
experiments to generate a new model which automatically chooses the k value. To generate
this model, we have used a learning-to-rank approach because we are interesting to detect the
best k (ranking all the possible values). The model chosen is the SVM-Rank model. It has
been trained with 100 documents. The training feature set is composed by: the number of
clusters, the Genetic Algorithm parameters (Table 3.10), the number of nodes and the density
of the graph. The rest of documents, i. e. 50 documents, have been used to test the model and
compare it with other summarization systems.
The metric applied to the SVM-Rank model is the Radial Basis Function (RBF), defined as
follows:
DRBF (X,Y ) = e
σ
√∑N
i=1(Xi−Yi)2 (3.9)
Where X and Y are points, N is the number of coordinates, and σ is a normalization parameter.
In this work, σ is set to 1.
Using this information we have compared the results of the original experiments, applied to
the test set, against the new approach. In order to evaluate the adequacy of our approach, the
summaries generated by the summarizer have been also compared to those produced by other
summarization systems on the same evaluation collection. The first is a commercial application,
Microsoft AutoSummarize, which uses a traditional term-frequency based approach. The rest
are two baselines: Lead (which chooses the first sentences of the document to generate the
summary) and Random (which chooses random sentences of the text to generate the summary).
3.10.1 Results and Discussion
Tables 3.15 and 3.16 present the two different experiments (whose genetic parameters have been
shown in Table 3.10) carried out for different values of k and for the SVM-Rank model. The
first experiment is the deep search (the algorithm parameters such as “Number of Generations”
or “Population” are higher) while the second is the relaxed search (the parameters are lower).
These tables show the average results for each value of k, for the new model (SVM-Rank), for
the best k and for the other techniques. The clustering analysis has been carried out 50 times
per document and k value. The solution with higher fitness value has been chosen from the
evaluation phase.
Experiment 1 (see Table 3.15) shows good results compared with random baseline using
the ROUGE-2 metric, however, the results are generally bad specially when the ROUGE-SU4
metric is applied. Choosing the best result for each value of k and document (see “Best k” in
Table 3.15), the results, using the ROUGE-2 metric, are the best compared with the rest of
algorithms. Using the new model, which automatically chooses the value of k (see “SVM-Rank
k”) the algorithm is the fourth of the ranking, behind to AutoSummarize for the ROUGE-2
metrics, i.e. the summarize bi-grams coincide with the abstract. Lead baseline achieves better
results according to ROUGE-SU4 metric, i.e. the skip bi-grams generated by this algorithm
are more similar to the abstract. This experiment has carried out a deep search in the solution
space. The results achieved are generally bad compared with the rest of the algorithms. It is
usual when a deep search is applied to genetic algorithm, because the algorithm falls on local
minimums of the search space producing an over-fitting effect in the algorithm solutions.
Experiment 2 (see Table 3.16) shows better results than Experiment 1 for both metrics.
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ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
k=2 0.221 0.176
k=3 0.230 0.183
k=4 0.225 0.182
k=5 0.229 0.179
k=6 0.221 0.177
k=7 0.219 0.173
k=8 0.209 0.164
k=9 0.214 0.172
SVM-Rank k 0.237 0.190
Best k 0.303 0.248
LEAD 0.257 0.265
AutoSummarize 0.245 0.232
Random baseline 0.173 0.230
Table 3.15: Experiment 1. Results from the application of GGC algorithm for different values of k
and the best value obtained. These results are compared against a commercial application (Microsoft
AutoSummarize) and two baselines (Lead and Random). The best scores are shown in bold and the
third best results in italics.
According to ROUGE-2 metric, k from 2 to 8 have better results than the rest of algorithms. The
new model obtains the best results (behind “Best k”) compared with the rest of the algorithms.
According to ROUGE-SU4 metric, the new model obtains the best results, followed by Lead
baseline. In this experiment, the rest of the algorithms are beaten. Choosing again the best
result for each value of k (see “Best K” in Table 3.16) the algorithm achieves the best scores in
both metrics.
Concluding, these experiments show that a relaxed search in the search space provides better
general results. Adding the SVM-Rank model, we are also able to improve the original results
providing better summaries according to ROUGE metrics. Finally, a deep search produces
over-fitting in the set of solutions, generating worse summaries according to ROUGE.
3.10.2 Discussion
This work has combined a Genetic Graph-based Clustering (GGC) algorithm, a graph-based
summarization process and a learning-to-rank method. This combination has been evaluated
through two experiments: the first is a deep search of the genetic clustering algorithm and the
second a relaxed search. The following conclusions have been extracted from this work:
• The learning-to-rank technique helps to improve the original results. Combined with a
relaxed search, it beats classical and commercial algorithms according to ROUGE-2 and
ROUGE-SU4 metrics.
• A deep search during the clustering process causes over-fitting in the summarization pro-
cess and affects negatively to the global results.
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ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
k=2 0.268 0.251
k=3 0.268 0.249
k=4 0.271 0.249
k=5 0.281 0.261
k=6 0.262 0.243
k=7 0.277 0.255
k=8 0.271 0.246
k=9 0.262 0.244
SVM-Rank k 0.284 0.266
Best k 0.358 0.328
LEAD 0.257 0.265
AutoSummarize 0.245 0.232
Random baseline 0.173 0.230
Table 3.16: Experiment 2. Results from the application of GGC algorithm for different values of k
and the best value obtained. These results are compared against a commercial application (Microsoft
AutoSummarize) and two baselines (Lead and Random). The best scores are shown in bold and the
third best results in italics.
3.11 The Genetic Text Clustering (GTC) algorithm
Once the document graph is generated (see step 3 of the summarization method), a clustering
algorithm is applied to separate the topics within it. This is done by grouping together in the
same topic those concepts that are highly interconnected. The new algorithm combines the
degree centrality of the nodes in the graph (as measured by their salience, see Equation 3.7) and
the graph continuity in order to extract the main topics and keep the continuity among them.
This algorithm is applied in three steps:
1. Similarity Graph generation: a similarity function (usually based on a kernel) is ap-
plied to the data instances (i.e., the domain concepts), connecting all the points with each
other. It generates the Similarity Graph.
2. Genetic search: Giving an initial number of clusters kclusters, the GA generates an
initial population of possible solutions and evolves them using a fitness function to guide
the algorithm to find the best solution. It stops when a good solution is found, or a
maximum number of generations is reached.
3. Clustering association: The solution with the highest fitness value is chosen as a solution
of the algorithm and the data instances are assigned to the kclusters clusters according to
the solution chosen.
3.11.1 Encoding and Genetic operators
The Encoding is a simple label-based representation [90]. Each individual is a n-dimensional
vector (where n is the number of data instances) which has integer values between 1 and the
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number of clusters. They represent a possible solution. i.e., a cluster selection for each data
instance of the dataset.
During the evolution process, the operators can create invalid individuals. These individuals
represent solutions where one or more clusters have no elements. In this problem of partitional
clustering, these solutions are not valid because the number of clusters is initially given. In this
work, no attempt to repair invalid solutions is done. Instead, to avoid the invalid individuals
generation problem, they receive a 0 fitness value. The operators used can be briefly summarized
as follows:
• Selection: The selection process selects a subset of the best individuals. These chromo-
somes are reproduced and also passed to the next generation. It is called a (µ+λ) selection
[45], where µ represents those chromosomes which are chosen, and λ the new chromosomes
generated.
• Crossover: The crossover operation exchanges strings of numbers between the two chro-
mosomes (both strings have the same length). To reduce the search space, it previously
relabels those individuals which have different numerical values but represent the same so-
lution (i.e. if there are two chromosomes which represent the same solution but the labels
of their clusters are different, these labels are changed in order to maximize the similarity
between them).
• Mutation: The mutation randomly chooses different chromosomes to change the values
of some of their alleles. The new value is a random number between 1 and the number of
clusters.
3.11.2 The Fitness Function
The fitness function is an hybrid fitness divided in two parts: i) improving the data continuity
degree and ii) improving the total salience of the clusters that are generated.
The continuity is guaranteed through a KNN (K-Nearest Neighbour) metric. To control the
clusters salience, this metric has been added to the fitness (see Equation 3.11). It guarantees
that the clusters are composed of concepts which are relevant in the graph. The K value for
KNN is initially given by the user, nevertheless, in this work we have fixed it to 2 because it
is the minimal value to guarantee the continuity and additionally it avoids over-fitting. The
Genetic Algorithm maximizes the value of:
TotalKNN · TotalSal
|C| (3.10)
where:
TotalSal =
∑
Cα∈C
∑
Ni∈Cα Sal(Ni)
maxCα{
∑
Ni∈Cα Sal(Ni)}
(3.11)
TotalKNN =
∑
x∈C
|{y|y ∈ Γ(x) ∧ y ∈ Cx}|
|Γ(x)| (3.12)
In these formulas, Sal(Ni) represents the salience of the node i (see Equation 3.7), C represents
the set of clusters, Cα represents a cluster and Γ(x) represents the neighborhood of the element
x.
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Parameter GGC & GTC
Breed 50
Crossover Prob. 0.8
Generation 500
Mutation Prob. 0.15
Population 900
Table 3.17: Parameter values for both GGC and GTC algorithms.
3.12 Experiments wit GTC
The previous work was focused on comparing different perspectives of the GGC application
[143]. Two experiments where carried out in order to compare whether a deep or a relaxed
search was necessary to find good solutions (see Table 3.10 for the parameter settings). Due
to that GGC needs an initial number of clusters, different values of k were compared during
the experiments. This work has used the information provided by these experiments and has
compared both methods using the same relaxed search for both algorithms (see Table 3.17).
Using this information, we compared the results of both algorithms applied to 150 biomedical
documents. In order to evaluate the adequacy of our approach, the summaries generated by the
summarizer have been also compared to those produced by other summarization systems on the
same evaluation collection. The first is a commercial application, Microsoft AutoSummarize,
which uses a tradition term-frequency based approach. The second is a research application,
LexRank [62]. The rest are two baselines: Lead (which chooses the first sentences of the doc-
ument to generate the summary) and Random (which chooses random sentences of the text to
generate the summary).
3.12.1 Results and Discussion
Table 3.17 shows the Genetic Parameter selection for both algorithms, these parameters have
been selected in order to carry out a relaxed search. Table 3.18 presents the results for each
algorithm separated by k-values. This table shows the average results for each value of k, for the
new model, for the best k and for the other techniques. The best k solution represents the best
solution per document comparing the different solutions per k value. The clustering analysis
has been carried out 50 times per document and k value. The solution with higher fitness value
has been chosen for the evaluation phase.
GGC (see Table 3.18) shows good results compared with all baselines and systems according
to ROUGE-2 metric; however, the results are generally worse when the ROUGE-SU4 metric is
applied. LexRank obtains better results than GGC (for k from 2 to 9). Choosing the best result
for each value of k and document (see “Best k” in Table 3.18), the results, using both metrics,
are the best compared with the rest of algorithms.
GTC (see Table 3.18) shows better results than GGC for both metrics. According to
ROUGE-2 metric, the “Best k” value outperforms the results of the GGC algorithm. Also,
according to ROUGE-SU4 metric, the value of the different k solutions is closer to the Lead
baseline and LexRank values, which are the best (compared with k from 2 to 9), although, in
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ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4
GGC k=2 0.261 0.244
GGC k=3 0.269 0.254
GGC k=4 0.273 0.255
GGC k=5 0.270 0.252
GGC k=6 0.264 0.248
GGC k=7 0.267 0.250
GGC k=8 0.264 0.245
GGC k=9 0.253 0.238
GGC Best k 0.347 0.319
GTC k=2 0.278 0.260
GTC k=3 0.260 0.245
GTC k=4 0.271 0.253
GTC k=5 0.269 0.254
GTC k=6 0.270 0.254
GTC k=7 0.278 0.261
GTC k=8 0.262 0.249
GTC k=9 0.274 0.254
GTC Best k 0.357 0.329
LexRank 0.308 0.277
LEAD 0.257 0.265
AutoSummarize 0.245 0.232
Random baseline 0.173 0.230
Table 3.18: Results from the application of GGC and GTC algorithms for different values of k
and the best value obtained. These results are compared with a commercial application (Microsoft
AutoSummarize), a research prototype (LexRank), and two baselines (Lead and Random). The best
scores are shown in bold and the second best results in italics.
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this experiment, the rest of the algorithms are beaten. Choosing again the best result for each
value of k (see “Best k” in Table 3.18) the algorithm achieves the best scores in both metrics.
The k value is not always the same for both algorithms (GGC and GTC). This should be
a consequence of the algorithm objectives. GGC is focused only on the cluster continuity while
GTC is also focused on the centrality degree, thus generating different solutions.
These results show that GGC, which is totally focused on the cluster continuity, obtains
good results; however, if the clustering is also focused on the total salience of the concepts,
the results improve. GTC concentrates on the salience of the graph, joining concepts which
are relevant within the graph. This improves the number of important concepts in the chosen
sentences giving more information to the reader about the text; while GGC is focused only on
the continuity of the concepts, joining these concepts which are related with each other. These
results show that both approaches are mutually beneficial. Other important consideration of
these results is the parameter selection. The parameters have been chosen for a relaxed search,
i.e., they look for good solutions in the search space using a low number of individuals and
population. This also concerns to the algorithm speed, making the algorithm to find a good
solution faster than using a deep search.
3.12.2 Discussion
This work has performs a Genetic Graph-based Clustering (GGC) algorithm, using the Graph
Salience to increase the topic relevance during the clustering process. The new algorithm, called
Genetic Text Clustering (GTC) has shown that the combination of continuity-based measures
and degree centrality (salience) obtains better results than the original techniques. The new
graph-based summarization process has been evaluated using 150 biomedical documents which
has shown that the algorithm also obtains better results than other research and commercial
techniques. The following main conclusions have been extracted:
• The topic importance is highly relevance during the summarization process. The combina-
tion with continuity-based clustering helps to determine the importance of the sentences
in the summary by providing more information about the relevance of the different topics
that are dealt with in the text.
• This new methodology beats classical and commercial algorithms.
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Chapter 4
Multi-Objective Genetic
Graph-based Approaches
“Erfahrung ohne Theorie ist blind,
aber Theorie ohne Erfahrung ist bloßes intellektuelles Spiel.”
- Immanuel Kant
In previous chapter, we have proposed a Genetic Graph-based Clustering algorithm (GGC)
[140] to deal with the robustness problem that appears in SC algorithm. It combines the classical
K-Nearest Neighbourhood (KNN) algorithm [111] and the Minimal Cut measure [177] to search
the best cut of the graph.
GGC uses the same graph representation that SC and also improves the robustness of the
clustering results related to the metric used to measure the data similarity. However, this
algorithm has the same memory usage problems than SC: it generates a matrix comparing all
the data instances pair to pair, whether the problem is focused on large datasets, this matrix
becomes extremely big and it is difficult to store (and therefore to compute) all its information.
In this chapter we propose a new algorithm named Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based
Clustering Algorithm (MOGGC). It is based on GGC and combines Multi-Objective Genetic
Algorithms (MOGA) [42] with graph-continuity metrics to achieve two goals: to reduce the
memory consumption and to mantain solution quality in comparison to GGC. In order to assess
MOGGC performance, we have compared it against three classical clustering algorithms (K-
means, EM and SC) and the original GGC. The experimentation reported in this chapter involves
synthetic and well-known UCI datasets.
4.1 The Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Clustering (MOGGC) al-
gorithm
This section describes the Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Clustering (MOGGC) algo-
rithm. MOGGC uses the SPEA2 [212] algorithm for the genetic evolution of the set of solutions
which are encoded as the population. This algorithm is a MOGA which improves the results of
the convergence through the Pareto Front.
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SPEA2 [212] starts with two populations P0 and P0, the first is known as the internal
population and the second is the external population which is initially empty (see line 1 of
Algorithm 7). During each generation, the algorithm calculates the fitness of both populations
(Pt and Pt), and takes the non-dominant individuals to the external population of the next
generation (see lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm 7). If the external population is bigger than the
initial size it is reduced and when the size is smaller it is filled with dominated individuals of
the original populations using a truncation method (see lines 5 to 9 of Algorithm 7). Next,
it fills a mating pool with individuals of Pt+1 selected by binary tournament and applies the
genetic operations to generate the new population Pt+1 (see lines 13 and 14 of Algorithm 7).
This algorithm keeps a copy of the best Pareto Front selection of each generation in the external
population.
As K-means requires, it is necessary to give an initial number of clusters to MOGGC. It
begins with a Ksize-Similarity Graph (see Section 2.4.3) in the same way that the Spectral
Clustering algorithm makes. The population is a set of possible solutions (partitions) which
evolves until the best solution is achieved, or the maximum number of generations is reached.
The fitness function is a quality measure for those solutions.
MOGGC algorithm is applied in three steps:
1. Similarity Graph generation: a Similarity Function (usually based on a kernel) is
applied to the data instances (i.e., the domain concepts), connecting all the points with
each other. It generates the Similarity Graph.
2. Genetic search: Giving an initial number of clusters kclusters, the GA generates an
initial population of possible solutions and evolves them using a fitness function to guide
the algorithm to find the best solution. It stops when a good solution is found, or a
maximum number of generations is reached.
3. Clustering association: The solution with the highest fitness value is chosen as a solution
of the algorithm and the data instance are assigned to the kclusters clusters according to
the solution chosen. In this case, the solution is chosen in the Pareto Front.
4.1.1 Encoding and Genetic operators
The encoding is a simple label-based representation [90]. Each individual is a n-dimensional
vector (where n is the number of data instances) which has integer values between 1 and the
number of clusters. They represent a cluster selection for the dataset.
During the evolution process, the operators can create invalid individuals, similar to GGC.
They also receive a 0 fitness value. The operators used can be briefly summarized as follows:
• Selection: The selection process is a tournament selection.
• Crossover: The crossover exchanges strings of numbers between the two chromosomes
(both strings have the same length).
• Mutation: The mutation is adaptive. It works as follows:
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Algorithm 7 Pseudo-code of the SPEA2 algorithm [212]
Input: N (population set); N (archive size); T (generations)
Output: A (non-dominated set) .
1: P0 = random population; P 0 = ∅;
2: for t = 0→ T do
3: Calculate Fitness of Pt and Pt.
4: Copy non-dominated individuals in Pt and Pt to Pt+1
5: if size(Pt+1) > N then
6: reduce Pt+1
7: else
8: Fill Pt+1 with dominated individuals in Pt and Pt
9: end if
10: if t == T or any stopping condition is satisfied then
11: Break the loop.
12: end if
13: Fill the mating pool with individuals of Pt+1 selected by binary tournament.
14: Apply the recombination and mutation to the mating pool and set Pt+1 to the resulting
population.
15: end for
16: return A = {non-dominated individuals in Pt+1}
1. For each chromosome, it randomly chooses if the mutation is applied. The mutation
probability is fixed at the beginning.
2. When a chromosome is chosen, it decides the alleles which are mutated. The decision
considers the probability of the allele to belong to the cluster which have assigned. If
the probability is high, the allele has a low probability of mutate and vice versa. In
this algorithm, this probability is calculated applying the metric defined in the fitness
function to one allele.
3. The alleles are mutated. The new value is a random number between 1 and the
number of clusters.
4.1.2 The Fitness Objectives
The fitness function is divided in two objectives: improve the data continuity degree and improve
the cluster separation. It uses a Ksize-Similarity Graph [193] as a starting point like other
Spectral Clustering techniques. The Ksize value limits the memory used to a matrix Ksize ×N
where N is the number of data instances.
4.1.2.1 Data Continuity Degree
This objective function is applied to each cluster. It calculates the total edges sum for each
minimal spanning tree of each connected component of the Ksize-Graph G (see Algorithm 8).
Starting in the first node (it supposes, without loss of generality, that the nodes are numerically
ordered), the algorithm generates two lists: the first initially contains all nodes and the second
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Algorithm 8 Data Continuity Degree Algorithm
Input: C cluster with an order relationship
Output: ν (connectivity factor) .
1: Let L1 = C and L2 = ∅ and set ν = 1;
2: Move the first element of L1 to L2;
3: while L1 6= ∅ or L2 6= ∅ do
4: Set vi = the first element of L2 (Extract it from the list);
5: for vj ∈ G do
6: if vj ∈ L1 and vj > vi then
7: Move vj from L1 to L2;
8: ν + +;
9: end if
10: end for
11: if L2 = ∅ then
12: if L1 = ∅ then
13: break;
14: end if
15: Move the first element of L1 to L2;
16: end if
17: end while
18: return ν/|C|;
is empty (see line 1 of Algorithm 8). While any of the lists contains at least one element, the
first list will give to the second all nodes connected within the neighbourhood of the current
node and internally will count the minimal spanning tree edges (see lines 3 to 9 of Algorithm 8).
Due to the graph is not full-connected, this process will follow with each connected component
(see lines 10 to 17 of Algorithm 8). This metric measures the continuity of the data as a graph
structure inside the clusters. The arithmetic average value of the metric is the result of this
objective.
4.1.2.2 Clusters Separation
The second objective of the fitness function is to maximize the cluster separation. To ensure it,
the following metric has been applied to each cluster:
∑
vi∈C
∑
vj∈G{wij | vj /∈C}
|G|−|C|
|C| (4.1)
where C is a cluster, G is the Ksize-Graph, vi is the vertex i, wij is the edge weight value from i
to j. It calculates the arithmetic average value of the edge weights between the different clusters.
The MOGA implementation is necessary due to our current objectives from previous fitness
functions. The two objectives are opposites: the first tries to improve the inter-clusters distance
and the second the intra-cluster distance. In the first case, a single cluster would guarantee a
maximum value while, in the second case, a cluster per instance would guarantee the maximum
value.
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4.1.3 Differences between MOGGC and GGC algorithm
The most important differences between MOGGC and GGC algorithm are based on structural
differences of the algorithms and the fitness functions.
On the one hand, the structure of MOGGC is a MOGA while the structure of GGC is a
simple GA. However, the encoding and the operations are the same for both algorithms.
On the other hand, the fitness functions are highly different. While MOGGC uses a Ksize-
Similarity Graph, GGC uses a full-Similarity Graph (see Section 2.4.3). The main differences
between the two graphs is their memory size: a full-Similarity Graph is an N2 matrix where N is
the number of instances while a Ksize-Similarity Graph is a Ksize×N matrix where Ksize << N .
In the first case, the Similarity Graph grows exponentially while, in the second case, it grows
linearly.
The fitness calculus are also different, MOGGC uses the Data Continuity Degree and the
Clustering Separation metrics and GGC uses the Minimal Cut metric and a K-Nearest Neighbour
(KNN) approximation [140] to calculate a single fitness value which is an equilibrium of these
two measures.
4.2 Experimental Results
This section shows the experimental results. The first part presents the datasets which have
been used to test the algorithm. The second shows the Pareto Front study. The third describes
the evaluation metrics and the experimental set-up. The fourth part shows the results on the
synthetic and real-world datasets which have been taken from the literature. Finally, the last
part shows a comparison between the memory cost of GGC and MOGGC.
4.2.1 Evaluation Datasets
This section describes the different datasets which have been used for the algorithm testing
phase. Synthetic and Real World datasets have been used to check the algorithm accuracy.
These datasets have been extracted from different works related to clustering problems, as was
explained in Chapter 3.
4.2.1.1 Synthetic datasets
The datasets which have been chosen are (see Figure 4.2):
• Aggregation (Ag) [78]: This dataset is composed by 7 clusters, some of them can be
separated by parametric clustering.
• Jain (Jn) [96]: This dataset is composed by two surfaces with different density and a clear
separation.
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• R15 [192]: This dataset is divided in 15 clusters which are clearer separated.
• Spiral (Sp) [37]: In this case, there are 3 spirals close to each other.
4.2.1.2 Real-World datasets
The datasets which have been chosen have been extracted from the UCI database [70]. They
are the following:
• Iris (Ir): Contains 3 classes of 50 instances each, where each class refers to a type of iris
plant. Each instance has 4 attributes. This well known dataset has been used in several
clustering works [115].
• Wine (Wn): Contains 3 classes with 13 attributes each and 178 instances. It also has been
used in some clustering works as [29].
• Glass (Gl): Contains 6 classes with 9 attributes each and 214 instances. It also has been
analysed in some clustering works as [64]
• Libras Movement (LM): Contains 15 classes with 90 attributes each and 24 instances per
class (total 360). It is identified for classification and clustering in the UCI database [70].
• Ozone Level Detection (OL): Contains 2 classes with 73 attributes and 2536 instances. It
has been chosen because of its simplicity according to the number of classes.
• Wine Quality (WQ) [47]: Contains 6 classes with 11 attributes each and 4898 instances of
white wine. it is also identified for classification and clustering in the UCI database [70].
• Page Block (PB): Contains 5 classes with 10 attributes each and 5473 instances. It has
been chosen because of its complexity.
4.2.2 Choosing the solution from the Pareto Front
Due the necessity to choose one of the solutions from the Pareto Front, the experimental results
show that the solution with the highest value of the Cluster Separation metric in the Pareto Front
always obtains better accuracy values. Therefore, this value has been chosen as the algorithm
solution.
In order to study the Pareto Front solution selection, we have repeated the original experi-
ments relaxing the parameters of the genetic algorithms to generate a clearer Pareto Front (i.e.
setting the parameters for a shallow search instead of a deep search). The algorithms have been
carried out 100 times. These parameters achieve a relax solution which is worse than the final
solutions but helps to study the Pareto Front. Per each dataset, we have selected five points
(or levels) in the Pareto Front, which are: 1st and 5th the highest values of each objective; 3rd
is the balanced value; 2nd and 4th are values between the maximum of each objective and the
balanced value. See Figure 4.1 left, to see an example of the level selection for the Aggregation
dataset. Level 1 is represented by the square symbol and the levels continue until the level 5
represented by the diamond symbol. Figure 4.1 right shows the accuracy results for each Level
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Figure 4.1: Pareto Front study: The left image shows an example of the levels chosen in the Pareto
Front of Aggregation (square represents Level 1, triangle Level 2 and it continues until the diamond
which represents Level 5). The right image shows the results of the 5 levels applied to the four
synthetic datasets.
applied to the synthetic datasets. As we can see, Level 1 achieves the best Pareto Front results
for all the datasets which explain the decision of choosing the solution which optimizes the Clus-
tering Separation objective. Aggregation, Jain and R15 has close values for the different levels,
however, Spirals dataset has bigger gaps between the values. It might be because this dataset
has several local minimum in the solution space. R15 has lower accuracy than the rest, it is
because this dataset has a bigger search space and the relax parameters are not closed to the
solution.
4.2.3 Evaluation Techniques and Experimental Setup
The MOGGC algorithm has been compared against different clustering algorithms. These al-
gorithms have been taken from the literature [125, 56, 155] and from our previous work [139].
The classical algorithms which have been chosen are: K-means, Expectation Maximization and
Spectral Clustering. Also, it has been compared against the previous implementation of GGC
algorithm [140].
The similarity between the clusters have been calculated using the following similarity metric:
sim(Ci, Cj) =
1
2
(∑n
q=1 δ
q
Ci
δqCj
|Ci| +
∑n
q=1 δ
q
Ci
δqCj
|Cj |
)
(4.2)
where n is the number of elements, Ci, Cj are the clusters which are compared, |Ci| is the
number of elements of cluster Ci, and δ
q
Ci
is the Kronecker δ defined by:
δqCi ≡ δCi(xq) =
{
0 if xq /∈ Ci
1 if xq ∈ Ci
where xq is an element. The evaluation process calculates the maximum accuracy for all the
algorithms. All of them have been executed 150 times per dataset. The metric which has been
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Data Pop. Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli. Fit.
Ag 100 2000 0.4 0.01-10−4 50 0.99
Jn 100 500 0.4 0.2-10−4 50 1.0
R15 200 2000 0.5 0.3-10−4 50 0.98
Sp 100 500 0.4 0.01-10−4 50 1.0
Table 4.1: Best parameter selection (Population, Generations, Crossover probability, Mutation
probability and Elitism size) used in GGC algorithm for the different real datasets and the best
fitness value obtained. The tournament size is 2.
used for K-means and EM is the Euclidean Metric defined by:
||xi − xj || =
√√√√ d∑
q=1
(xqi − xqj)2 (4.3)
Where xi = (x
1
i , . . . , x
d
i ) and xj = (x
1
j , . . . , x
d
j ).
And the metric for SC, GGC and MOGGC which has been used in the Similarity Matrix
Generation is the Radial Basis Function (RBF) defined by [77]:
s(xi, xj) = e
−σ||xi−xj ||2 (4.4)
The σ value has been calculated using the approximation method elaborated by Andrew Ng
in [155].
Also, the genetic approaches have been initialized with different parameters. The best pa-
rameters for the GAs are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.6 for GGC and Tables 4.2 and 4.7 for
MOGGC. These parameters have been chosen from the experimental results as the best con-
vergence parameters found, nevertheless, other parameter choices should obtain similar results.
Finally, the Ksize value for MOGGC can be found in Table 4.10.
4.2.4 Synthetic results for the MOGGC algorithm
Figure 4.2 shows the classification results of the different datasets. Table 4.1 and Table 4.2
show the best fitness values achieved by the GGC and MOGGC algorithms respectively and
the parameters selection. In these cases, the σ parameter to generate the Similarity Graph of
the Spectral Clustering, GGC and MOGGC algorithms is 100 (it has been approximated using
the method described by Ng et al. [155]). The best accuracy results have been selected for the
algorithms.
MOGGC and GGC correctly classify Aggregation. GGC achieves a fitness value of 0.99 which
is the maximum value of fitness achieved by the algorithm (it might be a consequence of those
elements which could belong to two clusters) and MOGGC achieves a fitness value of 1.0 for
both, Data Continuity Degree and Clusters Separation which means that the continuity of the
information of each clusters is high and also the differences between the clusters. EM, K-means
and SC have problems related to the form of the data. These problems could be a consequence
of local minimum convergence in the search space.
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Figure 4.2: Results of GGC and MOGGC algorithms. From left to right and from top to bottom:
“Aggregation”, “Spiral”,“R15” and “Jain”.
Data Pop. Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli. Fit. DC Fit. CS
Ag 1000 200 0.1 0.01-10−4 50 1.0 1.0
Jn 100 200 0.4 0.03-10−4 10 1.0 1.0
R15 100 2000 0.4 0.01-10−4 50 0.87 0.98
Sp 1000 200 0.4 0.03-10−4 50 1.0 1.0
Table 4.2: Best parameter selection (Population, Generations, Crossover probability, Mutation
probability and Elitism size) used in MOGGC algorithm for the different real datasets and the best
fitness value obtained. The tournament size is 7.
Data K-means EM SC GGC MOGGC
Ag 86.29% 78.68% 88.66% N100% N100%
Jn 78.28 % 56.83% 100% 100% 100%
R15 80.50 % 99.66% 81.33% N100% N100%
Sp 34.61 % 34.93% 100% 100% 100%
Table 4.3: Best accuracy values obtained by each algorithm using the synthetic datasets. The
Nsymbol shows when the Wilcoxon test value is lower than 0.05.
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Comparison Obs. Dif. Crit. Dif Differente
K-means–EM 1 9.95 FALSE
K-means–SC 7 9.95 FALSE
K-means–GGC 11 9.95 TRUE
K-means–MOGGC 11 9.95 TRUE
EM–SC 6 9.95 FALSE
EM–GGC 10 9.95 TRUE
EM–MOGGC 10 9.95 TRUE
SC–GGC 4 9.95 FALSE
SC–MOGGC 4 9.95 FALSE
GGC–MOGGC 0 9.95 FALSE
Table 4.4: Multiple Comparison of Friedman Test for the algorithms applied to the synthetic
datasets.
Spirals is impossible to classify using parametric algorithms and the Euclidean distance (in
this case, K-means and EM). This dataset is a perfect example for continuity-cluster separation
algorithms such as SC, GGC or MOGGC, for that reason, all of them achieve the best accuracy
values (see Table 4.3) with the highest fitness in GGC and MOGGC (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
Jain is also difficult for parametric techniques. It produces low accuracy values for EM and
K-means compared with SC, GCC and MOGGC. This dataset is usually used to test continuity-
clustering algorithm modifying the density of the clusters, in this case, the first clusters has a
clearly lower data density than the second. These non-parametric algorithms (including SC)
have been designed to deal with this kind of problems as the accuracy and fitness results shows.
The R15 dataset is a good election to test MOGGC algorithm as a parametric algorithm.
The results for this dataset shows that EM obtains the best results from classical algorithms.
SC obtains worse results than EM due to the noisy information of the clusters, which cover the
center of the image (see Figure 4.2). MOGGC and GGC obtain the maximum accuracy values,
however, the fitness values are lower than in the previous problems (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
GGC fitness value might be a consequence of the noisy information because the clusters are
closed to each other. That should be the reason because MOGGC has lower cluster separation
(0.98). The continuity degree is also lower (0.87) than in the other cases, it must be because
some instances of the clusters are separated from the rest.
The Friedman test applied to the algorithms proves that there is significantly difference (the
p-value is 0.0123). The multiple comparison (see Table 4.4) shows that K-means and EM are
Significantly different to GGC and MOGGC, while SC has not significantly different. Applying
the Wilcoxon test per dataset, we find that there is significantly different for Aggregation and
R15 (see Table 4.3).
This synthetic analysis gives some intuitions about the effectiveness of the MOGGC algo-
rithm and the similarity between its results and GGC results. The following experiments will
check the efficiency on real-world datasets.
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Data I. Attributes F. Attributes I. Elements F. Elements
LM 90 18 360 360
OL 73 28 2536 1867
Table 4.5: Datasets reduced in the preprocessing process. This table shows the Initial Attributes
and Elements, and the Final Attributes and Elements after the reduction process.
4.2.5 Real-world results for the MOGGC algorithm
This section shows the results of the MOGGC algorithm applied to real world datasets. First, it
is focused on the preprocessing phase of the datasets. Next, the experimental results obtained
from MOGGC are compared against to the classical algorithms considered and GGC.
4.2.5.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing process follows the same steps than in Section 3.5.2.2. Table 4.5 shows the
reduction results for the datasets. The reduction process has been based on the elimination of
attributes with high correlations and elements with missing values.
Iris (Ir), Wine (Wn), Glass (Gl), Wine Quality (WQ) and Page Block (PB) datasets contain
a few number of attributes. After the analysis of the variables, the correlation shows that the
dimensionality reduction is not necessary. However, in the case of Libras Movement (LM) and
Ozone Level Detection (OL) datasets there are a lot of attributes which do not contribute to
the analysis due to the high correlation between them (see Table 4.5). These attributes have
been reduced in the first step leaving 18 of 90 attributes for Libras Movement and 28 of 73 for
Ozone Level Detection. In the Ozone Level Detection datasets, there are several instances which
contain missing values, all these instances have been omitted for the analysis (see Table 4.5).
All the attributes from the datasets considered have been normalized applying the techniques
explained in Section 2.3.
4.2.5.2 Results
The experiments have followed the same procedure that was made in the synthetic datasets
experiments. The value of σ has been approximated to 100 for Iris, Wine and Glass, 2 for
Libras Movement and Ozone Level Detected and 0.1 for Wine Quality and Page Block. The
results are shown in Table 4.8.
The results for the Iris dataset show that EM is the best classifier (with an accuracy of the
96,67%), MOGGC is the second (96%) whereas the GGC algorithm is the third (92%), it could
be due to Iris dataset has instances of different classes which are closed to each other, the GGC
algorithm has problems to discriminate the boundary of the clusters specially when there are
intersections between the clusters. This problem also affects to MOGGC algorithm. The fitness
achieved by GGC and MOGGC is high in both cases (see Table 4.6 and 4.7), it means that the
solution of the algorithm should be the best solution they are able to find.
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Data Pop. Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli. Fit.
Ir 1000 2000 0.1 0.8-10−4 50 0.99
Wn 100 20000 0.4 0.01-10−4 50 1
Gl 100 2000 0.4 0.01-10−4 10 0.70
LM 100 2000 0.01 0.01-10−4 10 0.92
OL 100 200 0.4 0.01-10−4 10 0.93
WQ 1000 2000 0.4 0.01-10−4 10 0.80
PB 100 20000 0.4 0.01-10−4 50 0.92
Table 4.6: Best parameter selection (Population, Generations, Crossover probability, Mutation
probability and Elitism size) used in GGC algorithm for the different real datasets and the best
fitness value obtained. The tournament size is 2.
Data Pop. Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli. Fit. CD Fit. CS
Ir 1000 2000 0.1 0.1-10−4 50 0.99 0.99
Wn 1000 2000 0.3 0.1-10−4 50 0.89 1
Gl 100 100 0.5 0.01-10−4 10 0.83 0.70
LM 100 200 0.5 0.01-10−4 10 0.91 0.65
OL 100 200 0.5 0.01-10−4 10 0.92 1
WQ 100 20000 0.4 0.01-10−4 50 0.88 0.99
PB 1000 10000 0.4 0.2-10−4 50 0.43 1
Table 4.7: Best parameter selection (Population, Generations, Crossover probability, Mutation
probability and Elitism size) used in MOGGC algorithm for the different real datasets and the best
fitness values obtained. The tournament size is 7.
The results for the Wine dataset shows that all the algorithms obtain high accuracy values
(higher than the 95%), and the Genetic Algorithms obtain a perfect classification with the
maximum fitness value for GGC and maximum Cluster Separation for MOGGC. These results
are a consequence of the data distribution, the classes are clearer separated than in the Iris case
(as the different clustering techniques show). It improves the results of the GGC and MOGGC
algorithms, because the boundary is clearer.
Glass dataset is a difficult classification case, the results show that both, the classical and
the new algorithms have problems to blindly separate the classes. In this case, SC obtains the
best classical algorithm results while GGC obtains the same value of SC and MOGGC obtains
the best results. However, the fitness metric values are low for both which means that they
might find other solutions in the search space although these solutions are those with higher
fitness of the experimental tests.
Libras Movements dataset is also a difficult classification case, again the classical and the
new algorithms have problems to blindly separate the classes. In this case, SC obtains the best
results from the classical algorithms while GCC and MOGGC obtain the same results. However,
the fitness metric values are still low for both.
Ozone Level Detected is easier for the continuity-clustering algorithms. In this case, SC,
GCC and MOGGC obtain the best classification results.
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Data K-means EM SC GGC MOGGC
Ir 89.33% 96.67% 89.33% N92% N96.00 %
Wn 95.50% 97.19 % 95.50% N100% N100%
Gl 45.79% 47.20 % 47.20 % 47.20 % 47.66%
LM 46.94 % 43.61% 46.11% N50.00% N50.00%
OL 76.06% 60.15% 94.38 % N96.46% N96.46%
WQ 23.64% 28.50 % 40.08% 40.08% 40.08%
PB 45.30% 56.97 % 75.15% 75.15% 75.15%
Table 4.8: Best accuracy values obtained by each algorithm during the experimental results applied
to the UCI datasets. The Nsymbol shows when the Wilcoxon test value is lower than 0.05.
Comparison Obs. Dif. Crit. Dif Differente
K-means–EM 6 10.45 FALSE
K-means–SC 8 10.45 FALSE
K-means–GGC 16.5 10.45 TRUE
K-means–MOGGC 19.5 10.45 TRUE
EM–SC 2.0 10.45 FALSE
EM–GGC 10.5 10.45 TRUE
EM–MOGGC 13.5 10.45 TRUE
SC–GGC 8.5 10.45 FALSE
SC–MOGGC 11.5 10.45 TRUE
GGC–MOGGC 3 10.45 FALSE
Table 4.9: Multiple Comparison of Friedman Test for the algorithms applied to the real-world
datasets.
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Data Instances Ksize GGC/SC SimMat MOGGC SimMat
Ag 788 7 4.7 MB 0.04 MB
Jn 373 10 1 MB 0.03 MB
R15 1500 9 17 MB 0.1 MB
Sp 312 4 0.75 MB 0.01 MB
Ir 150 15 0.16 MB 0.02 MB
Wn 178 8 0.24 MB 0.01 MB
Gl 214 9 0.32 MB 0.01 MB
LM 360 9 0.99 MB 0.02 MB
OL 1867 9 27 MB 0.13 MB
WQ 4898 10 183 MB 0.37 MB
PB 5473 10 229 MB 0.42 MB
Table 4.10: Storage GGC and MOGGC. In this case it is supposed that the Similarity Matrix is a
matrix of double variables whose size is 8 Bytes
Wine Quality is a difficult problem for clustering techniques. The worst results are achieved
by the parametric algorithms (the accuracy is lower than the 30%). The results of the non-
parametric techniques are the same. MOGGC has a high value of the Clusters Separation
fitness, which means that this solution is closed to the best solution that it is able to find. In
the case of GGC, the fitness is 0.80, it means that the algorithm might be able to find others
solutions although this value was the best convergence value reached by the algorithm.
Page Block is also a difficult problem for parametric approximation and a good memory
efficiency example. The parametric algorithms have achieved low accuracy results while SC and
MOGGC have achieved the same solutions. These results show that GGC and MOGGC have
achieved the best solution according to the Cluster Continuity metric, however, in this case,
the Continuity Degree Value is smaller than usual. Analysing the parametric clustering results,
they show that the data instances within the clusters should be separated between them instead
of have a clear union between them.
Finally, the Friedman test shows that there is significantly difference (the p-value is 0.002501).
Table 4.9 shows the Multiple Comparison among the different algorithms. There is significantly
difference among K-means, EM and GGC, MOGGC and SC and MOGGC.
4.2.6 The memory optimization of the Similarity Graph
Table 4.10 shows how the new MOGGC algorithm improves the storage of the Similarity Graph
related to the SC, GGC and MOGGC algorithms. There are some cases where the memory effi-
ciency is highly relevant such as Ozone Level Detection, Wine Quality and Page Block. Specially,
in the Page Block problem, the matrix takes up the 0.2% of the original matrix. This important
improvement joined with the performance efficiency, makes the algorithm highly competitive
against other approaches.
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4.3 Conclusions of MOGGC Algorithm
MOGGC uses a simple encoding and GA-based operations combined with the SPEA2 algo-
rithm. In comparison to GGC, the new algorithm requires less memory while, at the same time,
increases the quality of the evolved clusters. MOGGC is applied to a reduced version of the
Similarity Graph which is generated in the first step of the Spectral Clustering algorithm. The
results show that the new algorithm obtains excellent results that are better than the classi-
cal algorithms, and has a similar (or better) classification results than previous obtained using
GGC, while the memory usage is clearly optimized.
One of the most interesting improvements that could be made to the MOGGC algorithm is
to automatically select the number of clusters, next section presents a new approach that tries
to deal with this issue.
4.4 Adapting the Number of Clusters
The main drawback of MOGGC is the need of a priori knowledge about the number of clusters,
k, which limits the applications of the algorithm.
The following sections present the Co-Evolutionary Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based
Clustering (CEMOG) algorithm. The contribution of CEMOG is the development of a new
partitional clustering algorithm that solves the k-determination problem of MOGGC. To this
end, CEMOG uses co-evolution to simulate variable-length chromosomes in a Genetic Algorithm.
In this way, the value of k is introduced in the evolutionary search and eventually the Pareto
Front provides a set of k corresponding to the trade-off of the solutions.
4.5 The Co-Evolutionary Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Cluster-
ing (CEMOG) Algorithm
This section describes the Co-Evolutionary Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Clustering
(CEMOG) algorithm. CEMOG is a continuity-based clustering algorithm that was created
using MOGGC [133] as a starting point. MOGGC was created to improve the robustness of the
solutions reducing the dependency to the metric parameters and the search space. The main
improvement of this new algorithm, compared with MOGGC, is that it is not necessary to give
an initial number of clusters.
This approach combines MOGA with two objectives to guide the heuristic search using a
co-evolutionary structure. CEMOG is applied in three steps:
1. Similarity Graph generation: A Similarity Function (usually based on a kernel func-
tion) is applied to the data instances, connecting all the points with each other. It generates
the Similarity Graph.
2. Genetic search: CEMOG uses a MOGA to find a good graph partition. Giving an
initial range of possible number of clusters [kmin − kmax], the MOGA generates an initial
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population, with a sub-population per k value, of possible solutions and evolves them using
a fitness function to guide the algorithm to find the best solution. It stops when a good
solution is found, or a maximum number of generations is reached.
3. Clustering association: The best solution of the Pareto Front is chosen as a solution of
the algorithm and the data instances are assigned to the clusters according to the solution
chosen and the sub-population who has generated this solution. The selection criterion is
explained in Section 4.5.6.
4.5.1 Encoding
The encoding is a simple label-based representation [90] that follows the classical integer rep-
resentation of GAs. Each individual is a n-dimensional vector (where n is the number of data
instances) which has integer values between 1 and the number of clusters of the sub-population
it belongs. Each individual represents a cluster selection of the dataset.
4.5.2 The k-adaptive approach
The design which helps to achieve the k-adaptive number of clusters goal is a co-evolutionary
approach combined with a multi-objective algorithm. The co-evolution is focused on two points
of view which are described below: macro-evolution (i.e., the evolution of the whole population)
and micro-evolution (i.e., the evolution of each sub-population).
4.5.3 Macro-evolution and the exchanger operator
We use a graph topology for migrating individuals from sub-populations. The assumption is
that all sub-populations have the same representation and same goals to solve (see Figure 4.3).
Each sub-population represents a possible k-value ranged from kmin to kmax. These values
generate a higher search space which complicates the genetic search; nevertheless, the new
methodology helps to find a satisfactory solution in a range of possible number of clusters
instead of a fixed one. The algorithm looks for the solutions in the different sub-populations.
Moreover, it also uses a exchanger to send individuals from a population to another, modifying
the environment of the different sets of chromosomes and encouraging genetic diversity. This
exchanger improves the quality of the solutions and reduces the local solution convergence (e.g.,
local minimum). The exchanger developed in CEMOG exchanges two random couples of each
sub-population with its neighbour sub-populations, i.e., a couple of individuals of population
SPopn is send to SPopn+1 and other couple to SPopn−1 (see Figure 4.3).
4.5.4 Micro-evolution and the MOGA operators
On the one hand, CEMOG, as a MOGA, uses the SPEA2 algorithm for the genetic evolution of
the set of solutions within the sub-populations. On the other hand, as a clustering algorithm,
CEMOG begins with a Ksize-Similarity Graph in the same way that the Spectral Clustering
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Gen. 1 Gen. 2 Gen. 3
SPopkmin
SPopkmin+1
SPopkmax−1
SPopkmax
. . .. . .
Figure 4.3: Once the range of k values is set between kmin and kmax, the set of sub-populations is
generated for each k value. The different individuals can be moved between sub-populations in each
generation.
algorithm [193]. The Ksize value limits the memory used to a matrix Ksize ×N where N is the
number of data instances.
Finally, the MOGA operators used are the same that MOGGC (see Section 4.1.1).
4.5.5 The fitness objectives
The fitness function are the same two objectives of MOGGC: improve the data continuity degree
and cluster separation. For that reason, we have use the metrics of MOGGC (see Section 4.1.2):
• Data Continuity Degree.
• Cluster Separation.
4.5.6 Choosing the solution from the Pareto Front
Due the necessity to choose one of the solutions from the Pareto Front, the experimental results
show that the solution with the highest value of the cluster separation metric in the Pareto Front
always obtains better accuracy values compared with human-based classification. Therefore, this
value has been chosen as the algorithm solution.
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SPop Size kmin kmax Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli.
Ag 200 5 9 500 0.1 0.01-10−4 10
Jn 50 2 6 200 0.2 0.2-10−4 5
R15 50 13 17 500 0.2 0.3-10−4 5
Sp 200 2 6 200 0.1 0.01-10−4 10
Table 4.11: Best parameter selection (SubPopulation size, Generations, Crossover probability,
Mutation probability and Elitism size) used in CEMOG algorithm for synthetic datasets and the
best fitness value obtained. The tournament size is 2.
4.6 Experimental Results
This section shows the results of the experiments that have been carried out to assess the perfor-
mance of CEMOG to find good k-values and compare its performance with similar algorithms.
The first part presents the datasets which have been used to test the algorithm. The second one
describes the evaluation metrics and the experimental set-up. Finally, the last part shows the
results on the synthetic and real-world datasets which have been taken from the literature.
4.6.1 Synthetic results for the CEMOG algorithm
Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show the parameters selection for MOGGC and CEMOG, respectively.
These parameters have been chosen after a deep search of parameters in several ranges. In these
cases, the σ parameter to generate the Similarity Graphs of MOGGC and CEMOG is 100 (it
has been approximated using the method described by Ng et al. [155]). The best accuracy
results were selected for the algorithms. Table 4.13 shows the comparison of all the algorithms
considered.
Figure 4.4 depicts the Pareto Front of CEMOG applied to the synthetic datasets. Figure 4.5
shows the accuracy values for different sub-populations of each dataset. The criterion used to
choose these solutions prioritizes the cluster separation objective in the Pareto Front considering
the solution of the data continuity objective.
CEMOG and MOGGC correctly cluster the Aggregation dataset. The Pareto Front defined
by MOGGC (see Figure 4.4) shows a dominant solution (mark with ’x’ at the top-rigth corner).
This winner solution belongs to the k = 7 sub-population which is the solution with the best
accuracy (see Figure 4.5). EM, K-means and SC have problems related to the data form. These
problems might be a consequence of local minimum convergence in the search space.
The Spirals dataset is impossible to cluster using parametric algorithms and the Euclidean
distance (that is, K-means and EM). This dataset is a perfect example for continuity-cluster
separation algorithms such as SC, MOGGC or CEMOG. For that reason, all of them achieves
the best accuracy values (see Table 4.13). Furthermore, analysing the Pareto Front defined by
CEMOG for Spirals, there is only one dominant solution (marked with ’x’ at the to right corner),
corresponding to k = 3 sub-population, which is the sub-population with the best accuracy (see
Figure 4.5).
The Jain dataset is also difficult for parametric clustering. It produces low accuracy values
for EM and K-means compared with SC, MOGGC and CEMOG. This dataset is usually used to
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Figure 4.4: Pareto Front generated by the CEMOG sub-populations chosen for the synthetic
datasets. From top to bottom: “Aggregation”, “Spiral”,“R15” and “Jain”. The arrows mark the
best solution.
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Figure 4.5: Accuracy results for CEMOG algorithm ranged from kmin to kmax. The legend shows
the values for the range per synthetic dataset.
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Data Pop. Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli.
Ag 1000 200 0.1 0.01-10−4 50
Jn 100 200 0.4 0.03-10−4 10
R15 100 2000 0.4 0.01-10−4 50
Sp 1000 200 0.4 0.03-10−4 50
Table 4.12: Best parameter selection (Population, Generations, Crossover probability, Mutation
probability and Elitism size) used in MOGGC algorithm for the different synthetic datasets and the
best fitness value obtained. The tournament size is 7.
Data K-means EM SC MOGGC CEMOG
Ag 86.29% 78.68% 88.66% N100% N100%
Jn 78.28 % 56.83% 100% 100% 100%
R15 80.50 % 99.66% 81.33% N100% N100%
Sp 34.61 % 34.93% 100% 100% 100%
Table 4.13: Best accuracy values obtained by each algorithm using the synthetic datasets. The
Nsymbol shows when the Wilcoxon test value is lower than 0.05.
Comparison Obs. Dif. Crit. Dif Differente
K-means–EM 1 9.95 FALSE
K-means–SC 7 9.95 FALSE
K-means–MOGGC 11 9.95 TRUE
K-means–CEMOG 11 9.95 TRUE
EM–SC 6 9.95 FALSE
EM–MOGGC 10 9.95 TRUE
EM–CEMOG 10 9.95 TRUE
SC–MOGGC 4 9.95 FALSE
SC–CEMOG 4 9.95 FALSE
MOGGC–CEMOG 0 9.95 FALSE
Table 4.14: Multiple Comparison of Friedman Test for the algorithms applied to the synthetic
datasets.
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test continuity-clustering algorithms modifying the density of the clusters, in this case, the first
cluster has clearly lower data density than the second cluster. According to the Pareto Front,
CEMOG also has a clear dominant solution (marked with ’x’ at the top-right corner) which is
the k value with best accuracy. MOGGC and SC have also good results.
In the case of the R15 dataset, the experiments show that EM obtains the best results
for classical algorithms. SC obtains worse results than EM due to the noisy information and,
therefore, the boundaries are not clearly defined. MOGGC obtains the maximum accuracy value.
In the CEMOG case, the Pareto Front is defined by several solutions which cover different k
values (see Figure 4.4). In order to define the best solution, the cluster separation objective
has been prioritized over the data continuity objective, as was mentioned before. Applying this
criterion, the solution chosen is the top ’x’ instead of the top right. The accuracy value of the
solution is the maximum as Figure 4.5 shows.
The Friedman test shows that the p-value is 0.0123 which means that there is significantly
difference. The Multiple Comparison (see Table 4.14) shows that K-means and EM are signif-
icantly different to GGC and MOGGC. The Wilcoxon test comparing SC with MOGGC and
CEMOG per dataset shows that there is significantly differente in 2 datasets for CEMOG and
MOGGC (see Table 4.13).
Finally, Figure 4.5 shows an interesting remark. The k-values close to the best accuracy
values have generally more accuracy than the rest, except for Jain, i.e., it seems that the dis-
tance of k to the optimal k is correlated with its accuracy. This observation suggests a way to
automatically set the kmin and kmax values.
4.6.2 Real-world results for the CEMOG algorithm
This section shows the experimental results of the CEMOG algorithm applied to real world
datasets. We fist describe the datasets preprocessing followed by the experimental results. As in
the previous section, CEMOG is compared against the classical clustering algorithms (K-means,
EM and SC) and MOGGC.
4.6.2.1 Algorithm execution
The experiments followed the same procedure than the previous synthetic datasets experiments.
The value of σ was approximated to 100 for Glass, 2 for Libras Movement and Ozone Level
Detected and 0.1 for Wine Quality and Page Block. The results and best k value for CEMOG
are shown in Table 4.16. Following, the results for each dataset are described.
Glass dataset is difficult for clustering; the results show that both, the classical and the
new algorithms have problems to blindly separate the classes. In this case, SC obtains the best
classical algorithms results. MOGGC obtains good results; however, CEMOG obtains the best
results. A remarkable fact is that the k selection process has chosen k = 5 while the original
number of classes is 7. This might explains why the other clustering algorithms have worse
results than CEMOG.
Libras Movements dataset is also a difficult classification case, again the classical and the
new algorithms have problems to blindly separate the classes. In this case, K-means obtains
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Data SPop. kmin kmax Gen. Cross. Mut. Eli.
Gl 100 5 9 100 0.5 0.01-10−4 10
LM 100 13 17 200 0.5 0.01-10−4 10
OL 100 2 6 200 0.5 0.01-10−4 10
WQ 100 5 9 2000 0.4 0.01-10−4 50
PB 1000 3 7 1000 0.4 0.2-10−4 50
Table 4.15: Best parameter selection (Sub-Population, Generations, Crossover probability, Muta-
tion probability and Elitism size) used in CEMOG algorithm for the different real datasets and the
best fitness values obtained. The tournament size is 7.
Data K-means EM SC MOGGC CEMOG
Gl 45.79% 47.20 % 47.20 % 47.66% N52.34% (k=5)
LM 46.94 % 43.61% 46.11% N50.00% N48.05% (k=14)
OL 76.06% 60.15% 94.38 % N96.46% N96.46% (k=2)
WQ 23.64% 28.50 % 40.08% 40.08% 40.08% (k=7)
PB 45.30% 56.97 % 75.15% 75.15% 75.15% (k=5)
Table 4.16: Best accuracy values obtained by each algorithm during the experimental results
applied to the UCI datasets. The Nsymbol shows when the Wilcoxon test value is lower than 0.05.
Comparison Obs. Dif. Crit. Dif Differente
K-means–EM 0.5 10.95 FALSE
K-means–SC 7.5 10.95 FALSE
K-means–MOGGC 13.5 10.95 TRUE
K-means–CEMOG 13.5 10.95 TRUE
EM–SC 7.0 10.95 FALSE
EM–MOGGC 13.0 10.95 TRUE
EM–CEMOG 13.0 10.95 TRUE
SC–MOGGC 6.0 10.95 FALSE
SC–CEMOG 6.0 10.95 FALSE
MOGGC–CEMOG 0 10.95 FALSE
Table 4.17: Multiple Comparison of Friedman Test for the algorithms applied to the real-world
datasets.
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the best results from the classical algorithms. MOGGC obtains the best general results and
CEMOG obtains similar results than MOGGC because the k selection has chosen a different k
value of the number of classes.
Ozone Level Detected is easier for the continuity-clustering algorithms. In this case, SC,
MOGCC and CEMOG obtain the best classification results, all with the same accuracy value.
Wine Quality is a difficult problem for clustering techniques. The worst results are achieved
by the parametric algorithms (the accuracy is lower than the 30%). The results of the non-
parametric techniques are the same.
Page Block is also a difficult problem for the parametric approximation. These algorithms
have achieved low accuracy while SC, MOGGC and CEMOG have achieved the same solutions,
with better accuracy. Analysing the parametric clustering results, they show that the data
instances within the clusters should be separated between them instead of having a clear union
between them.
The Friedman test p-value is 0.003535, which means that, at least, there are two algorithms
which are different. The Multiple Comparison (see Table 4.17) shows that there is significantly
difference among K-means and EM compared against GGC and MOGGC. The Wilcoxon test
comparing SC with MOGGC and CEMOG per dataset shows that there is significantly differente
in 3 datasets for CEMOG and 3 for MOGGC (see Table 4.16).
Due to SC, MOGGC and CEMOG are focused on continuity-based clustering, it might be
the reason because these algorithms achieve similar results. The main advantage of CEMOG
compared against the others is that it does not need a fixed number of clusters and also find
more solutions which can be promising.
4.7 Conclusions of CEMOG
CEMOG presents a new k-adaptive graph-based clustering algorithm, inspired by MOGGC,
that combines Co-Evolution with Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms. CEMOG uses a simple
integer encoding in a GA combined with the SPEA2 algorithm. In comparison to MOGGC,
the new algorithm is a k-adaptive approach,which obtains good results in a bigger search space.
The results show that the new algorithm obtains excellent results that are better than the
classical algorithms, and has a similar (or better) clustering results than previous obtained
using MOGGC.
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Chapter 5
Genetic Graph-based Clustering
for Streaming Data Analysis
“Welcome to the Island of Misfit Toys.”
- Stephen Chbosky
Previous chapters have studied how the genetic graph-based algorithms have been applied to
different datasets (real and synthetic). However, these datasets are small (and static) compared
with those others generated by real-time data flows. Usually, real-time data flows generate set
of points which should be analysed as fast as possible (the ideal approach would be a real-time
analysis). This new perspective extends the possibilities to other fields such as Large or Stream
Analysis.
The Stream Data, or Data Stream Model, is usually defined by the following features:
• The data elements arrive online. It means that the algorithm is directly connected
to a data stream and it is reading and processing information in real-time.
• The order of the data is uncontrollable. This modifies the trends produced in the
patterns which can be extracted from the data.
• The dataset is usually very large. The information that the algorithm stores about
the data is limited.
• Once an element is processed it is discarded or archived. This supposses that the
algorithm needs to be ready to process each data instance only once.
Examples of these datasets can be found in Social Networks, the Internet or telephone
records, data logs, etc.
This chapter extends our previous algorithms to introduce two new approaches which have
been created to deal with Large and Stream Data in two different ways: oﬄine and online.
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5.1 Dealing with Large and Stream Data Oﬄine
Usually when we are working with large data, such as stream data (which is quite common when
we are working with telephone records, sensors, etc), we can consider two different approaches.
The first one is based on the information that we can extract from the total amount of data,
and the second one is the information that we can extract while the data is coming. This first
algorithm which has been designed in this work is focused on the former. First, we generate
a set of centroids; this set of centroids is optimized applying a centroid-based algorithm, such
as K-means. Later, the algorithm groups those centroids, and the regions represented by them,
using a graph-based approach which considers these regions as nodes in the graph and tries to
join them according to their similarity. In order to understand the whole process it is important
to consider the information which is available in the search space. Following this idea, this
chapter has been focused on theoretical clustering analysis, to better understand it, the chapter
provides a brief introduction to Voronoi Tessellation.
5.1.1 The Voronoi Tessellation
Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a dataset with n elements. As it was mentioned before, clustering is
the process to blindly group these points into j clusters called C = {c1, . . . , cj}. Some clustering
techniques use centroids to define the clusters, therefore we can define V = {v1, . . . , vj} as the
centroid set associated to a clustering algorithm. Typically, j << n. We can define the Voronoi
region Ri of the centroid vi as the sets of points in Rd for which vi is the nearest point:
Ri = {z ∈ Rd | i = arg min
j
||z − vj ||2}. (5.1)
The boundaries of each Voronoi region are linear segments. We can define the Voronoi set as
C where each ci is:
ci = {x ∈ X | i = arg min
j
d(x, vj)}. (5.2)
The partition C is also known as Voronoi Tessellation or Dirichlet Tessellation [59].
The Voronoi Tessellation can also be helpful to determine manifolds. In our context, a
manifolds can be defined as [112]:
Definition 5.1.1 (Manifold). An n-dimensional manifold (n-manifold for short) is a subset of
some Euclidean space Rk that is locally Euclidean of dimension n.
This means that whether we are close enough, the manifold behaves like an Euclidean space.
The idea of the algorithm is to separate the manifold using Voronoi regions and them join these
regions considering their continuity. This would reduce the computational effort when:
• The divisions are clearly defined, because the centroid would be a representative point
in the search space, summarizing a lot of information about the region data.
• There is an optimum way to join the regions by continuity, because the manifold
definition would be clearer.
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Voronoi Tessellation for Jain
Figure 5.1: Voronoi tessellation of Jain dataset applying K-means
Figure 5.1 illustrates an example. This brief introduction about Voronoi regions gives some
intuition about the search space division generated during the clustering process. Using this
information we are able to structure the algorithm in several different ways. We can consider a
first step (micro-search) based on a set of clusters (composed by the centroids and the Voronoi
Regions) and them group these sets (macro-search) in manifolds. However, we want to keep
information about the data continuity. For that reason, our first goal will be to combine MOGGC
(macro-search) and K-means (micro-search) algorithms in order to generate a 2-step clustering
algorithm that could be able to deal with massive and real-time data.
5.2 The Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Streaming Clustering Al-
gorithm (MOGGSC)
This section describes the Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Streaming Clustering Algo-
rithm (MOGGSC). This algorithm combines a clustering version of K-means implemented in
MapReduce and the MOGGC algorithm in order to reduce the computationally effort and im-
prove the scalability for large datasets of our previous algorithms.
5.2.1 Micro Search: K-means and Voronoi Regions
The micro search chooses the Voronoi Regions that the algorithm is going to use during the
clustering process. These regions are chosen using a parallelizable version of K-means (see
Section 2.7.1.1). The algorithm defines the regions optimizing the centroid positions. This
information is sent to the next level in order to improve the clustering decision.
Using only the centroid position we are able to reduce the genetic search reducing the chro-
mosomes size and the computationally effort during the search. The whole process has been
divided in three main steps (see Figure 5.2):
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1. Ini: First, the data is split into several data blocks. Each data block corresponds to a node
or machine that we are using during the parallelization process. During this initialization
process the initial centroids are chosen, and all the nodes (machines) need to have an
updated copy of the centroids (see Figure 5.2 Ini).
2. Map: Using the information of the centroid positions, each node has to assign each data
point to the closest centroid. This process is done during the “Map Step” of MapReduce
algorithm. It assigns each data instance to a data centroid and group the data by centroid
in order to send them to different nodes for the Reduce step (see Figure 5.2 Map).
3. Reduce: The data is moved to different nodes in order to calculate the new centroids
position. Each node should have all the data instances which have been assigned to the
centroid that they are trying to recalculate. Then, the reducer calculates the centroid
positions and the list of centroids is updated and sent to all the nodes again (see Figure
5.2 Reduce). If the algorithm has achieved a convergence criteria or a maximum number
the generations, the process stops. Instead, it goes back to step two.
The whole process can be considered equivalent to standard K-means algorithm.
5.2.2 Macro Search: MOGGC
The macro search joins previous regions in order to create good clusters. These approaches are
usually used in online clustering algorithms as will be explained in the followings sections. Using
the information of the centroids, we cluster the centroids in bigger clusters according to their
continuity.
The manifold reconstruction process is based on the information extracted during the first
step. The regions form a graph, they are used to represent the nodes, while their similarities are
used to represent the edges. This topology is used to define the final clusters using a graph-cut
methodology. In this work, the MOGGC algorithm has been chosen for this task (see Section
4.1).
The MOGGC algorithm has the advantage that the search can be easily parallelizable. The
population can be divided among different machines and the fitness functions can be calculated
by chromosomes, which implies that the set of chromosomes do not need to access to other
individual information. Also, the selection divides the chromosomes in order to reproduce them
among different machines (see Figure 5.2). Once the new generations have been created, the
members of the population continue with this process.
This macro search concludes when the algorithm has identified reasonable clusters, or it
achieves a maximum number of generations. Due to this process is only working with the
regions, we can use the same encoding, reducing the chromosome size. The fitness functions are
calculated using the centroids as regions representatives.
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Figure 5.2: MOGGSC algorithm. The micro-search is carried out using a K-means and Map
Reduce approach, while the macro-search joins the Voronoi Regions generated during the micro-
search through a parallel version of the MOGGC algorithm.
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5.3 MOGGSC validation
In order to evaluate the algorithm we have analysed its complexity and scalability. On the one
hand, due to the clustering process uses compress information about the search space, the second
step (Macro) depends on the number of centroids chosen. On the other hand, the MapReduce
version for K-means is scalable and extensive, it depends on the number of clusters and the data
points (and also the messages interchanged when different machines are used).
5.3.1 Algorithm Complexity: Time and Memory
Each step has a complexity order, the first step has the complexity of the clustering algorithm
(in this case Big K-means [211]) which is O(k ·N/p), where k is number of clusters, N is number
of data points and p is number of parallel nodes.
The complexity of the genetic search depends on the number of chromosomes and the opera-
tions chosen. MOGGC has a similar complexity than GGC (see Section 3.4.1) except during the
fitness calculation and the SPEA2 execution. The fitness depends on the number of centroids
(in this case) and it is, at most, O(c2), because the operations are, at most, considering all data
instances, pair to pair. SPEA2 execution depends on the population size P and the archive size
P¯ . It is calculated as O((P + P¯ )2 · log(P + P¯ )).
Hence, the total complexity of the MOGGSC algorithm is considering G generations for the
genetic search, because the two clustering steps are no parallelizable. Therefore, the complexity
of this algorithm can be represented by:
O(k ·N/p+G · (c2 + (P + P¯ )2 · log(P + P¯ ))) (5.3)
The memory consumption is divided in the different machines. It can be calculated as:
N + p · c+ c ·K (5.4)
where N is the number of instances p the number of Map-Reduces nodes, c the number of centres
and K the number of neighbours considered in the Similarity Graph. The original MOGGC
has a memory consumption of
N ·K. (5.5)
Therefore, due to c << N and the Map Reduce nodes are usually distributed in different
machines, then the memory consumption is smaller for MOGGSC than for MOGGC.
5.3.2 Experimental Setup
The evaluation of the clustering algorithm is a sensitive process, specially when the algorithm
deals with large datasets. In this work we have focused the evaluation on comparing the algo-
rithm with other oﬄine algorithms. This evaluation has been divided in two different steps:
• The first step is used to compare the algorithm against classical algorithms. This evaluation
has been carried out over a limited number of instances, due to classical algorithms are not
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designed to deal with large data problems. The size of these datasets has fixed to 10000
instances.
• The second step compares some evolutions of these classical algorithms applied to large
data problems.
For the first experiments, we have chosen the classical algorithms: K-meas, EM and SC
which were described in Section 2.4.
The experiments with 50.000 instances have been carried out using the Nystrom extension
of Spectral Clustering [69] (SC+N) -which uses only a subset of the whole dataset; and the
MapReduce version of K-means [211] (Big K-means).
The metric used for all the algorithms is the Euclidean Distance. The genetic parameters,
for all the experiments, have been set to: 100 generations, 300 population, (µ + λ) selection, 5
elitism, 0.1 mutation, 0.5 crossover. The similarity metric used is RBF. The number of data
instances for Nystrom reduction has been set 200.
All the experiments have been executed 100 times.
5.3.3 Dataset Description
The synthetic datasets have been generated using the R package mlbench1 which allows to
generate big synthetic datasets with a topological structure. The datasets -all composed by
50000 instances- that have been generated are the following (see Figure 5.3):
• Cassini: This dataset is formed by 3 clusters which are continuity-based.
• Cuboids: This dataset has four cuboids in three dimensions.
• Hypercube: This datasets is composed by eight spheres distributed as the vertex of a
cube.
• Shapes: This dataset has 4 different shapes.
• Simplex: This dataset has four spheres well separated.
• Smiley: This dataset is formed by four clusters which define a smiley face.
• Spirals1: This dataset has two spirals without noise.
• Spirals2: This dataset has two noisy spirals.
The algorithms have also been compared using real-world datasets. The datasets which have
been chosen are:
• Forest Covertype Dataset (CovType): This dataset is from the UCI Machine Learning
repository. It has been used to predict forest cover type from cartographic variables. It
has 7 classes, 54 attributes and 581012 instances
1http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/mlbench/mlbench.pdf
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Figure 5.3: The original images of the synthetic datasets
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• Electricity2: This data records different prices from electricity consumption. It is com-
posed by 2 classes, 5 attributes and 45312 instances
• Statlib3: This dataset contains information of each stock of Dow Jones 30. It has 30
classes, 6 attributes and 138166 instances
• Records Block (UCI Machine Learning Repository): This dataset contains the underlying
records from the epidemiological cancer registry in North Germany. It has 2 classes, 4
attributes and 574913 instances.
5.4 Experimental Results
This section presents the evaluation process of MOGGSC. The new oﬄine clustering algorithm
for data stream has been compared against: Spectral Clustering, EM and K-means using 10.000
instances; and SC using the Nystrom method and K-means using MapReduce for 50.000 in-
stances. Also, the algorithms for massive data analysis has been applied to real-world datasets.
5.4.1 Experiments with Synthetic data
Tables 5.1 and 5.3 show the results for the previous algorithms applied to 10.000 instances and to
50.000 instances, respectively. As we can appreciate, MOGGSC obtains generally good results,
but it is important to analyse the algorithm according to each dataset in order to identify its
weaknesses.
In the case of Cassini dataset, MOGGSC obtains good results of Median and Maximum.
However, EM obtains better results according to the Mean. The first reason is due the version of
EM which has been used is deterministic. Also the dataset (see Figure 5.3 (a)) has two sections
which can be easily defined using a Gaussian distribution and when the number of instances
is lower the boundaries between these distributions are well-defined. This allows the algorithm
to discriminate the clusters clearer. SC also obtains good results but it is more sensitive to
noise. K-means obtains worst results, probably because the regions defined by this algorithm
are less clear. The algorithms applied to 50.000 instances show that MOGGSC obtains the best
results, SC+N obtains good results and Big K-means obtains similar results than the previous
application.
For Cuboids dataset, EM obtains the best results followed by MOGGSC which obtains the
same results for the Median and the Maximum but lower results (95.27% of Mean accuracy).
The minimum of MOGGSC is very low (56.37%). Considering the Median values, this observed
values could be a consequence of local minimum convergence. SC obtains the worst Median
results (76.71%) even worse than K-means (87.24%). This should be because the algorithm have
problems identifying the volume (see Figure 5.3 (b)). For 50.000 instances, MOGGSC obtains
more stable results but they are generally worse according to the Mean and Median. SC+N
obtains the best results according to the Median and the second according to the Mean, but the
2http://www.inescporto.pt/~jgama/ales/ales_5.html
3http://tunedit.org/repo/StatLib/numeric/dj30-1985-2003.arff
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MOGGSC Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 80.89% 100.0% 100.0% 99.69% ± 0.0218
Cuboids 56.37% 100.0% N100.0% 95.27% ± 0.0838
Hypercube 100.0% 100.0% N100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Shapes 66.13% 100.0% N100.0% 98.55% ± 0.0500
Simplex 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Smiley 69.57% 100.0% 100.0% 99.31% ± 0.0432
Spirals1 52.42% 100.0% 100.0% 97.94% ± 0.0815
Spirals2 50.91% 99.90% H76.93% 74.89% ± 0.1756
SC Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 53.66% 100.0% 99.59% 92.13% ± 0.1446
Cuboids 35.30% 100.0% 76.71% 82.72% ± 0.1791
Hypercube 31.48% 83.11% 64.21% 66.37% ± 0.1431
Shapes 35.00% 100.0% 69.16% 74.54% ± 0.2010
Simplex 95.36% 100.0% 100.0% 99.07% ± 0.0207
Smiley 52.77% 99.59% 98.01% 86.42% ± 0.1454
Spirals1 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Spirals2 99.77% 99.82% 99.80% 99.80% ± 0.0004
K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 64.94% 98.87% 65.59% 69.62% ± 0.1092
Cuboids 71.55% 100.0% 87.24% 81.19% ± 0.0916
Hypercube 63.61% 100.0% 81.55% 83.99% ± 0.0910
Shapes 62.60% 100.0% 100.0% 88.37% ± 0.1715
Simplex 62.54% 100.0% 100.0% 91.85% ± 0.1550
Smiley 43.37% 94.60% 63.40% 71.59% ± 0.1624
Spirals1 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% ± 0.0000
Spirals2 59.24% 59.37% 59.37% 59.31% ± 0.0007
EM Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 99.97% 99.97% 99.97% 99.97% ± 0.0000
Cuboids 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Hypercube 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Shapes 99.99% 99.99% 99.99% 99.99% ± 0.0000
Simplex 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Smiley 99.88% 99.88% 99.88% 99.88% ± 0.0000
Spirals1 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% ± 0.0000
Spirals2 65.34% 65.34% 65.34% 65.34% ± 0.0000
Table 5.1: Minimum, Maximum, Median, Mean and Standard Deviation accuracy results of the
application of the algorithms to the synthetic datasets using 10.000 instances. Values in bold shows
the best results while italics shows the second.
SD shows that the algorithm is less stable than MOGGSC (0.1736 and 0.0777, respectively).
K-means obtains the worse results.
Hypercube results show that EM and MOGGSC are able to discriminate the clusters
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Comparison Obs. Dif. Crit. Dif Differente
K-means–SC 2.5 10.3239 FALSE
K-means–EM 6.5 10.3239 FALSE
K-means–MOGGSC 13.0 10.3239 TRUE
SC–EM 4 10.3239 FALSE
SC–MOGGSC 10.5 10.3239 TRUE
EM–MOGGSC 6.5 10.3239 FALSE
Table 5.2: Multiple Comparison of Friedman Test for the algorithms applied to the synthetic
datasets of 10000 instances.
MOGGSC Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 78.71% 100.0% 100.0% 98.55% ± 0.0391
Cuboids 72.09% 100.0% 91.39% 92.66% ± 0.0777
Hypercube 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Shapes 70.11% 100.0% 100.0% 98.59% ± 0.0444
Simplex 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Smiley 65.26% 100.0% 100.0% 99.22% ± 0.0460
Spirals1 52.14% 100.0% 100.0% 96.98% ± 0.0987
Spirals2 50.91% 99.90% 76.93% 74.89% ± 0.1756
SC+Nystrom Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 50.45% 100.0% 98.61% 89.25% ± 0.1681
Cuboids 40.52% 100.0% 99.74% 86.16% ± 0.1736
Hypercube 65.78% 100.0% 76.71% 79.80% ± 0.1565
Shapes 37.43% 100.0% 68.71% 68.71% ± 0.4425
Simplex 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Smiley 63.27% 99.30% 74.99% 87.12% ± 0.1627
Spirals1 54.47% 100.0% 100.0% 97.15% ± 0.0991
Spirals2 50.08% 64.88% 59.59% 58.92% ± 0.0392
Big K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 65.42% 99.28% 65.47% 66.14% ± 0.0478
Cuboids 71.55% 100.0% 87.24% 81.19% ± 0.0916
Hypercube 62.55% 100.0% 81.56% 83.65% ± 0.1212
Shapes 62.60% 100.0% 100.0% 87.76% ± 0.1726
Simplex 34.18% 100.0% 100.0% 94.24% ± 0.1492
Smiley 43.37% 94.60% 63.49% 73.83% ± 0.1820
Spirals1 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% ± 0.0000
Spirals2 59.24% 55.37% 59.24% 59.29% ± 0.0006
Table 5.3: Minimum, Maximum, Median, Mean and Standard Deviation accuracy results of the
application of the algorithms to the synthetic datasets using 50.000 instances. Values in bold shows
the best results while italics shows the second.
perfectly. However, SC has more problems to discriminate the cluster distribution. It might be
because the algorithm has to deal with large data quantities and that introduces noise during
the spectrum calculation. When the analysis is focused on the 50.000 instances, MOGGSC also
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Comparison Obs. Dif. Crit. Dif Differente
K-means–SC 4 9.3239 FALSE
K-means–MOGGSC 9.5 9.3239 TRUE
SC–MOGGSC 5 9.3239 FALSE
Table 5.4: Multiple Comparison of Friedman Test for the algorithms applied to the synthetic
datasets of 50000 instances.
obtains a perfect classification, while SC+N has problems to discriminate the data and it is less
stable than the rest of the algorithms according to its standard deviation.
In the case of Shapes, the best results according to the Mean and Median are achieved by
EM, K-means and MOGGSC (100.0% for K-means and MOGGSC in Median and 99.9% for
EM in Mean). Besides, SC obtains the worst results again. According to the results of the
50.000 instances datasets, MOGGSC and K-means obtain again the best results according to
the Median, and MOGGSC according to the Mean (98.59%).
Simplex is easy for all the algorithms. The Median value shows that they obtain the maxi-
mum results. However, according to the Mean, only MOGGSC and EM keeps these results in all
the iterations. The large datasets show similar results, all the algorithms achieve the maximum
value according to the Median and only MOGGSC keeps the maximum value according to the
Mean.
Smiley results show that the dataset can not only be discriminated using continuity-based
approaches but also with Gaussian distributions. These results can be deduced according to the
EM (99.88% Median and Mean), MOGGSC (100.0% of Median and 99.31% of Mean) and SC
(98.01% Median) results. K-means obtains the worst results due to the shape-based nature of
the dataset. Analysing the large datasets, MOGGSC keeps its results but SC+N obtains worse
results due to its instability.
The Spiral1 dataset tests how the algorithms can deal with continuity datasets without
noise. In this case, Spectral obtains the best results (100.0%) followed by MOGGSC. Due to K-
means and EM are parametric algorithms, they are not able to obtain better results. The large
datasets analysis shows similar results, SC+N obtains the best accuracy values while MOGGSC
obtains similar values.
The Spiral2 dataset introduces noise to the previous one. In this case, the results are similar
than in the Spiral1 case, however, MOGGSC obtains worse results for the 10.000 instances
datasets. This should be a consequence of the data structure which is not clearly discriminated
during the micro search. SC obtains the best results (99.80% of Mean and Median) and the
rest of the algorithms are not able to discriminate the spirals due to their design. For the large
datasets, instead, MOGGSC obtains better results than SC+N. This might be because when
the number of instances is increased, the noise also increases and SC+N is not able to deal with
it.
The Friedman test p-value for the 10000 instances experiment is 0.03054 and for 50000
instances experiment is 0.0302, which means that there is significantly difference among the
distribution. Table 5.2 and 5.4 shows that K-means and Big K-means are statistically different to
MOGGSC, and also the original Spectral Clustering. According to the Wilcoxon test, MOGGSC
obtains better values than SC+N in four datasets (see Table 5.3).
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To conclude, MOGGSC shows competitive results when it is applied to synthetic and continuity-
based data, however, it has some problems related to the noise effect during the clustering
discrimination process.
5.4.2 Real-World experiments
This section shows the experimental results applied to real-world datasets. Table 5.5 summarizes
the results of these experiments.
MOGGSC Min Max Median Mean SD
Covtype 15.14% 39.05% 30.72% 30.10% ± 0.0814
Electricity 58.42% 62.31% 61.25% 60.23% ± 0.0422
Statlib 6.842% 9.420% 8.244% 8.121% ± 0.0126
Block 84.41% 93.31% N86.91% 87.18% ± 0.0443
Big K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Covtype 21.60% 24.37% 23.28% 23.22% ± 0.0066
Electricity 52.20% 54.30% 52.20% 52.70% ± 0.0090
Statlib 9.687% 10.41% 9.992% 10.01% ± 0.0014
Block 51.16% 51.17% 51.16% 51.16% ± 0.0001
SC+N Min Max Median Mean SD
Covtype 18.28% 39.82% 29.34% 29.00% ± 0.0683
Electricity 57.65% 60.22% 60.02% 59.48% ± 0.1223
Statlib 9.819% 9.993% 9.947% 9.920% ± 0.0009
Block 76.61% 77.27% 76.94% 76.94% ± 0.0047
Table 5.5: Minimum, Maximum, Median, Mean and Standard Deviation accuracy results of the
application of the oﬄine algorithms to the real-world datasets. Values in bold shows the best results
while italics shows the second.
Covtype dataset is difficult to discriminate by all the algorithms. MOGGSC and SC+N
obtain the best results (30.72% of Median, 30.10% of Mean for MOGGSC and 29.34% of Median,
29.00% of Mean for SC+N). This means that these algorithms are able to deal with massive data
in highest dimensions while Big K-means has more problems to discriminate the data, probably
generated by the high number of dimensions.
Electricity dataset is the smallest dataset of the whole group. The results show that
MOGGSC is able to generate the best discrimination of the data compared against Big K-
means and SC+N, however, considering the number of classes, this discrimination (61.25% of
Median and 60.23% of Mean) is not representative.
In the case of Statlib dataset, Big K-means and SC+N obtain the best values (9.992% of
Mean, 10.01% of Median for Big K-means and 9.947% of Median, 9.920% of Mean for SC+N).
MOGGSC obtains close results, however, considering that the number of classes is high, these
algorithms are not a good choice to identify them.
Block results show that MOGGSC is a good choice to deal with massive data with a small
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number of classes and dimension. In this case, the algorithm achives good results with a high
different considering the rest of the algorithms (86.91% of Median and 87.18% of Mean).
The Friedman test p-value is 0.3679, which means that there is no statistical significance
between the algorithms. However, the Wilcoxon test shows that the algorithm improve the
results of the benchmark SC+N algorithm in one dataset (see Table 5.5).
5.5 Dealing with Large and Stream Data Online
Previous sections were focus on dealing with the stream clustering problem oﬄine. However, it
is also frequent to deal with this problem in an online mode. In order to adapt the algorithm
for online clustering, it is necessary to center the problem on the search space. In this case,
the centroid position is changing every time a new data instance is coming in real-time. The
algorithm is connected to the data stream and it is modified by every instance. During this
work, we have designed an algorithm which deals with this issue, in this case, we have used the
online version of K-means for the micro-search combined with MOGGC for the macro-search.
5.6 The Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Online Clustering Algo-
rithm (MOGGOC)
The Multi-Objective Genetic Graph-based Online Clustering Algorithm have been designed
focused on an online clustering algorithm architecture (see Figure 5.4). This architecture is
divided in the following parts:
• The data stream. This part controls the data flow, each time the algorithm is ready to
read a new instance, the data flow generates that instance. This stream can be connected
to different sources such as web-pages, sensors, or even data files.
• The selection-update (micro-search). This module chooses the closest centroid to the
new data instance and updates its position. It uses the Online K-means algorithm (see
Section 2.7.3). The update process is performed using the following criteria:
c
(new)
q∗ = cq∗ − ζ(xi − cq∗)
where cq∗ is the closest centroid, xi is the data instance and ζ =
1
Ni
. Ni is the number of
instances which has been read until that moment.
• The manifold discrimination (macro-search). Using previous information about
the centroid position, the MOGGC algorithm (see Section 4.1) is able to calculate the
manifolds. This process can be performed any time because there is not feedback between
the two steps.
With these two processes, the algorithm is able to discriminate the clusters in two main
levels. Next section describes how it has been evaluated using different datasets.
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Figure 5.4: MOGGOC algorithm. The micro-search is an Online version of K-means while the
macro-search is the parallel version of MOGGC.
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5.7 MOGGOC validation
Actually, the evaluation process to measure the quality of an online algorithm is an open-
problem. In this case, we have compared the algorithm using the previous evaluation metrics
and online algorithms.
5.7.1 Algorithm complexity: Time and Memory
The complexity of the algorithm depends on the number of instances and also the number of
centroids. The complexity of MOGGC step is the same that MOGGSC (see Section 5.3.1).
However, the online clustering part is the same than online k-means. It is, O(N · log(N)), where
N is the number of data instances.
The total amount of the whole process is
O(N · log(N) +G · (c2 + (P + P¯ )2 · log(P + P¯ ))). (5.6)
where G is the number of Generations, P and P¯ are the populations of the SPEA2 algorithms
and c is the number of centroids. The first part of the equation is the Online K-means and the
second is MOGGC.
The memory consumption of MOGGOC can be calculated as:
c ·K, (5.7)
due to the algorithm does not keep information about the instances. Comparing this with
MOGGSC and MOGGC, we have to consider that these algorithms depend on the number of
instances N which is bigger than c (N >> c). K is the neighbourhood of the Similarity Graph
which is a constant value. Hence, MOGGOC consumption is significantly smaller than MOGGC
(N ·K) and MOGGSC (N + c · p+ c ·K).
5.7.2 Experimental Setup
MOGGOC has been compared against three online clustering algorithms: CluStream, Online
K-means and ClusTree (see Section 2.7.2). All these algorithms have been set to generate a
double search (micro and macro). The macro search which has been applied uses the KNN
algorithm.
It is also important to describe how the data streams works. In this case, we have used the
data streams structures from the R package called stream4. In our approach, we read the data
stream randomly in order to measure the quality of the algorithm identifying the clusters.
The metric used for all the algorithms is the Euclidean Distance. The genetic parameters,
for all the experiments, have been set as: 100 generations, 300 population, (µ + λ) selection, 5
elitism, 0.1 mutation, 0.5 crossover. The similarity metric used is RBF.
4http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/stream/index.html
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5.8 Experimental Results
This section shows the experimental results of the online clustering algorithm. Following the
same methodology that was used in Section 5.4, we have compared the algorithm with the
datasets described in Section 5.3.3, in order to measure and compare the quality of the algorithm
in synthetic and real-world domains.
5.8.1 Experiments with Synthetic data
Table 5.6 shows the results for the algorithms applied to the synthetic datasets using 50.000
instances. As we can appreciate, MOGGOC obtains generally the best results but it is important
to analyse the algorithm according to each dataset in order to identify its weaknesses.
In the case of Cassini dataset, MOGGOC obtains the best results of Median and Mean,
followed by Clustree which also obtains good Mean values (74.31%).The dataset (see Figure 5.3
(a)), as was mentioned before, has two sections which can be easily discriminated by a Gaussian
estimator. However, for online algorithms these areas might suppose an important variation in
the centroid trends.
For Cuboids dataset, MOGGOC also achieves the best results followed by Clustream which
obtains the same results for the Median and the Maximum but lower results for the Mean
(89.89% of accuracy). Online K-means and Clustree also obtain good maximum results, but
their accuracy according to the Median (88.84% and 72.74%, respectively) and the Mean (84.12%
and 81.21%) is lower. This should be because these algorithms are influenced by the middle
cube (see Figure 5.3) which modifies the centroid trends for these algorithms.
Hypercube results show that the algorithms can not discriminate perfectly spherical clus-
ters. MOGGOC obtains the best results again (100.0% of Median and 99.69% of Mean) followed
by Clustream (also 100.0% of Median and 98.22% of Mean). This shows that these algorithms
are less influenced by the noise effects produced during the stream reading. However, Clustree
and Online K-means are more sensitive to these effects even when they need to discriminate
simple clusters such as spheres.
In the case of Shapes, all the algorithms achieve the maximum results for the Max and the
Median. However, only MOGGOC and Clustream keep this value in the Mean. This suggests
that Online K-means (93.57% of Mean) and Clustree (84.59%) have also small problems with
the different trends that are generated by the shapes.
Simplex is easy for all of the algorithms considered. The Median value shows that they
obtain the maximum results, again. However, according to the Mean, only MOGGOC and
Clustream keep these results in all the iterations. It is important to remark that Clustree
and Online K-means have similar problems with this dataset as they had with Cuboids and
Hypercube, this fact suggests that these algorithms are less stable for volumetric data.
Smiley shows that the online are more sensitive during the discrimination of shape-based
data, even when these shapes might be discriminated using Gaussian models. MOGGOC
presents the best results (100.0% of Median and 98.74% of Mean), followed by Clustream (91.60%
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MOGGOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 60.70% 98.55% 75.52% 83.13% ± 0.1531
Cuboids 85.20% 100.0% 100.0% 99.41% ± 0.0292
Hypercube 84.73% 100.0% 100.0% 99.69% ± 0.0216
Shapes 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Simplex 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Smiley 68.54% 100.0% 100.0% 98.74% ± 0.0623
Spirals1 50.05% 80.05% 57.12% 57.67% ± 0.0565
Spirals2 55.62% 64.10% 62.52% 62.71% ± 0.0198
Online K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 65.42% 65.52% 65.47% 65.46% ± 0.0003
Cuboids 71.65% 100.0% 88.84% 84.12% ± 0.1219
Hypercube 62.66% 100.0% 81.36% 83.75% ± 0.1122
Shapes 62.63% 100.0% 100.0% 93.57% ± 0.1389
Simplex 62.53% 100.0% 100.0% 92.53% ± 0.1508
Smiley 42.80% 94.11% 62.54% 78.99% ± 0.1729
Spirals1 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% ± 0.0000
Spirals2 59.36% 59.36% 59.36% 59.36% ± 0.0000
Clustree Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 65.75% 96.75% 66.97% 74.31% ± 0.1301
Cuboids 71.46% 100.0% 72.74% 81.21% ± 0.1108
Hypercube 62.73% 100.0% 82.29% 86.75% ± 0.1126
Shapes 62.54% 100.0% 100.0% 84.59% ± 0.1765
Simplex 62.52% 100.0% 100.0% 88.96% ± 0.1703
Smiley 42.15% 95.38% 64.41% 74.64% ± 0.1608
Spirals1 50.00% 50.08% 50.01% 50.03% ± 0.0002
Spirals2 50.19% 64.32% 58.84% 58.64% ± 0.0295
Clustream Min Max Median Mean SD
Cassini 64.41% 79.91% 67.39% 68.89% ± 0.0478
Cuboids 71.67% 100.0% 100.0% 89.89% ± 0.1157
Hypercube 81.43% 100.0% 100.0% 98.22% ± 0.0541
Shapes 99.96% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0001
Simplex 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Smiley 62.14% 95.73% 91.60% 80.79% ± 0.1451
Spirals1 50.00% 50.38% 50.01% 50.03% ± 0.0006
Spirals2 50.88% 64.88% 59.59% 58.92% ± 0.0392
Table 5.6: Minimum, Maximum, Median, Mean and Standard Deviation accuracy results of the
application of the algorithms to the synthetic datasets. Values in bold shows the best results while
italics shows the second.
of Median and 80.79%). The rest of the online algorithms obtain values around the 65% of Me-
dian and 80% of Mean which means that they are really sensitive to the centroid trends produced
by the shapes.
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Comparison Obs. Dif. Crit. Dif Differente
On. K-means–Clustree 2.5 11.59 FALSE
On. K-means–Clustream 10.5 11.59 FALSE
On. K-means–MOGGOC 15.0 11.59 TRUE
Clustree–Clustream 8 11.59 FALSE
Clustree–MOGGOC 12.5 11.59 TRUE
Clustream–MOGGOC 4.5 11.59 FALSE
Table 5.7: Multiple Comparison of Friedman Test for the algorithms applied to the synthetic
datasets.
The Spiral1 dataset shows that only MOGGOC is able to provide a competitive result
compared against oﬄine algorithms. However, these results are not significantly good, the
structure of the data in the space produces that the centroid trends are constantly changing
and making the Voronoi regions less significant. It supposes that these regions can not be easily
joined in the macro level. The rest of the algorithms probably set the centroids in intermediate
positions of the spirals (see Figure 5.3 (g)).
The Spiral2 dataset introduces noise to the previous one, as was explained before. In this
case, the results are unstable. However, MOGGOC obtains the best results (62.52% of Median
and 62.71% of Mean) compared with the rest of the algorithms. The results of these algorithms
should also be a consequence of the centroid position in intermediate positions.
The Friedman test p-value is 0.001566. This means that there is statistical difference among
the distributions. Table 5.7 shows the main differences among the algorithms: Online K-means
and Clustree are statistically different to MOGGOC.
To conclude, MOGGOC shows good accuracy results as an online algorithm, however, there
are some issues such as the adaptation to noisy datasets, or curve deformations, which need to
be studied.
5.8.2 Real-World experiments
Once the MOGGOC algorithm has been evaluated on synthetic environments, it is also impor-
tant to evaluate it in real environments in order to measures its performance. Table 5.8 shows
the results of the application of the online algorithm to the datasets described in Section 5.3.3.
Covtype results show that MOGGOC obtains good results compared with the rest of the
algorithms (29.85% of Median and 28.80% of Mean). This means that the algorithm is able to
deal with massive data in higher dimensions, while the rest have more problems to discriminate
the data, probably generated by the high number of dimensions.
The case of Electricity is different. The results show that MOGGOC is able to generate a
good online discrimination according to the Median (54.16%). However, its Mean is lower than
Online K-means and Clustree. Again, considering the number of classes, this discrimination is
not representative.
In the case of Statlib dataset, Online K-means and Clustree obtain the best values (9.974%
of Mean, 9.985% of Median for Online K-means and 9.756% of Median, 9.690% of Mean for
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MOGGOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Covtype 16.35% 39.05% 29.85% 28.80% ± 0.0672
Electricity 50.53% 54.16% 54.16% 52.65% ± 0.0157
Statlib 4.944% 5.390% 5.268% 5.225% ± 0.0014
Block 86.91% 92.31% 86.91% 87.18% ± 0.0121
Online K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Covtype 17.01% 23.29% 23.26% 22.94% ± 0.0140
Electricity 52.20% 54.30% 52.20% 52.72% ± 0.0093
Statlib 9.705% 10.20% 9.985% 9.974% ± 0.0014
Block 50.29% 52.45% 51.42% 51.36% ± 0.0062
Clustree Min Max Median Mean SD
Covtype 15.86% 25.59% 19.17% 20.26% ± 0.0319
Electricity 52.20% 54.30% 52.20% 52.83% ± 0.0099
Statlib 8.983% 10.45% 9.756% 9.690% ± 0.0040
Block 50.11% 59.21% 55.22% 54.59% ± 0.0283
Clustream Min Max Median Mean SD
Covtype 15.73% 29.51% 19.03% 20.03% ± 0.0422
Electricity 52.20% 52.20% 52.20% 52.20% ± 0.0000
Statlib 6.913% 10.04% 8.276% 8.365% ± 0.0084
Block 50.24% 63.13% 55.94% 56.43% ± 0.0342
Table 5.8: Minimum, Maximum, Median, Mean and Standard Deviation accuracy results of the
application of the algorithms to the real-world datasets. Values in bold shows the best results while
italics shows the second.
Clustree). MOGGOC obtains the worst results, this means that the algorithm has problems to
deal with a high number of classes. This problem is probably generated during the macro-search.
Block results show that MOGGOC is a good choice to deal with massive data with a small
number of classes and dimension. In this case, the algorithm achieves good results considering
the rest of the algorithms (86.91% of Median and 87.18% of Mean).
Finally, the Friedman test p-value is 0.5062 which says that there is not significantly difference
among the algorithms.
5.9 Final Discussions
During this section two new algorithms for stream data analysis have been developed. These
algorithms have shown competitive results compared with the algorithms extracted from the
literature. However, there are some issues that need to be deeply study about this new online
algorithm:
• It is interesting to study how adapt the number of centroids in the micro search.
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• It is important to analyse the influence of data order, due to some clusters might disappear
and the trends might also be part of the clustering discrimination.
• It is also important to find a way to generate some feedbacks between the macro-search
and the micro-search.
These ideas might be used for future extensions in order to consider them as a starting point
for a new algorithm generation.
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Chapter 6
Other Bio-inspired Approaches:
ACO Clustering
“No matter how far a person can go
the horizon is still way beyond you.”
- Zora Neale Hurston
Unsupervised data mining techniques compose a complex field, where several different ap-
proaches have been tested in order to obtain similar or even better results to supervised tech-
niques. The main difference between these two techniques is that supervised techniques use
some kind of label (target) information, which is used during the model generation, providing
a more accurate model—the accuracy of the model is determined by comparing the prediction
with the label information. Unsupervised techniques, instead, are totally blind respect to the
label information. An advantage of unsupervised techniques is that they can deal with a huge
quantity of (unlabelled) data without a feedback of their performance.
Unsupervised techniques have been studied from different perspectives. Over the last few
years, bio-inspired techniques have been widely used, usually based on evolutionary algorithms
or swarm intelligence that mimic a natural behaviour —e.g., the evolutionary process in genetic
algorithm, collective behaviour in ant colony optimization. This chapter has been focused on
the latter, which is becoming a promising field for unsupervised techniques. ACO algorithms are
based on the foraging behaviour of ant colonies when they try to find the optimal path between
their nest and a food source. Based on this idea, researchers have created several optimization
algorithms in data mining, which have been focused on the path optimization process followed
by the ants to create solutions for hard optimization problems [129, 157, 158].
The work presented in this chapter is focused on the application of ACO in the unsupervised
learning task of clustering, where the goal is to group similar data points in the same cluster and,
at the same time, to maximise the difference between different clusters. The first part has been
focused on a first approach to the problem through medoid-based algorithms while the second
part is focused on continuity-based clustering. In the same way that GGC and MOGGC, it is
inspired by the Spectral Clustering (SC) algorithm [155]. Both approaches use the ACO-based
Clustering algorithm (ACOC), proposed by Kao and Cheng [100] as a starting point. ACOC is a
centroid-based clustering algorithm, which tries to optimize the centroid (central point) position
of each cluster. Following this idea, we have focused the proposed algorithms on addressing a
medoid and a spectral-based approach. Inspired by other clustering algorithms [139, 24], we have
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reformulated the original ACOC algorithm to create the new algorithms. In order to check the
performance of the proposed algorithms, we have compared them against well-known clustering
algorithms using synthetic and real-world datasets that have been used in previous chapters.
6.1 Studying the Medoid-based approach
Analysing the possibilities of ACOC algorithm, we present a new version of the centroid-based
ACOC algorithm. The following sections are focused on addressing the centroid-based ap-
proaches problems: they need to know the properties of the search space in order to determine
the central point, and they are sensitive to noise effects. Inspired by other clustering algorithms
[139, 24], we reformulated the original ACOC algorithm in a different way to create a medoid-
based algorithm. Medoid-based clustering algorithms are usually more robust to noise effects,
and do not need the properties of the search space to find a solution—they usually have the
distance amongst the data instances, which can be obtained as a Gram matrix of a kernel or a
distance measure, and they try to choose those data instances to define the best clusters. These
selected instances are called medoids.
In order to check the performance of the proposed algorithm, we have compared it against
the original ACOC algorithm using synthetic and real-world datasets and also included the well-
known clustering algorithms PAM (Partition Around Medoids) [102] and K-means [126] in the
comparisons.
6.2 Medoid-based ACO Clustering Algorithm (MACOC)
This section presents the Medoid-based ACO Clustering Algorithm (MACOC). The MACOC
algorithm is similar to the Partition Around Medoids (PAM) algorithm, where the goal of the
algorithm is to choose the best M medoids (data instances) based only on distance information.
This kind of algorithms usually use a dissimilarity/similarity matrix that measures the distances
between the data points. The medoid-based approach is a generalization of the centroid-based
approach, but in the medoid case, the properties of the search space are not required—only the
distances between the data points.
As an ACO algorithm, MACOC algorithm is based on the ACOC algorithm [100]. They
have a similar search graph, where the ants try to define the optimal cluster assignment for
each of the instances (data points). This graph is based on instances and clusters (Figure 6.1).
It has an associated NxM matrix, where N is the number of instances and M is the number
of clusters (medoids). While in the case of ACOC the construction graph is full-connected,
MACOC uses a graph divided in levels, where each instance defines a level (Figure 6.1). The
nodes are visited following the sequence of instances, therefore the graph is not full-connected,
reducing significantly the memory usage and the complexity of the solution space. It should be
noted that this does not incorporate any bias in the search, since the order of the instances is
not relevant.
The algorithm is based on several ants looking for the best path in the construction graph.
Each ant (k) has the following features:
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Medoid 1
Medoid 2
Medoid 3
Int. 1 Int. 2 Int. 3 Int. 4 Int. 5
Figure 6.1: Representation of the ant travelling around the search graph. Ant visit each instance
in order to assign them to a medoid based on the heuristic information and pheromone levels.
• Set of chosen medoids Mk (which are randomly selected).
• Weight matrix W k (based on the distance between the instances and the ant’s medoids).
The ant has two possible search strategies, exploration and exploitation, similar to the ACOC
algorithm. It chooses the strategy for the cluster assignation j according to the following formula:
j =
{
argmaxu∈Ni{[τ(i, j)][η(i, j)]β} , if q ≤ q0
S , otherwise
, (6.1)
where Ni is the set of nodes associated to instance i (see Figure 6.1), j is the chosen cluster,
τ(i, j) is the pheromone value between i and j, q0 is the user-defined exploitation probability, q
is a random number for strategy selection, η(i, j) is the heuristic information between i and j,
and S is the ACO-based search strategy. The heuristic information between an instance i and
a candidate medoid j is defined by the formula:
η(i, j) =
1
d(i, j)
, (6.2)
and the ACO-based exploration strategy S defined by:
S = P (i, j) =
[τ(i, j)] · [η(i, j)]β∑m
l=1[τ(i, l)] · [η(i, l)]β
. (6.3)
One of the main differences between ACOC and MACOC is that MACOC keeps more in-
formation about the ants movements in the pheromone matrix. In the case of ACOC, the
pheromone matrix is a relationship between the instance and the centroid-label (i.e., the index
of the cluster), which is not the centroid itself. In the case of MACOC, the pheromone matrix
is a relationship between the instance and the medoid (another data instance), which means
that if/when the medoid-label changes as a result of the random selection process, the previous
pheromone value is still available. In other words, in the ACOC algorithm, if the centroid value
that was previously used as the centroid c1 is used as the centroid c2, the previous pheromone
values are lost, since they are associated with the label (position) c1; in the MACOC algorithm,
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if the medoid instance that was previously used as medoid m1 is used as the medoid m2, the pre-
vious pheromone values are still used, since the pheromone is associated with the data instance
and not with the medoid label.
The MACOC algorithm can be described as follows:
1. Initialize the pheromone matrix (τ0).
2. Initialize the ants: choose n random medoids for Mk (where n represents the number of
clusters) and set the matrix W k to 0.
3. For each ant:
(a) Select the next data object i.
(b) Select a cluster j:
i. Choose a strategy
ii. Calculate neighbouring nodes probability.
iii. Visit the node.
(c) Update W k.
4. Choose the best solution:
(a) Calculate the objective function for each ant:
Jk =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
wkij · d(xi,mkj ) , (6.4)
where wkij ∈W k and d is a distance function.
(b) Rank the ants solutions.
(c) Choose the best ant (iteration-best solution).
(d) Compare it with the best-so-far solution and update this value with the maximum
between them.
5. Update the pheromone trails (global updating rule): only the r best ants are able to add
pheromones:
τij(t+ 1) = (1− ρ)τij(t) +
r∑
h=1
whij ·∆τhij , (6.5)
where ρ is the pheromone evaporation rate, (0 < ρ < 1), whij ∈W h, t the iteration number,
r is the number of elitism ants and ∆τhij = 1/J
k is the quality of the solution created by
ant h.
6. Check termination condition:
(a) If the number of iterations is greater than the total iterations: re-centralise the in-
stances assigning each data point to its closest medoid and finish.
(b) Otherwise, go to step 2.
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6.3 Experiments
This section presents the experiments which have been carried out to measure the quality of the
proposed MACOC algorithm. The comparisons have been carried out against K-means, PAM
and ACOC algorithms.
6.3.1 Datasets Description
For the synthetic experiments we have created the following datasets:
• Synthetic Data 1 : This dataset is formed by 9 two-dimensional Gaussian models and in
this case, there are 3 gaussians which are closer than the rest.
• Synthetic Data 2 : This second dataset is also formed by 9 two-dimensional Gaussian
models, however, in this case, there are noisy data in the background.
For the real-world experiments, we have chosen four datasets extracted from UCI Machine
Learning Repository [70]:
• Iris: Contains 50 instances distributed over 3 classes, with 4 attributes each.
• Wine: Contains 178 instances distributed over 3 classes, with 13 attributes each.
• Vertebral Column (Ver. Col.): Contains 310 instances distributed over 3 classes, with 6
attributes each.
• Breast Tissue (Bre. Tis.): Contains 106 instances distributes over 6 classes, with 10
attributes each.
6.3.2 Experimental Setup and Evaluation Methods
This section describes the selected algorithms used to measure the MACOC quality.
K-means [126] is an iterative algorithm based on centroids, which are randomly selected at
the beginning. The goal of the algorithm is to find the best centroid positions. It is executed
in two steps: in the first step, it assigns the data to the closest centroid (cluster); and in the
second, it calculates the new position of the centroid as a centroid of the data which has been
assigned to it.
PAM [102] is similar to K-means, but it used medoids instead of centroids. PAM can works
with a dissimilarity/similarity matrix, which is used to calculate the cost of each medoid be-
longing to a cluster.
ACOC [100] is the baseline algorithm used to create MACOC. It works with centroids
and ants. The main difference, apart of the algorithm centroid nature, is that ACOC uses
a pheromone matrix from the data instances to the centroid-labels, while our algorithm use
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a pheromone matrix between all the data to remember the previous medoid assignation. The
parameters of ACOC and MACOC algorithms have been set in a similar way to the original
work [100]: the number on ants is 10, the number of elitism is 1, the exploration probability is
0.0001, the initial pheromone values follow an uniform distribution [0.7, 0.8], β = 2.0, ρ = 0.1,
and the maximum number of iterations is 1000. The only difference is that the MACOC initial
pheromone values have been set as 1n (where n is the number of clusters).
All the experiments have been carried out using the Euclidean distance as the metric, defined
by:
d(xi, xj) = ||xi − xj || =
√∑
q
(xqi − xqj)2 , (6.6)
where xi, xj represent two data instances and q represents each attribute of the data instance.
Additionally, all algorithms need the number of cluster as an initial parameter.
The evaluation of the experiments has been focused on two different ideas: the synthetic
dataset has been evaluated according to the cluster discrimination and the performance of the
algorithm to discriminate the original clusters in the noisy case; the real-world datasets have
been evaluated using the accuracy.
6.3.3 Synthetic Experiments
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Figure 6.2: Results for 9 gaussian distribution.
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Figure 6.3: Discrimination results for the synthetic 9 gaussian distribution.
The first synthetic dataset is generally easy for all the algorithms (see Figures 6.2, 6.3 and
6.3). The discrimination of the clusters is clearer in this case, resulting in a clear separation of the
clusters. The only algorithm that has several problems to identify the clusters is K-means (see
Figure 6.3 and Table 6.3) –probably a result of an early convergence to local minimal solution.
PAM provides a good solution of the cluster discrimination and also provides a stable solution
(its standard deviation is 0). It means that the algorithm is able to find the medoids with no
problems. In the case of ACOC, the solution discriminates the cluster kernels. However, the
boundaries are not well-defined (see Figure 6.3). MACOC obtains good results for both cluster
identification and boundary definition, and also accuracy results (see Table 6.3).
The second dataset introduces noise and the noise significantly modifies the behaviour of
the algorithms (see Figures 6.4, 6.5 and Table 6.3). K-means is not able to identify the cluster
kernels and it joins several clusters together, generating a cluster with noisy data. ACOC is also
able to find the kernels and discriminate them, however, the boundaries are not well-defined
and several instances overlap with other clusters. Finally, PAM and MACOC achieve similar
results. In the case of PAM, there are some boundary problems in the central clusters while in
the case of MACOC the boundaries are clearer, except for one instance (see Figure 6.5, at the
right of the MACOC image).
These results suggest the following conclusions regarding the comparison with ACOC: while
ACOC has boundary problems, which are increased when there is noisy information, MACOC
obtains good results for cluster boundary definition and it is more robust to the presence of
noise.
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Figure 6.4: Results for 9 noisy gaussian distribution.
6.3.4 Real-World Experiments
Table 6.4 shows the results of the algorithms applied to real-world datasets extracted from UCI
Machine Learning repository [70].
In the Iris case, K-means and PAM obtains similar results according to the median. K-
means obtains the worst minimum accuracy results (58%) and it is the less robust algorithm
(its standard deviation is 0.1311). PAM is the most robust algorithm in this case (0 standard
deviation), while ACOC and MACOC obtain similar robustness results. The highest minimum
value is achieved by both ACOC and PAM. The highest maximum, mean and median values are
achieved by MACOC (95.33%, 90.67% and 90.65%, respectively). While MACOC shows better
results than ACOC, these results can not be considered different because the null hypothesis
can not be refused according to Wilcoxon Test [201].
The application of the algorithms on Wine dataset has shown that K-means also obtains
the worst results according to the accuracy and robustness. PAM obtains the highest minimum
value and it is again the most robust algorithm. According to the maximum, mean and median
values, MACOC achieves the best results (72.47%, 71.47% and 71.91%, respectively). In this
case the null hypothesis is refused with a good significance level, therefore, MACOC results are
statistically significantly better than ACOC.
Vertebral column (Ver. Col.) dataset shows different results than the rest of the datasets. In
this case, the best algorithm is K-means, which achieves the maximum value for all the metrics.
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Figure 6.5: Discrimination results for synthetic 9 noisy gaussian distribution.
MACOC is the second algorithm according to median, mean and max (52.58%, 53.26% and
65.48%). Again, the Wilcoxon test shows that the null hypothesis can be refused with a high
significance level (3e-05), therefore, MACOC results are statistically significantly better than
ACOC.
Finally, Breast Tissue dataset shows that MACOC achieves the best results according to
mean, median and max (35.55%, 34.91% and 40.57%). In this case, ACOC and PAM achieves
similar results, specially according to the median (33.96 %). The null hypothesis can be refused
with a significance level of 0.05 (in this case, Wilcoxon test is 0.023), therefore, MACOC results
are statistically significantly better than ACOC.
These results show that MACOC improves the performance over ACOC, given that that
the solutions obtained by MACOC and ACOC are usually statistically different according to
Wilcoxon test in favour of MACOC. Overall, these results are promising regarding the use of
medoids instead of centroid, since this is the main difference between MACOC and ACOC.
6.4 Conclusions of MACOC
MACOC is focused on a medoid-based approach. It is an adaptation from a previously proposed
centroid-based ACOC algorithm to a medoid-based approach. From the ACO perspective, the
new algorithm has also improved the use of the pheromone, extending the pheromone matrix to
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MACOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Synthetic 1 99.11% 100.0% 99.78% 99.75% N ± 0.0028
Synthetic 2 96.73% 100.0% 98.18% 98.75% N ± 0.0121
ACOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Synthetic 1 92.67% 100.0% 98.89% 98.57% ± 0.0128
Synthetic 2 82.91% 92.27% 95.27% 94.40% ± 0.0314
K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Synthetic 1 56.67% 99.78% 84.00% 80.87% ± 0.1143
Synthetic 2 64.65% 98.00% 76.73% 80.22% ± 0.0741
PAM Min Max Median Mean SD
Synthetic 1 99.78% 99.78% 99.78% 99.78% ± 0.0000
Synthetic 2 98.00% 98.00% 98.00% 98.00% ± 0.0000
Table 6.1: Results of the application of the algorithms to the synthetic datasets. The p-values for
the Wilcoxon test applied to ACOC and MACOC results are: Synthetic 1 (2.394e-13) and Synthetic
2 (7.734e-10)—statistical significant improvements are indicated by a N symbol.
keep the information from different candidate medoid instances across iterations.
The application of the algorithm to synthetic and real-world datasets has shown that MA-
COC is more robust to noisy information and it defines better cluster boundaries than ACOC.
It also showed that MACOC has good general results compared with well-known clustering
algorithms.
6.5 Spectral-based ACO Clustering Algorithm (SACOC)
This section presents the proposed Spectral-based ACO Clustering Algorithm (SACOC). This
algorithm is similar to Spectral Clustering. The goal of the algorithm is to choose the data
discrimination representing the information as a similarity graph and cutting it in different
clusters.
6.5.1 ACOC algorithm
The ACOC algorithm [100] is the base of SACOC and MACOC. It has a search space based
on instances and centroids, and can be defined as a graph whose associated matrix is a N×M
matrix, where N is the number of instances and M is the number of centroids (clusters).
The algorithm works with several ants looking for the best path in the graph (see Figure
6.6). Each ant (k) has the following features: a list of visited objects (tbk), a set of chosen
centroids Ck and a Weighted matrix W k (related to the assignation of objects to clusters).
Any ant k has two possible strategies: exploration and exploitation. It choose the strategy
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MACOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Iris 87.33% 95.33% 90.65% 90.67% ± 0.0187
Wine 69.10% 72.47% 71.91% 71.47% N ± 0.0075
Ver. Col. 46.13% 65.48% 52.58% 53.26% N ± 0.0488
Bre. Tis. 28.30% 40.57% 34.91% 35.55% N ± 0.0328
ACOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Iris 89.33% 93.33% 90.00% 90.13% ± 0.0080
Wine 70.22% 71.35% 70.79% 70.78% ± 0.0026
Ver. Col. 47.74% 54.19% 49.35% 49.43% ± 0.0095
Bre. Tis. 31.13% 40.57% 33.96% 34.47% ± 0.0229
K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Iris 58.00% 89.33% 89.33% 82.44% ± 0.1311
Wine 56.74% 70.22% 70.22% 67.26% ± 0.0564
Ver. Col. 56.13% 65.48% 56.13% 57.81% ± 0.0339
Bre. Tis. 33.02% 33.96% 33.02% 33.04% ± 0.0013
PAM Min Max Median Mean SD
Iris 89.33% 89.33% 89.33% 89.33% ± 0.0000
Wine 70.79% 70.79% 70.79% 70.79% ± 0.0000
Ver. Col. 48.71% 48.71% 48.71% 48.71% ± 0.0000
Bre. Tis. 33.96% 33.96% 33.96% 33.96% ± 0.0000
Table 6.2: Results of the application of the algorithms to the different datasets extracted from
the UCI database. The p-values for the Wilcoxon test applied to ACOC and MACOC solutions
are: Iris (0.4439), Wine (4.117e-07), Ver. Col. (3e-05), Bre. Tis. (0.02349)—statistical significant
improvements are indicated by a N symbol.
according to the following formula:
j =
{
argmaxu∈Ni{[τ(i, u)][ηk(i, u)]β} , if q ≤ q0
S , otherwise
, (6.7)
where Ni is the set of nodes associated to object i, j is the chosen cluster, τ(i, u) is the pheromone
value between i and u, q0 is the exploitation probability, q is a random number for strategy
selection,β is a parameter, ηk(i, u) is the heuristic value between i and u for ant k defined by
the formula:
ηk(i, u) = 1/d(xi, c
k
j ) = ||xi − ckj || , (6.8)
where xi is a data instance and c
k
j is a centroid from the ant centroid list. and S is the exploration
defined by:
S = P k(i, u) =
[τ(i, u)][ηk(i, u)]β∑m
j=1[τ(i, j)][η
k(i, j)]β
. (6.9)
The algorithm steps can be divided in:
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Figure 6.6: The graph construction in SACOC. The arrows represent a trail of an ant.
1. Initialize the pheromone matrix.
2. Initialize the ants: (tbk, Ck, W k), for each ant k in the colony. Then, each ant repeats
until tbk is full:
(a) Select (randomly) a data object i satisfying i /∈ tbk.
(b) Select a cluster j: first the ant chooses a strategy; then, it calculates the transition
probability and, finally, it visits a node.
(c) Update tbk, Ck and W k.
3. Choose the best solution. First, the objective function for each ant must be calculated as
follows:
Jk =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
wkijd(xi, c
k
j ) . (6.10)
where wkij is a weight value of the assignation matrix W
k. Next, rank ants solutions.
Choose the iteration-best solution, apply local search1 to improve the solution and, finally,
compare it with the best-so-far solution and update this value with the maximum between
them.
4. Update the pheromone trails (global updating rule). Only the best r ants are able to
add pheromones. Let ρ be the pheromone evaporation rate, (0 < ρ < 1), t the iteration
number, r is the number of elitism ants and ∆τhij = 1/J
h:
τij(t+ 1) = (1− ρ)τij(t) +
r∑
h=1
whij∆τ
h
ij . (6.11)
5. Check the termination condition: if the number of iterations is greater than the maximum
limit, finish; otherwise, go to step 2.
6.5.2 The Spectral hybridisation
The original ACOC algorithm uses the euclidean space as a search space. However, the algorithm
can be modified to consider any kernel in a similar way that K-means is modified to generate the
1For more details of local search see [179].
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Spectral Clustering algorithm. Consider a graph G and its associated weighted matrix W , which
is a pairwise similarity graph amongst the data. The similarity is calculated using a similarity
function defined by a kernel k(xi, xj). The Spectrum of the graph is calculated in a similar way
used by Ng et al. [155] to create the original Spectral Clustering algorithm. First, we calculate
the Laplacian matrix defined by:
L = I −D−1/2WD−1/2 , (6.12)
where I is the identity matrix and D represents the diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-element is the
sum of the similarity matrix i-th row. After the creation of the Laplacian matrix, we extract the
v1, . . . , vz, which corresponds with the z largest eigenvectors of L—chosen to be orthogonal to
each other in the case of repeated eigenvalues—and form the matrix V = [v1 v2 . . . vz] ∈ Rn×z
by stacking the eigenvectors in columns. Finally, we form the matrix Y from V by renormalizing
each row of V to have unit length (i.e., Yij = Vij/(
∑
j V
2
ij)
1/2). Then, we can consider Y as a
projection of the original space and apply ACOC to the representation of each point.
6.6 Experiments
This section shows the experimental results. First, the synthetic and real-world datasets are
briefly described. Then, the experimental setup is shown. Finally, the computational results for
both synthetic and real-world datasets are discussed.
6.6.1 Datasets Description
As have been used in previous chapters to evaluate the performance of the different algorithms
designed, for the synthetic experiments the next datasets [139] have been employed:
• Aggregation: This dataset is composed by 7 clusters, some of them can be separated by
parametric clustering;
• Jain: This dataset is composed by two surfaces with different density and a clear separa-
tion;
• Spiral : In this case, there are 3 spirals close to each other.
For the real-world experiments, we have chosen three datasets from UCI Machine Learning
Repository [70]:
• Iris: Contains 50 instances distributed over 3 classes, with 4 attributes each;
• Haberman: Contains 306 instances distributed over 2 classes, with 3 attributes each;
• Breast Tissue (Bre. Tis.): Contains 106 instances distributes over 6 classes, with 10
attributes each.
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6.6.2 Experimental Setup
We have chosen K-means [126], Spectral Clustering (SC) [155] and ACOC [100] clustering algo-
rithms to compare the results of SACOC. K-means is an iterative algorithm based on centroids.
The goal of the algorithm is to find the best centroid positions. It involves two steps: first, the
data to the closest centroid (cluster) is assigned, and second, the new position of the centroid
as a centroid of the data which has been assigned to it, is calculated. SC generates a similarity
graph and extracts its spectrum as a projective space in order to applied a simple clustering
algorithm (in this case K-means) to the projective data.
The parameters of ACOC and SACOC are: the ants number has been fixed to 10, the elitism
is 1, the exploitation probability is 0.0001, the initial pheromone values have been set to 1/m—
where m is the number of clusters, β = 2.0, ρ = 0.1, the local search probability is 0.001 and the
maximum number of iterations is 1000. These values have been chosen according to the original
ACOC paper [100].
All algorithms need the number of cluster as an initial parameter. The experiments have been
carried out 50 times using the Euclidean distance as the metric, except for Spectral Clustering
and SACOC which use the Radial Basis Function. The evaluation of the experiments has been
focused on two different ideas: the synthetic datasets have been evaluated according to the
cluster discrimination, and the algorithm performance when discriminates the original clusters;
the real-world datasets have been evaluated using the accuracy rate, in order to check how close
the algorithm is to real criteria.
6.6.3 Synthetic Experiments
Figure 6.7 presents the visual (best) results of the algorithms when applied to the synthetic
datasets. Table 6.3 shows the accuracy results on the same datasets.
Aggregation results show that SACOC achieved the best results and outperforms all the other
algorithms—SACOC results are statistically significantly better than SC (p = 1.062 × 10−8).
K-means and ACOC usually have the worse results in this dataset. Figure 6.7 shows that these
algorithms are not able to define clusters on the left, where the cluster boundaries are not clear.
Jain results show that both SC and SACOC are able to discriminate the clusters in all
cases (see Table 6.3), both algorithms achieve the same results without statistically significant
differences between them. K-means achieves stable results (the standard deviation is 0), while
ACOC obtains the worst results.
Spirals shows that both SC and SACOC are able to define the clusters continuity—SACOC
achieved the best and most stable results (0 standard deviation), which are statistically signifi-
cantly better than SC (p = 0.02225). K-means and ACOC are not able to define the continuity
of the data due to the use of the Euclidean space, see Figure 6.7.
The Genetic Algorithms obtain the best results compared with the rest of the algorithms,
which means that there are some features which can be improved in SACOC.
Overall, the results for the synthetic datasets show that SACOC achieves best results, with
statistically significant differences when compared to SC. In the next section we will compare
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SACOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Aggregation 98.60% 99.62% 99.24% 99.28% N ± 0.0022
Jain 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Spirals 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% N ± 0.0000
SC Min Max Median Mean SD
Aggregation 63.96% 99.37% 88.39% 90.30% ± 0.0716
Jain 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Spirals 35.26% 100.0% 100.0% 93.20% ± 0.1724
K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Aggregation 66.88% 88.07% 78.55% 77.93% ± 0.0495
Jain 78.28% 78.28% 78.28% 78.28% ± 0.0000
Spirals 33.97% 34.94% 34.29% 34.41% ± 0.0020
ACOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Aggregation 62.18% 86.17% 77.73% 77.07% ± 0.0516
Jain 73.19% 76.68% 74.80% 74.97% ± 0.0067
Spirals 33.65% 36.54% 35.26% 35.14% ± 0.0063
GGC Min Max Median Mean SD
Aggregation 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Jain 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Spirals 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
MOGGC Min Max Median Mean SD
Aggregation 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Jain 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Spirals 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ± 0.0000
Table 6.3: Minimum, Maximum, Median, Mean and Standard Deviation accuracy results of the
application of the algorithms to the synthetic datasets. The p-values for the Wilcoxon test applied to
SACOC and SC results are: Aggregation (p = 1.062×10−8), Jain (p = 0) and Spiral (p = 0.02225)—
statistical significant improvements are indicated by a N symbol.
the algorithms in real-world datasets.
6.6.4 Real-world Experiments
Table 6.4 shows the results of the algorithms applied to real-world datasets from UCI Machine
Learning repository [70].
Breast Tissue dataset is more a spectral-like dataset. The data is continuous and the clusters
do not intersects in several parts. In this case, both SACOC and SC achieved good results—
SACOC results are statistically significantly better than SC (p = 7.689 × 10−9). K-means and
ACOC have problems in discriminating the clusters information.
In Haberman case, SACOC achieved the best results, however, SC achieves the highest
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Figure 6.7: Graphical representation of the best results on the synthetic datasets.
maximum value. This datasets shows more stable results for SACOC than SC (the standard
deviation of SACOC is 0). There is also a high statistical significance between them (p =
3.919× 10−10). K-means and ACOC achieved the worse results again in this case.
Iris dataset shows interesting results. The best results are achieved by ACOC and K-means,
while SACOC and SC achieved the worse results. This problem is likely due to the data pro-
jection, since it affects to both SC and SACOC. Usually, when there are places with cluster
intersections, the data projection is generally –it worse produces a big cluster and a cluster with
a couple of outliers. Even in this case, SACOC discriminates the clusters better than SC with
statistically significant differences (p = 5.371× 10−8).
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SACOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Breast Tissue 39.62% 60.38% 48.11% 48.43% N ± 0.0432
Haberman 73.53% 73.53% 73.53% 73.53% N ± 0.0000
Iris 66.67% 68.67% 68.67% 68.53% N ± 0.0038
SC Min Max Median Mean SD
Breast Tissue 36.79% 48.11% 41.51% 41.30% ± 0.0321
Haberman 51.31% 75.82% 52.12% 52.37% ± 0.0341
Iris 68.00% 68.00% 68.00% 68.00% ± 0.0000
K-means Min Max Median Mean SD
Breast Tissue 33.02% 34.91% 33.02% 33.02% ± 0.0032
Haberman 50.00% 52.29% 51.96% 51.52% ± 0.0020
Iris 58.00% 89.33% 89.33% 84.95% ± 0.1098
ACOC Min Max Median Mean SD
Breast Tissue 30.19% 40.57% 33.02% 33.42% ± 0.0184
Haberman 50.65% 52.94% 51.96% 51.90% ± 0.0048
Iris 89.33% 92.67% 90.00% 90.23% ± 0.0079
GGC Min Max Median Mean SD
Breast Tissue 60.38% 61.30% 60.38% 61.02 % ± 0.0101
Haberman 74.21% 75.82% 74.52% 74.66% ± 0.0109
Iris 89.33% 92.00 % 90.27 % 90.31 % ± 0.0198
MOGGC Min Max Median Mean SD
Breast Tissue 60.38% 61.30% 60.38% 61.05% ± 0.0112
Haberman 74.21% 75.82% 74.52% 74.39 % ± 0.0107
Iris 89.33% 96.00% 92.25% 92.22% ± 0.0323
Table 6.4: Minimum, Maximum, Median, Mean and Standard Deviation accuracy results of the
application of the algorithms to the synthetic datasets. The p-values for the Wilcoxon test applied
to SACOC and SC results are: Breast Tissue (p = 7.689 × 10−9), Haberman (p = 3.919 × 10−10)
and Iris (p = 5.371× 10−8)—statistical significant improvements are indicated by a N symbol.
The Genetic Algorithms obtain the best results compared with the rest of the algorithms,
which means that there are some features which can be improved in SACOC, however, the
algorithm shows interesting results compared with the UCI datasets.
These results show that SACOC achieved better and more stable results than SC in the
datasets where the cluster assignation has clear boundaries and low cluster intersection. How-
ever, when there are intersection, it is harder for the algorithm to discriminate the data—in the
same way that it is harder for SC.
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6.7 Conclusions of SACOC
SACOC uses spectral transformations of the original search space in order to apply the clustering
in the projective space. The transformation consists on converting the original data in a graph-
based representation (through a similarity graph) and calculate its Laplacian matrix. Once the
Laplacian has been obtained, the eigenvectors are extracted and normalized to generate the
projective space.
The proposed SACOC algorithm showed good results for synthetic datasets. It is able to
discriminate continuity-based clusters with more stable results, when compared to Spectral
Clustering (SC). Also, the SACOC shows good results for real datasets, except in those cases
where there are cluster intersections. In this situation, it has the same problems to discriminate
the data than SC.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
“L’avenir a plusieurs noms.
Pour les faibles, il se nomme l’impossible;
pour les timides, il se nomme l’inconnu;
pour les penseurs et pour les vaillants, il se nomme l’ide´al.”
- Victor Hugo
7.1 Conclusions
Spectral Clustering has been extensively used in clustering applications. This algorithm gener-
ates a graph topology on the data, but it has several problems according to its robustness when
it discriminates the groups. Taking the same graph topology, the main question is whether it
is possible to generate other clustering algorithms that could improve the current state of the
art, oriented to cut the graph, through genetic algorithms. Also, it is important to determine
different application fields and data structures to check its performance. Based on this idea, it
is also important to analyse other bio-inspired approaches based on graph representations.
This dissertation has been divided in four main parts which cover the main contributions of
the thesis. The main goal was the design of clustering algorithms which could combine graph
clustering and genetic algorithms. We have developed three different generations of algorithms,
which have been divided in three main parts:
• The first generation is focused on the design of GGC algorithm, a simple Genetic Graph-
based Algorithm which uses a hybrid fitness to guide the search. This algorithm presents
several memory problems (similar to Spectral Clustering) which have been analysed and
solved in the next generation.
• The second generation is related to MOGA algorithms. In this generation we have im-
plemented two different algorithms MOGGC and CEMOG. MOGGC is a multi-objective
genetic algorithm designed to reduce the memory usage during the process, and CEMOG
is an algorithm which uses a co-evolutionary approach combined with the previous multi-
objective algorithm in order to generate a k-adaptive approach.
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• The third generation deals with large and streaming data problems. In this case, the
algorithms have been re-designed to process more data in limited computers. In order
to achieve this goal, we have focused the problem on Map-Reduce and Online approaches
creating two new algorithms: MOGGSC for Large Oﬄine data, and MOGGOC for Stream
Online data.
Other bio-inspired graph-based algorithms have been designed during the dissertation to
study swarm-based approaches in the same context. These algorithms are based on Ant Colony
Optimization algorithms, and have proved to provide promising results for future research.
With this characterization, it is possible to draw an answer to the main research question
that was briefly proposed in the Introduction. Since the main research question is too wide
and involves a collection of different issues, it was divided into seven specific research questions.
In the following, we review these questions, which were already presented in the introduction,
and their answers are discussed under the light of the experimental evidence reported along this
dissertation.
• Q1: Is it possible to improve the results of classical algorithms -specially Spectral Cluster-
ing, using genetic graph-based approaches?
Classical clustering algorithms have been focused on Gaussian models based on the op-
timization of the parameters of these models. K-means, which is the most classical al-
gorithm, optimizes the position of centroids while Expectation Maximization (using a
Gaussian Mixture Model) optimizes the mean and standard deviation of the distributions.
These classical ideas are really popular and have been successfully applied in several fields,
however, current clustering problems are not longer based on centroids, but manifolds.
These manifolds (or special structures) are featured by the continuity defined by the data
which compose them. This supposes the introduction of new algorithms based on data
continuity. The most popular is Spectral Clustering.
Some problems of the Spectral clustering algorithm are the robustness and the memory
efficient of the algorithm.
The first problem is related to how the algorithm deal with the data distribution in the
metric space. If the distance between the points varies according to different magnitude
orders, but the points are identically distributed than in the original space, then the
algorithm may be less stable. This robustness problem is faced using the GGC algorithm.
The continuity metric of this algorithm tries to improve the robustness of the solutions
while keeps good results during the clustering process.
The second problem is according to memory consumption. Spectral Clustering usually
works with several matrices during the projection process, these matrices and the oper-
ations needed to generate it, usually take up a lot of memory specially when SC uses a
full Similarity Graph. MOGGC has been designed to reduce this dependency. Its memory
usage grows in a linear way while SC memory usage usually grows in a square way.
• Q2: How these approaches deal with the robustness problem of classical Spectral Clustering
algorithm?
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The genetic algorithms are designed using a specific encoding -which defines the search
space, and the operations -that can be applied to guide the searching process, and the
fitness -which provides information about how the current solutions found are close to the
optimal solution. These aspects are important during the convergence process and are
extremely important in order to solve the robustness problem keeping a good compromise
with the convergence.
The way that genetic algorithms were chosen is also relevant. The first implementation,
GGC, is a basic Genetic Algorithm. This version has provided good robustness results.
However, it is not a good choice due to there are several aspects which are not well designed,
such as the hybrid fitness function which should be a Multi-optimization problem. The
second algorithm, MOGGC, is a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm, which improves the
way the algorithm chooses the solution in the solution space defined by the two heuristics
considered.
During the dissertation there are several metrics which are used in order to improve the
algorithm results keeping their robustness. Also classical and promising metrics have been
shown to be less useful in the field, e. g., the Weighted Clustering Coefficient metric.
The metrics which have shown to be helpful are those based on neighbourhood and con-
tinuity.
• Q3: How can genetic algorithms and graph-based structures be combined to create these
algorithms?
One of the most important features of these algorithms (GGC, MOGGC and CEMOG) is to
know how they can keep information about the graph, whereas the structure of the different
chromosomes is reduced. It is important to note that the algorithms must have access to
the graph which contains the search space. However, it is also important to look for a
compromise between the information available and the memory usage. During the first
approach, GGC used all the information of the structure, which means that it generates
a N ×N matrix for the full Similarity Graph. Taking into account the chromosome size
(N) and the population size, this was really big.
Once we optimized the Similarity Graph using a N×K matrix, we simplified the problem,
but we also reduced the information related to the search space. The most important
feature of the new search space was whether it was able to provide enough information to
find a good solution. That supposes to add some modifications to the way the algorithm
search, adding two new fitness functions to it. These fitnesses show good performance, and
also they provide a good solution to the algorithm. However, the chromosome size was
still N . Also, the MOGGC extension, CEMOG, only add more space to the population
but it helped to find the best k parameter.
Finally, the online and large data analysis part is focused on how to select relevant points
of the search space in order to perform the resources usage (memory and CPU). Based on
the idea that the continuity-based clusters are manifolds, and that a manifold is composed
by local Euclidean spaces, we generate two steps during the search process. The first
step looks for relevant local points of the manifold (considering this as a local space and
generating Voronoi Regions). The second uses only the regions to define the final clusters.
In this step we applied a graph topology to the regions in order to decide the best way to
join them.
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• Q4: How modern genetic-based methodologies can help to improve the quality of the algo-
rithms?
In this work three different approaches based on genetic algorithms have been used to
improve the algorithms performance, as was mentioned above:
– The first one is based on a simple genetic algorithm. This kind of algorithm helps
to optimize the fitness function designed for GGC, looking for the best clustering
assignation. The solutions provided by this algorithm are good enough, when they
are compared against classical algorithms. However, the memory usage is too high.
Also, due to the fitness defines two main objectives, the algorithm was re-designed as
a multi-objective genetic algorithm.
– The second approach -the multi-objective based; has provided several improvements
in the algorithm. It achieves good results using less memory and less information
about the search space, which is really helpful for the new implementations and for
the large scale data analysis.
– The last kind of genetic algorithm designed has been the Co-Evolution. This method-
ology was helpful in order to find a promising number of clusters. However, this
process introduces some complexity in the genetic search, which was worse for the
performance due to there were several populations sharing information between them.
This reduces the scalability of the algorithm, which implies that is not a good choice
for large scale data analysis.
• Q5: How can these algorithms deal with static data?
As Chapters 3, 4, and 5 have shown, the new algorithms provide promising results for static
datasets. They have been compared against classical algorithms, each of these algorithms
is one of the most relevant in the field. In the first case, they have been compared with
K-means, EM and Spectral Clustering. In order to guarantee the performance of the
algorithms we have compared them using synthetic data and real-world datasets.
The synthetic datasets have been designed to measure the algorithms behaviour in different
contexts. The main context are: continuity-based clusters, centroid-based clusters and low
noisy conditions. Using these contexts we are able to identify the different weak points of
the algorithms in order to improve them in the next generation.
The main weakness of the algorithms designed are related to the noise effects, and, spe-
cially, the cluster intersections.
The main strengths of the algorithms are that they usually obtained better results than
the classical algorithms, and they are able to deal with the continuity-based problem in a
competitive way. According to the resources consumed, they reduce the memory usage in
each generation providing more versatility for large scale data analysis.
• Q6: How can these algorithms deal with streaming data?
The first and second generation of the algorithms need more improvements in order to deal
with the streaming process. The main problem of these algorithms is not just the memory
consumption problem, but also the problem of incorporate real-time data to the graph
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structure. They are able to deal with the data provided by the streams oﬄine, analysing
a specific moment instead of the whole process.
The MOGGSC is also able to analyse a specific moment of the stream, but it is not able
to analyse the process in a real-time context. MOGGOC instead is able to analyse the
stream online, which means that it can provide the results each time they are needed. This
is really useful for the different real-time data flows that can be found in real life (such
as sensors, social network interactions, etc), however there are some limitations for this
approach.
The main limitation for MOGGOC is that it can only deal with data which is contained
in a search space, this means that the algorithm needs to know the search space in order
to optimize the centroid positions during the first step, (this was not necessary in the
previous generations). This is a common problem in all the online algorithms because the
data stream usually provides data in a vectorial space way. However, Social Networks do
not always provide data in this way, and some transformations are needed, in order to
translate this information to a specific and known search space.
• Q7: Is there any other bio-inspired methodology promising for graph-based approaches?
We have seen that there are fields such as Swarm intelligence which can be also useful for
clustering. The main idea behind the use of swarm intelligence is to try to define new bio-
inspired algorithms that could be used to design new continuity clustering algorithms. This
work was focused on one of the most relevant graph-based areas: Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO). ACO algorithms have shown to have the potential to find more accurate solutions,
to perform a deeper search in the search space and to avoid to trap in local minima.
However, these algorithms where not so promising for continuity-based problems. The
performance of ACO algorithms was specially focused on classical problems.
During the dissertation, we have developed a couple of ACO algorithms, the first was
a medoid-based clustering algorithm (which was used to improve the convergence of the
classical clustering ACO-based approach, and to extend this algorithm, named ACOC, to
an unknown search space). The second was a spectral extension of the ACOC algorithm
in order to create a continuity-based algorithm.
The results obtained from both algorithms in synthetic and real datasets have shown some
interesting and promising results.
7.2 Future Work
There are several lines of work that could be extended in the near future related to the different
algorithms and applications presented in this dissertation:
• The first issue is to provide a detailed computational convergence analysis for all the
algorithms designed.
• It could be also important to test the behaviour of these algorithms in other application
fields, such as text summarization for the second and third generation, and also for the
ACO-based algorithms.
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• Related to the fitness functions, it is important to provide a detailed study of the different
ways which they usually define in the search space, in order to find a better way to improve
the convergence of the algorithm and to alleviate the search process.
• For the online algorithm, it is interesting to find a way to provide an analytical process
avoiding the features of the search space.
• Finally, it could be also interesting to study the current applications from Apache Spark
approach in order to cover the current data analysis demands.
Chapter 8
Conclusiones y Trabajo Futuro
“L’avenir a plusieurs noms.
Pour les faibles, il se nomme l’impossible;
pour les timides, il se nomme l’inconnu;
pour les penseurs et pour les vaillants, il se nomme l’ide´al.”
- Victor Hugo
8.1 Conclusiones
El algoritmo de Clustering Espectral se ha utilizado en muchas aplicaciones basadas en cluster-
ing. Este algoritmo genera una topolog´ıa de grafo en los datos, pero tiene varios problemas con
respecto a su robustez cuando discrimina los grupos. Tomando la misma topolog´ıa generada por
el algoritmo, la cuestio´n principal es si es posible generar otros algoritmos de clustering capaces
de mejorar el estado actual de esta te´cnica (orientados tambie´n a cortar el grafo), a trave´s de
algoritmos gene´ticos. Tambie´n es importante determinar diferentes campos de aplicacio´n para
comprobar su rendimiento. En base a esta idea, tambie´n es importante analizar otro enfoque
bio-inspirado basado en la representacio´n de grafos.
Esta tesis se ha dividido en cuatro partes principales, que cubren las principales aportaciones
de la tesis. El objetivo principal era el disen˜o de algoritmos de clustering combinando el cluster-
ing basado en grafos y algoritmos geneticos. Hemos desarrollado tres generaciones de algoritmos
divididos en tres partes principales:
• La primera generacio´n es sobre el algoritmo GGC, un Algoritmo Gene´tico basado en
Grafos sencillo que utiliza una funcio´n de fitness h´ıbrida para guiar la bu´squeda. Este
algoritmo tiene varios problemas de memoria (similares a los de Clustering Espectral), que
se resuelven en la siguiente generacio´n.
• La segunda generacio´n es de algoritmos Multi-Objetivo. En esta generacio´n podemos
incluir MOGGC, un algoritmo gene´tico multiobjetivo disen˜ado para reducir el uso de
memoria durante el proceso; y CEMOG, un algoritmo que utiliza un enfoque co-evolutivo,
combinado con el algoritmo multi-objetivo anterior, con el fin de generar un algoritmo
k-adaptativo.
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• La tercera generacio´n se enfoca en problemas de grandes cantidades de datos y streaming.
En este caso, los algoritmos son re-disen˜ados para procesar ma´s datos en ordenadores con
capacidades limitadas. Para lograr este objetivo, nos hemos centrado en las metodolog´ıas
de MapReduce y en enfoques Online, creando dos nuevos algoritmos: MOGGSC para
flujos de datos oﬄine y MOGGOC para los flujos online.
Despue´s de estas generaciones tambie´n introducimos otros algoritmos bio-inspirados basa-
dos en grafos que se han disen˜ado durante la tesis. Estos algoritmos se basan en algoritmos de
optimizacio´n de colonias de hormigas y han demostrado ofrecer resultados prometedores para
investigaciones futuras. Con esta caracterizacio´n, es posible encontrar una respuesta a la pre-
gunta principal de investigacio´n. Dado que la pregunta de investigacio´n es muy amplia e incluye
una coleccio´n de diferentes cuestiones, era conveniente dividirlo en siete preguntas espec´ıficas.
A continuacio´n se revisan estas preguntas, que ya fueron presentadas en la introduccio´n, y sus
respuestas se discuten a la luz de las evidencias reportadas por esta tesis.
• Q1: ¿Es posible mejorar los resultados de los algoritmos cla´sicos -especialmente Clustering
Espectral-, utilizando un enfoque de algo´ritmos gene´ticos basados en grafos?
Los algoritmos cla´sicos de clustering se han centrado en la optimizacio´n de para´metros de
modelos t´ıpicamente Gaussianos. K-means, que es el algoritmo ma´s cla´sico, optimiza la
posicio´n de los centroides mientras que Expectation Maximization (utilizando un modelo
de mu´ltiples gaussianas) optimiza la media y la desviacio´n esta´ndar de la distribucio´n.
Estas ideas cla´sicas son muy populares y se han aplicado con e´xito en varios campos, sin
embargo, los problemas actuales de clustering ya no se basan en centroides, sino en formas.
Estas formas o estructuras especiales son caracterizadas por la continuidad que definen
los datos que las componen. Esto supone la introduccio´n del nuevas metodolog´ıas basadas
en la continuidad de los datos. El algoritmo ma´s importante actualmente es Clustering
Espectral.
Algunos de los problemas del algoritmo de Clustering Espectral son la robustez y la efi-
ciencia en memoria del algoritmo.
El primer problema esta´ relacionado con los para´metros de la me´trica que el algoritmo
aplica a la distribucio´n de datos en el espacio. Si la distancia entre los puntos var´ıa de
acuerdo con diferentes o´rdenes de magnitud, pero los puntos se distribuyen de manera
ide´ntica que en el espacio original, entonces el algoritmo puede ser menos estable. Este
problema de robustez se compara con el algoritmo GGC. La me´trica de continuidad de
este algoritmo intenta mejorar la robustez de las soluciones, mientras mantiene buenos
resultados durante el proceso de agrupamiento.
El segundo problema esta´ enfocado a la eficiencia en memoria. Clustering Espectral gen-
eralmente trabaja con varias matrices durante el proceso de proyeccio´n, estas matrices y
las operaciones necesarias para generarlo, por lo general, ocupan una gran cantidad de
memoria, especialmente cuando SC utiliza un grafo de similitud completo. MOGGC ha
sido disen˜ado para reducir esta dependencia. Su uso de la memoria crece de forma lineal
mientras que el uso de memoria de SC suele crecer de forma cuadra´tica.
• Q2: ¿Co´mo tratan estos enfoques el problema de la robustez del algoritmo de Clustering
Espectral?
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Los algoritmos gene´ticos se disen˜aron utilizando una codificacio´n -que define el espacio de
bu´squeda-, las operaciones -que mueven la bu´squeda-, y la fitness -que proporciona infor-
macio´n sobre co´mo las diferentes soluciones esta´n cerca de la solucio´n principal-. Estos
aspectos son importantes durante el proceso de convergencia y son extremadamente impor-
tantes a la hora de resolver el problema de la robustez manteniendo un buen compromiso
con la convergencia.
La forma en que se eligen los algoritmos gene´ticos tambie´n es relevante. La primera
aplicacio´n, GGC, es un algoritmo gene´tico ba´sico. Esta versio´n es una buena primera
aproximacio´n, sin embargo, no es una buena opcio´n, debido a que hay varios aspectos
que no esta´n bien disen˜ados, tales como la funcio´n h´ıbrida de fitness, que deber´ıa ser
un problema multi-objetivo. El segundo algoritmo, MOGGC, es un algoritmo gene´tico
multi-objetivo, que mejora la forma en que el algoritmo elige la solucio´n en el espacio de
soluciones definidos por las dos heur´ısticas.
Durante la tesis hay varias me´tricas que se utilizan con el fin de mejorar los resultados
del algoritmo manteniendo su robustez. Tambie´n me´tricas cla´sicas y prometedoras han
demostrado ser menos u´tiles en el campo, e. g., el coeficiente de clustering ponderado.
Las me´tricas que han demostrado ser u´tiles son aquellas basadas en vecinos y continuidad.
• Q3: ¿Co´mo se pueden combinar los algoritmos gene´ticos y las estructuras basadas en
grafos para generar estos algoritmos?
Una de las partes ma´s importantes del algoritmo es co´mo se puede mantener la infor-
macio´n sobre la estructura del grafo para los diferentes cromosomas. Es importante que
los algoritmos tengan acceso al grafo que contiene el espacio de bu´squeda. Sin embargo,
tambie´n es importante tener un compromiso entre la informacio´n disponible y el uso de
memoria. Durante el primer enfoque, GGC utiliza toda la informacio´n de la estructura,
lo que significa que genera una matriz N × N para el grafo de similitud completo. Te-
niendo en cuenta el taman˜o de los cromosomas (N) y el taman˜o de la poblacio´n, esto era
realmente grande.
Una vez que hemos optimizado el grafo de similitud utilizando una matriz N × K, no
so´lo hemos simplificado el problema, sino que tambie´n reducimos la informacio´n sobre el
espacio de bu´squeda. La caracter´ıstica ma´s importante del nuevo espacio de bu´squeda era
si era capaz de proporcionar suficiente informacio´n para encontrar una buena solucio´n.
Eso supone an˜adir algunas modificaciones a la forma en que el algoritmo busca, an˜adiendo
dos nuevas funciones de aptitud para ello. Estas funciones muestran un buen rendimiento,
y tambie´n proporcionan una buena solucio´n para el algoritmo. Sin embargo, el taman˜o de
los cromosomas era todav´ıa N . Finalmente, la extensio´n de MOGGC, CEMOG, aunque
agrega ma´s espacio a la bu´squeda, permite encontrar el para´metro k de forma automa´tica.
Por u´ltimo, la parte de ana´lisis de flujos de datos, y grandes cantidades, se centra en co´mo
seleccionar puntos pertinentes al espacio de bu´squeda con el fin de optimizar el uso de
recursos (memoria y CPU). Basado en la idea de que los clusters basados en continuidad
son variedades y que un centroide esta´ asociado a un espacios eucl´ıdeo local, generamos un
proceso de dos pasos durante la bu´squeda. El primer paso busca puntos locales importantes
en la variedad (considerando esto como un espacio local y generando regiones de Voronoi).
El segundo utiliza so´lo las regiones para definir los grupos finales. En este paso se aplico´
una topolog´ıa de grafo para las regiones con el fin de decidir la mejor manera de unirlas.
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• Q4: ¿Co´mo ayudan a mejorar la calidad de los algoritmos las te´cnicas modernas de algo-
ritmos gene´ticos ?
En este trabajo se han utilizado tres enfoques diferentes basados en algoritmos gene´ticos
para mejorar el rendimiento de los algoritmos, como se ha mencionado ma´s arriba:
– El primero es el algoritmo gene´tico simple. Este algoritmo ayuda a optimizar la
funcio´n de aptitud disen˜ada para GGC, buscando la mejor asignacio´n de cluster-
ing. Las soluciones aportadas por este algoritmo son buenas, sin embargo, el uso de
memoria es alto. Tambie´n, debido a que la fitness define dos objetivos principales, el
algoritmo evoluciono´ a un algoritmo gene´tico multi-objetivo.
– En la segunda generacio´n se ha tratado de mejorar el rendimiento a trave´s de algo-
ritmos multi-objetivo. Se logran buenos resultados usando menos memoria y menos
informacio´n sobre el espacio de bu´squeda, lo cual, es realmente u´til para las nuevas
implementaciones y para el ana´lisis de datos de gran taman˜o.
– El u´ltimo tipo de algoritmo gene´tico utilizado es el Co-Evolutivo. Esta metodolog´ıa
fue u´til a la hora de encontrar un nu´mero o´ptimo de clusters. Sin embargo, este
proceso introduce cierta complejidad en la bu´squeda gene´tica, que era peor para el
rendimiento, debido a que hay varias poblaciones que comparten informacio´n entre
ellas. Esto reduce la escalabilidad del algoritmo y no lo convierte en una buena
eleccio´n para el ana´lisis de datos de gran taman˜o.
• Q5: ¿Co´mo tratan estos algoritmos los datos esta´ticos?
Como los cap´ıtulos 3, 4 y 5 han mostrado, los nuevos algoritmos proporcionan resultados
prometedores para datos esta´ticos. E´stos se han comparado con los algoritmos cla´sicos,
cada uno de los algoritmos es uno de los algoritmos ma´s relevantes utilizados en el campo.
En el primer caso, se han comparado con K-means, EM y SC. Con el fin de garantizar el
rendimiento de los algoritmos, se han utilizado datos sinte´ticos y conjuntos de datos del
mundo real.
Los datos sinte´ticos han sido disen˜ados para medir el comportamiento de los algoritmos
en diferentes contextos. Los contextos principales son: clusters basados continuidad, clus-
ters basados en centroides y condiciones de ruido. Aplicando estos contextos, podemos
identificar los diferentes puntos de´biles de los algoritmos con el fin de mejorarlos para la
pro´xima generacio´n.
La principal debilidad de los algoritmos disen˜ados es que son sensibles a los efectos del
ruido, y, especialmente, a las intersecciones entre clusters.
Los principales puntos fuertes de los algoritmos es que, por lo general, obtienen mejores
resultados que los algoritmos cla´sicos, y son capaces de lidiar con el problema de con-
tinuidad de una manera competitiva. Segu´n los recursos consumidos, reducen el uso de
memoria en cada generacio´n proporcionando ma´s versatilidad para el ana´lisis de datos de
gran taman˜o.
• Q6: ¿Co´mo tratan estos algoritmos los datos en streaming?
La primera y la segunda generacio´n de algoritmos necesitan ma´s mejoras con el fin de
abordar el proceso de streaming. El principal problema de estos algoritmos no es so´lo el
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problema de la memoria que consumen, sino tambie´n el problema de incorporar datos en
tiempo real a la estructura del grafo. Son capaces de hacer frente a los datos proporcionados
por los flujos de datos de forma oﬄine, pero no online.
El MOGGSC tambie´n es capaz de analizar un momento espec´ıfico del flujo, pero no es
capaz de analizar el proceso en un contexto en tiempo real. MOGGOC, sin embargo, es
capaz de analizar los datos online, lo que significa que puede proporcionar los resultados
cada vez que se necesiten. Esto es realmente u´til para los diferentes flujos de datos en
tiempo real que se pueden encontrar en el mundo (como sensores, redes sociales, etc), sin
embargo, hay algunas limitaciones de este enfoque.
La principal limitacio´n para MOGGOC es que so´lo se puede hacer frente a los datos que
se contienen en un espacio de bu´squeda, lo que significa que tiene que saber el espacio de
bu´squeda con el fin de optimizar las posiciones del centroide durante la primera etapa,
mientras que esto no era necesario en las generaciones anteriores. Este es un problema
comu´n en todos los algoritmos online, porque se suelen proporcionar flujos de datos sobre
un espacio vectorial. Sin embargo, las redes sociales, por ejemplo, no siempre proporcionan
datos de esta manera y hay que realizar algunas transformaciones con el fin de traducir
esta informacio´n a un espacio de bu´squeda espec´ıfico y conocido.
• Q7: ¿Hay otros enfoques bio-inspirados prometedores para los problemas basados en el
grafos?
Hemos visto que hay campos como la inteligencia de enjambre que pueden ser tambie´n
u´tiles para el clustering. La idea principal detra´s del uso de la inteligencia de enjambre
es tratar de definir nuevos algoritmos bio-inspirados. Este trabajo se centra en una de las
a´reas basadas en grafos ma´s relevantes: Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). Los algoritmos
ACO han demostrado tener el potencial para encontrar soluciones ma´s precisas, para
llevar a cabo una bu´squeda ma´s profunda en el espacio de bu´squeda y para evitar caer
en mı´nimos locales. Sin embargo, estos algoritmos no son tan prometedores para los
problemas de continuidad, au´n. El rendimiento de los algoritmos ACO fue especialmente
evaluado con problemas cla´sicos.
Durante la disertacio´n, hemos desarrollado un par de algoritmos ACO, el primero era un
algoritmo basado en medoides (que se utiliza para mejorar la convergencia del problema
clustering cla´sico y extender el algoritmo ACOC a un espacio de bu´squeda desconocido).
Y la segunda fue una extensio´n espectral del algoritmo ACOC el fin de crear un algoritmo
basado en continuidad.
8.2 Trabajo Futuro
Hay varios temas que se pueden estudiar en el futuro de acuerdo a los diferentes algoritmos y
aplicaciones de esta tesis:
• El primero es el de proporcionar una complejidad computacional detallada para todos los
algoritmos.
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• Tambie´n es importante comprobar el comportamiento de los algoritmos en diferentes cam-
pos de aplicacio´n, como el de resu´menes automa´ticos para la segunda y tercera generacio´n
y tambie´n para los algoritmos basados en ACO.
• Para las funciones de fitness, es importante proporcionar un estudio detallado de los difer-
entes caminos que, por lo general, se definen en el espacio de bu´squeda con el fin de
encontrar una manera de mejorar la convergencia del algoritmo y facilitar el proceso de
bu´squeda.
• Para el algoritmo online, es interesante encontrar una manera que proporcione un proceso
anal´ıtico sin las caracter´ısticas del espacio de bu´squeda.
• Tambie´n es interesante ampliar las aplicaciones para un enfoque Spark Apache con el fin
de cubrir las demandas actuales de ana´lisis de datos.
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